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This thesis deals with consumption and saving decisions at the household level. As Deaton
(1992) points out, economists have paid considerable attention to this research topic. This is not
surprising given the fact that consumption is the largest component of aggregate demand.
Moreover, important policy questions like whether short run fiscal policy is effective in boosting
aggregate demand, or whether cuts in Social Security benefits stimulate private saving, requires
thorough understanding of consumption and saving decisions.
In most of the chapters of this thesis the Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH) of Modigliani is
chosen as the central framework of analysis. Today it is hardly conceivable that one would attempt
an economic analysis of consumption without using some version of the LCH as a starting point. In
this framework it is assumed that the consumer is rational and forward looking. To be more
precise, the LCH says that the individual arranges current and future consumption in such a way
that he maximises an (intertemporally additive) life time utility function subject to a life time
budget constraint using the infortnation available to him as efficiently as possible. Like in most
other studies, it is assumed in this thesis that the individual does not have perfect foresight, but
lives in a risky environment. We need to make some further assumptions about how consumers
deal with this uncertainty in order to arrive at a testable model. These extra assumptions concem
the preference stmcture and the formation of expectations. In this thesis I make the standard
assumptions that the life time utility function is of the expected utility type and agents hold rational
expectations. Finally it is often assumed that agents have access to perfect capital markets.
Normally, no closed form solution is available for the optimization problem presented above.
However, Hall (1978) shows that the first order conditions of the life cycle optimization problem
put the following strong restriction on the dynamic behaviour of consumption: if the (real) interest
rate is constant through time and equal to the rate of time preference, the marginal utility of
consumption evolves in time according to a random walk. This striking implication is first tested by
Hall (1978) and has been the subject of extensive investigation since. In the literature this line of
research is called the Euler equa~ion approach. ln this dissertation we also make extensive use of
this approach.
In the chapters ? and 3 it is investigated whether consumption behaviour of Dutch
households can be described adequately by means of a rather restrictive life cycle model like the
one presented above. Chapter 2("Consumption, savings and demography", co-authored with Arie
Kapteyn) does not only deal with decisions conceming total consumption and savings, but also
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considers the allocation of total expenditures over different goods. We exploit the assumption of
intertemporal additivity of the expected utility function while formulating the econometric model.
As Blundell and Walker (1986) and others have shown, the intertemporal additivity of the utility
function implies two stage budgeting. In the first stage, the household derives current and future
total consumption by equalizing the (sui[ably discounted) marginal utility of wealth. In the
estimation model, this stage of the planning process is specified by means of an Euler equation. In
the second stage the amount of total expenditures is allocated over different consumption goods
according to decision rules which can be described by means of a demand system. This chapter
also reviews some altemative strategies to estimate the parameters of the utility function.
However, the emphasis of the chapter is to model the influence of the demographic
composition of a population on the size and composition of consumption. In our model the
demographic variables act as taste shifters, i.e. exogenous variables on which the preference
ordening depends. The model is estimated by using a panel data set of Dutch households. The
results indicate that the marginal utility of wealth is negatively related with the variable age. This
means that older people tend to consume substantially less than individuals of middle age. A
similar result has also been found by BSrsch-Supan and Stahl (1991). They claim that the elderly
consumer happens to be constrained in his ph}sical ability to consume. However, the result
mentioned above should be viewed with some reservation, because tests of the first stage part of
the model indicates rejection. As long as we maintain to assume that the intertemporal utility
function is additive, the rejection of the first stage part dces not necessarily invalidate the
specification of the second stage allocation. The second stage model appears to be consistent with
the data, although the low Rz's indicate that we should pay more attention to modelling the
influence of other taste shifters than the demographic ones.
In chapter 3, entitled "Saving and income smoothing: evidence from panel data", the
Permanent [ncome-Rational Expectation (PIH-RE) of Flavin (1981) is taken as starting point of
analysis. This model can be seen as a special case of the life cycle model. In the permanent income
model a quadratic intratemporal utiliry function and an infinite planning horizon are assumed. In
addition, the PIH-RE model rules out the possibility that the consumer has a precautionary saving
motive. One important prediction of this model is that saving equals the expected present value of
future income declines. In other words, the PIH-RE model says that consumers save for a rainy
day. These theoretical predictions are checked by setting up a vector autoregression (VAR) model
in savings and income changes, and also by considering Euler equations. This model is tested by
using data stemming from the Dutch Socio-Economic Panel. This dataset is quite unique in
simultaneously providing information on household wealth, income and particularly subjective data
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on income expectations and motives to save. In the empirical application, savings are defined as the
change in wealth. It is clear that like the measure of income change this saving measure is etror-
ridden. However, the subjective data allows us to deal econometrically with this measurement error
problem by using instrumental variables estimation techniques'. One can also cure this
measurement error problem by using those demographic and socio-economic characteristics as
instruments which are assumed not to inFluence preferences. For most of these variables it is
difficult to justify such an assumption. However, in case of some of the subjective data (such as the
income expectation data) we think it is allowed to impose exclusion restrictions of the kind
mentioned above.
The main finding of chapter 3 is that the Permanent Income-Rationat Expectation hypothesis
is strongly rejected even if we perforrn this analysis on different subgroups and for different
instrument sets. Therefore, we also consider extensions of the PIH-RE model. First we examine the
exact excess sensitivity model proposed by Flavin (1993) which says that consumption is equal to a
convex combination of permanent income and transitory income. Deaton (1991) states that the
obvious interpretation of finding a significantly positive excess sensitivity parameter runs in terms
of liquidity constraints. However, we find implausible values (sometimes greater than one) of the
excess sensitivity parameter and in most cases we have to reject the overidentifying restrictions
implied by the excess sensitivity model, which leaves us to conclude that this model dces not
provide an adequate characterisation of the data. Finally we have used the subjective data in order
to assess the importance of the precautionary saving motive. We find some prima facie evidence
that the rejection of the PIH-RE model could be explained by a precautionary saving motive.
Like in chapter 2, the purpose of chapter 4, "Habit formation, interdependent preferences and
demographic effects in the Almost Ideal demand system", is to model the allocation of total
expenditures over different commodities. Contrary to chapter 2 we take into account the role of
(myopic) habit formation and preference interdependence in this allocation process. The fact that
consumer preferences are inFluenced by the behaviour of other people in the reference group
(which consists of e.g. friends, relatives, and colleagues) is well-documented in the psychological
and sociological literature, yet it is almost universally ignored in micro studies of consumer
demand. Preference interdependence is incorporated in a demand system following the lead of
' In the paper, we apply the following Instrumental Variables methods: Generalized Method of Moments
(GMM) and a robust instrumental variables method proposed by Flavin (1991). In both cases, we find that
the restrictions implied by the PIH-RE model are strongly rejected.
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Pollak (1976) and Kapteyn et al. (1989). We follow Pollak' by adopting a specification where
preferences are related with the weighted mean of past consumption fper equivalent adult) of the
reference group where the weighting scheme follows from the set of reference weights. The main
problem with the theoretical model is that we have no data on the reference weights available on
which the reference group means are based. In order to tackle this problem we follow the
methodology of Kapteyn ei al. (1989). We make some assumptions which allow us to approximate
the reference group means by a convex combination of the population mean and a social group
mean where the social group is defined as a set of people who share certain observable
characteristics like education, age, type of job etc..
Our way of modelling habit formation deserves some further comment. In a life cycle model,
habit formation can be introduced in 2 ways. We assume that the process of habit formation is of a
myopic nature. This means that the consumer takes into account his consumption history, but does
not recognise the impact of current consumption on future tastes. In other words myopic consumers
behave in a suboptimal way. Contrary to myopic habit formation, consumers forrn habits in
rational way if they do take into account the consequences of current decisions on future
preferences. In case of myopic habit formation, the two stage budgeting result discussed above still
holds and estimation of a demand system including lagged consumption variables is allowed.
However, time consistency problems normally arise, because myopic consumers do not realise that
their within period preferences shift over time.
In chapter 4 we also pay some attention to identification issues. It appears ihat our empirical
model is not fully identified. However, one needs only to impose one extra restriction to recover
all parameters of interest. For instance one can assume that the reference group is a subset of the
social group. Even without this extra assumption, we can identify all parameters which reflect habit
formation and from the reduced form parameters we are able to rank the different goods in order of
conspicuousness. The estimation results indicate that both habit formation and preference
interdependence are important determinants of consumption.
In simple versions of the life cycle model like the ones considered in chapters 2 and 3 it is
assumed that capital markets are perfect. This means that the consumer can save and borrow freely
against the same interest rate and that individuals do not face credit limits of any form. It is clear
- Since for their empirical work Kapteyn et al. have only cross-section data at their disposal, they were
forced to assume that each individual's preferences depend on other people's current consumption. Although
on a priori grounds one cannot say which specification is more plausible, Manski (1993) shows that the
dynamic specification has the vinue that it contains more identifying information.
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that this assumption is not realistic. In the next 3 chapters of thís dissertation we try to answer the
question whether household decisions conceming consumption are affected by the existence of
credit limits. In order to assess the influence of liquidiry constraints, we again make use of the
Euler equation approach. Amongst others Zeldes (1989) has shown that if one extends the standard
life cycle model by allowing for liquidity constraints, the Euler equation involves one extra
variable, namely the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier corresponding to the liquidity constraint. This variable
takes a value greater than zero if the liquidity constraint is binding in the planning period and equal
to zero if not. In most cases survey data do not contain sample separation inforrnation whether or
not consumers are currently liquidity constrained. If the econometrician likes to take inio account
the existence of credit limits, he should tackle somehow this observation problem. The procedures
which have been considered in the literature, are not (entirely) satisfactory. In chapter 5, entitled
"Consumption, leisure and earnings-related liquidity constraints: a note" an altemative procedure
has been proposed. In this procedure it is assumed that leisure (labour supply) is a choice variable
and that the credit limit is eamings dependent. These assumptions imply that the consumer can
manipulate the liquidity constraint by his labour supply choice. In that case we are able to rewrite
the Euler equation in such a way that it involves only observable variables as long as we select
only households who are employed in the planning period. In chapter 6, "The efiects of liquidity
constraints on consumption: estimation from household panel data", [he method presented in
chapter 5 is applied to a Dutch panel dataset, the so-called Expenditure Index. In this paper we
consider a bundle of consumption goods instead of total consumption. We test the hypothesis that
the within period preferences are separable for the consumption bundle and leisure. This hypothesis
is decisively rejected. Our results do not provide unambiguous evidence as to the existence of limits
on borrowing. Among other things, this may be due to the fact [hat in the estimation of the first
stage model we only used households with an employed head, for which liquidity constraints may
be less often binding than for other households. However, the Sargan test indicates strongly that the
Euler equation is misspecified, so that more specification analysis is required.
Chapter 7 is based on the paper "Intertemporal consumption, durables and liquidity
constraints: a cohort analysis". This is an empirical study applied to a UK micro-economic dataset
(the Family Expenditure Survey). The late 1980s witnessed large increases in consumer expenditure
in the UK, particularly on durable goods. Explanations for this have included the improved
performance of the economy (the productivity growth hypothesis) and the relaxation of constraints
to borrowing which are implemented during the eighties. The purpose of this chapter is to
contribute to this discussion. In the model we consider jointly the consumption of durable goods
(which can provide collateral) and non durable goods. The paper attempts to distinguish between
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business cycle effects and credit market effects on the pattetn of durable and non-durable
consumption by setting up a model of intertemporal choice in a framework whích allows for time
varying financial market imperfections. As in chapters 5 and 6 the methodology adopted is to
assume that the individual borrowing limit is a function of some choice variable. In this case, we
assume that that the durable stock acts as collateral for credit purchases.' The Euler equation was
estimated at cohort level from FES data and data on the stocks of cars owned from the National
Travel Survey and FES. The results confirm that it cannot be assumed that the within period utility
function is additively separable between non durable and durable consumption. The results also
indicate that the ~-constant (or Frisch) own price elasticity" of durables is much higher than that of
non-durables. This in tum implies that the high volatility of durable expenditures can be explained
as a response to anticipated price changes. The empirical results also suggest that before the
financial liberalisation which took place at the beginning of the eighties, liquidity constraints mostly
affected young households in Britain and that after the financial liberalisation, British households
were not affected by binding constraints.
As said before, in chapter 6 use is made of data which stems from the so-called Expenditure
[ndex. This sample is divided into two subsamples. The respondents in the first subsample
(subsample A) aze only asked to give information on large expenditures, defined as expenditures in
excess of 10 Dutch guilders. However there is also a control sample who register in a diary all
expenditures including the small ones. An exploratory analysis of the data of the control group
clearly shows that for some good categories (especially food) the monthly sum of expenditures
below f0 guilders forms a sizable fraction of the monthly sum of all expenditures. To put it
differently, the monthly sum of total expenditures would be severely underestimated if we would
only consider the 'large' expenditures. ft is evident that such underestimation would also occur in
subsample A. Therefore the data from subsample A should be corrected for the possible
underestimation. In chapter 8"The problem of not observing small expenditures in a consumer
expenditure survey" several models have been proposed to predict the monthly sum of small
expenditures. These models are estimated and compared on basis of their predictive performance.
' Throughout the chapter we take cars to be the durable under investigation.
' The use of these type of elasticities has been advocated by Browning, Deaton and Irish (1985). These
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CONSUMPTION, SAVINGS AND DEMOGRAPHY
Rob J. M. Alessie
Arie Kapteyn
Tilburg University, Tilburq ~ Netherlands
ABSTRACT: This paper estimates and tests an expected (multipeziod) utility
maximization model of the joint determination of savings and of expenditure;
on different goods using panel data. The emphasis is on appropriate
modelling of demographic effects (as taste shifters) and on the estimation
of within period preferences that are consitent with intertemporal
two stage budgeting under uncertainty. The parameters of the intratemporal
utility function depend on demographic factors in a flexible way.
Certain implications of the rational expectations-life cycle hypo-
thesis are tested along the lines of HALL(1978). The empirical results
indicate rejection of the hypothesis and sugqest the existence of liqui-
dity constraints. However, for some forms of liquidity constraints
the functional form of the within period demand functions is not affected.
Therefore we have estimated a within period demand system, based on
the Almost Ideal Demand System (A. I. D. S.) cost function. Both the
allocation of consumption across the life cycle and the allocation
of expenditures within a given period depend heavily on demographics.
I. Introduction
Only since the pioneer work of MODIGLIANI and BRUMBERG (1955), have
many economists paid much attention to the Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH).
Today it is hardly conceivable that one would attempt an economic analy-
sis of consumption and savings over a consumer's life cycle without
using some version of the LCH as a starting point. In this paper, we
model the influence of the demoqzaphic composition of a population
on the size and composition of private consumption and savinqs within
the LCH-framework.
There are two major channels throuqh which the demoqraphic compo-
sition of a population influences consumption and savings. In the fizst
place, age and family composition can act as taste shifters. For example,
older people may have different tastes than younqer people and large
families may have different preferences than small familíes. In the
second place, age is an important planning variable. For example, the
simpler version of the LCH imply that a consumer will start dissaving
when the end of his life draws nearer.
Financial support by the Netherlands Orqanization for the Advancement of
Pure Research (ZWO) and by the NMB bank is gratefully acknowledqed. Wethank an anonymous referee, Raymond Gradus and Azie de Graaf for theirresearch assistance and Yannis Ioannides, Bertrand Melenberg, RobertMoffitt, John Muellbauer and Theo Nijman for their valuable comments.
Studics in Contemporuy Economia
A. Wcni`, K. F. Zimmcrmcnn (Eds.)
Dcmo{nphic Chcn`e cnd Economic Dcvdopmcnt
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Although our emphasis is on the role of demographic characteristics,
a fair amount of space is devoted to a discussion of assumptions and
proper estimation strategies for LCH-models. Recently, various new
approaches have been sugqested to the estimation of LCH-models, like
the constant a variety of HECKMAN (1978), HECKMAN and MaCURDY (1980),
MaCURDY (1981) and BROWNING, DEATON and IRISH (1985). As discussed
in Section 2, these approaches are based on rather zestrictive assump-
tions of consumer preferences. Anothez area of the literature conditions
on within-period total expendituzes (or "full expenditures" if labor
supply is modelled jointly with consumption). See, e. g., BLUNDELL
and WALKER (1986) and ALTONJI (1986). In the latter case, pzefezence
assumptions are less stringent, but since in the applications by BLUNDELL
and WALKER and ALTONJI only cross-section data are used, no real test
of the LCH can be performed. It is not possible, for instance, to check
whether consumers are liquidity constrained.
In Section 2 we present the LCH-model in rather general terms
and we discuss some of the estimation strategies proposed in the litera-
ture. Also, we outline our own estimation method which is closely related
to the approach by MaCURDY (1983). Section 3 gives details on functional
specifications. For the explanation of consumption expenditures on
various qoods within periods, a flexible specification (AIDS) is chosen
with cubic splines of ages of family members to represent demographic
effects. These demographic effects are allowed to influence both the
intercept and the slope of the ENGEL curves within periods.
For the modelling of the distribution of total expenditures (and
hence of savings) across periods, a more restrictive, yet convenient
functional form is chosen. Once again, the influence of age is modelled
by means of cubic splines. Next, Sections 4, 5, and 6 discuss the data
and present estimation results. One of the most striking empirical
outcomes is that age is a strong taste shifter for total expenditures,
in the sense that older people tend to consume substantially less,
saving more than young people. This taste effect dominates the planning
effect (i. e. that at the end of the life cycle one could deplete phys-
ical wealth), and as a result, older people save more than younqer
people. Further, in an aging population, one may expect private savings
to go up rather than down, as simpler versions oE the LCH would suggest.
However, tests of the first stage part of the model (the explanation
of the allocation of consumption across the life cycle) indicate tejec-
tion, so that this implication has to be viewed with some reservation.
The rejection of the first staqe part does not invalidate the second
stage of the model (the allocation of expenditures within each period).
The second stage model appears to be consistent with the data Section 7
concludes.
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II. The Life Cycle Hypothesis and Two-Staqe Budgeting
Consider a single consumer (or household), who has to plan consumption
from the present períod t up to a terminal period T in an uncertain
environment. we assume that the consumer maximizes the followinq inter-
temporally additive utility function:
T
U(t) z Et L .( 1}p)T-tu(z(c),9(r)).
,-t
with
Et: z mathematical expectation conditional on all information
available at the beginninq of period t(expectations
are rational)
q(T): - vector of consumption goods in period T, r- t,...,T
z(r): ~ vector of taste shifters at age r
u(z(r),q(T)): - subutility function for period r, strictly
concave
c: - rate of subjective time preference.
This utility function is maximized subject to the following constraints:
A(r) z(ltr) A(r-1) f Y(r) - D(r)~ q(T), T~ t,...,T, (2.2a)
A(t-1) given, (2.2b)
A(T) - 0 ("no bequest motive"), (2.2c)
where
A(T): - value of assets at the end of period T
r: - ínterest rate
p(T): - vector of prices in period r
y(r): L laboz income in period r, plus income transfers received
in period t, next of taxes.
In this specification, credit markets are assumed to be perfect
(no liquidity constraints and equal borrowing and lending rates). We
have also assumed a constant interest rate over time. Relaxation of
this assumption has little impact on the empirical model. In our model
p(T), z(T) and y(T) are exogenous variables.
The vectors v(T): -(plt), z(t), y(T))', c~ t, contain all the
2~
variables that are uncertain prior to period t. The random vector v(r)
is realized at the beqinning of period r. With respect to the probabil-
ity distribution of the v(r), we only assume the existence of certain
moments. The distribution of v(~) represents the consumer's subjective
judgements about future variables.
Optimization of (2.1) subject to the budget constraínts (2.2)
implies the following first order conditions for period tl)(see tiaCURDY
(1983)):
2 u(z(t),q(t)) - a(t) p(t)è q(t)
a(t) - E (lir) a(ttl).t (lao)
(2.3)
(2.4)
where a(c), ,- t, t t 1, is the Laqranqe multiplier associated with
the budget constraint of period i. The quantity a(r) is the marqinal
utility of after tax wealth in period T. From equations (2.3) and (2.4)
it follows that intertemporal additivity allows for two-stage budgeting.
In the first stage, the household derives total consumption x(t) at
time t by equalizinq the marqinal utility of suitablY discounted
after tax wealth in all periods of the life cycle (see the Euler equa-
tion (2.4)). As a result, also the optimal savings-decision is deter-
mined in this stage. In the second stage the amount of total expenditures
x(t) in period t is allocated to consumption goods according to con-
dition (2.3).
There is another important implication of the life cycle-rational
expectations hypothesis. One can rewrite the Euler equation (2.4), for
example, in the following two ways
a(ttl) -(1~ x(t) t E(tfl), EtE(til) z 0
and
a(t41) - (itt) a(t) (ltE(t41))r EtE(t41) - ~
(2.4a)
(2.4b)
The condition EtE(ttl) - 0, in both formulations, implies that E(ttl)
will be uncorrelated with all lagged variables in the consumer's infor-
mation set. This econometric implication of zational expectations has
been exploited in a number of estimation methods, which have been pro-
posed in the literature and which will be discussed below. In this dis-
1) For the moment, only interior solutions ere assumed.
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cussion, the cardinal period specific utility function associated with
period t is parameterized as
u(z(t),q(t)) ~ F(u`(z(t),q(ti),~(t)), (2.5)
where F(.) is a monotonically increasinq function in u`(.), and u'(.)
possesses all the conventional properties of a utility function2).
The choice of the monotonic transformation is irrelevant in static
analysis. However, this is not the case in a multiperiod setting.
BROWNING, DEATON and IRISH (1985) use the first order conditions
(2.3) and (2.4) to construct the so-called x-constant (or FRISCH) func-
tions, which take the following form
q(t) ~ f(p(t), z(t), a(t)) (2.6)
The qeneral properties of the demand equations (2.6) are described
in detail in BROWNING, DEATON and IRISH (henceforth referred to as
B. D. I.) and the use of these functions provides a useful interpre-
tation of life-cycle behavior. Since the marginal utility of wealth
a(t) changes only when new informatíon becomes available and all infor-
mation about futuze variables is summarized in this sufficient statistic,
one can compute equation anticipated (intertemporal) price elasticities
from this.
B. D. I. want to estimate (2.6) by using panel data and treating
ln a(t) as a fixed effect. Fixed effects can most easily be dealt with
by differencing, provided that they appear additively in the demand
equations, i. e. it is required the FRISCH demand of good i is of the
form
{ilqilt)) - ui nLalt) t ni(p(t), z(t)), (2.7)
where ni(.) and ti(.) are suitable functions. In an environment of un-
2) Of course, if u'(.) represents the intratemporal preferences with
respect to q(t), then so does F(u`(.), z(t)). It is a matter of
notational convenience to pick an arbitrary representation u'(.)
and then to highlight the cardinal nature of the intertemporal util-
ity function by showing the uniqueness of the transformation F,
given u' (.).
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certainty, one can apply the estimation procedure of B. D. I. if the
random variable ~Cn a(ttl) - t n a(t) is a sum of an observable variable
and a random variable w(t~l), which satisfies Etw(t~l) a 0. This property
does not follow directly from the EULER equations (2.4a) or (2.4b).
One needs some extra distributional assumptions about the forecast
error appearinq in (2.4a) or (2.4b) in order to justify the estimation
procedure of B. D. I..
The major disadvantage associated with the use of the B. D. I.
approach is, as they point out, the requirement that ln a(t) enters
additively in (2.7), thereby imposing severe restrictions on within
period preferences. (see B. D. I. and BLUNDELL, FRY and MEGHIR (1985)).
An alternative estimation method proposed in the literature (see
e.g. BLUNDELL and WALKER 11986)) is to condition on within period
total (or "full") expenditures zather than marginal utility of wealth.
In other words, this approach only requires the estimation of a complete
static demand system. By usinq this approach one does not have to im-
pose a priori restrictions on within period preferences and one can
deal easily with corner solutions (see BLUNDELL and WALKER (1986) and
MaCURDY (1983)). Obviously, with this procedure one can only estimate
the parameters of the ordinal utility function u'(.) in (2.5) and not
the parameters of the monotonic transformation F(.). BLUNDELL and WALKER
(1986) have retrieved intertemporal (constant-a) price elasticities
through the addition of some arbitrarily chosen identifying assumptions
on the monotonic transformation F(.).
To obtain a feeling for the advantages and disadvantaqes of the
approach we explore first the properties of the solution for q(t) de-
rived from the optimization of (2.1) subject to (2.2) and a liquidity
constraint of the form
A(r) 2 M(r) , r~ t,...,T
where M(r) may be a function of current income.
M(r) - Y'0 t W1Y(r) M'1 ~ 0
(2.9)
(2.10)
This formulation of the liquidity constraints is the same as that of,
intez alia, MUELLBAUER ( 19R3), 2ELDE5 ( 1985), IOANNIDES ( 1986) and
MARIGER (1987).
Optimization of (2.1) subject to (2.2) and (2.9) gives the fol-
lowinq fizst order conditions.
é u(4(t).z(t)) t a(t) p(t)ê q(t) (2.11)
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a(t) - u(t) - E (lar) a1t41)t (1{p) (2.12)
u(t) [A(t) - M(t)J r 0 (2.13)
If u(t) is equal to zero, the liquidity constraint is not bindinq. As
before, the optimal plan then follows from the first order conditions (2.3)
and (2.4). Nowever, if ult) is greater than zero, then it follows from
(2.13) that [otal expenditures x(t) are completely determined by the
liquidity constraint (2.9). Thus, consumption is not entirely deter-
mined by the FRISCH demand functions. The optimal allocation of total
expenditures over the different goods follows from (2.11) and can be
described by a complete demand system. From the first order conditions
(2.3) and (2.11), ít is clear, that the functíonal form of the demand
systems, which are derived from the two optimization problems mentioned
above, are the same.
Since the two optimization problems yield the same demand system
for q(t), the strategy of BLUNDELL and WAGKER yields estimates of the
parameters appearinq in u~(.) that are more zobust with respect to
the possible presence of liquidity constraints than the constant a
approach, used by B. D. I. and MaCURDY. However, in this way one cannot
identify the parameters appearing in the function F(.) introduced in
(2.5), because the within-peziod demands aze invariant with respect
to choíces of F. This implies, that BLUNDELL and WALKER have to assume
that the life cycle hypothesis is true, before they can derive inter-
temporal elasticities.
The discussion so far motivates the choice of estimation method
adopted in this paper. In order to explain our procedure we rewrite
the EULER equation (2.4). Combining this equation with (2.3) and (2.5),
one obtains the equation
F'It)a w~(x(t), P(t), z(t)) (ltr) a y'(x(ttl), P(ttl), Z1t41))a x(t) - Et (lfp) F'(ttl) a xlifl)
(2.14)
where F'(t) is the derivative of F(.) with respect to u~(t), x(t) de-
notes total expenditures, and Y'(.) is the indirect utility function
corresponding to u~(i). This equation implies the relation
F'(ttl) a w'(x(t41),P(t41),z(til)) -a x(tfl)
(lfp) a r' (x(t), P(t), zlt))[ltc(ttl)1(l.z) F'(t) a x(t) (2.15)
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where e(ttll is a forecast error with Etc(t~l) ~ 0 and consequently
uncorrelated with variables observed by period t. Takinq natural logs
of (2.15) yields
ln IF'(t~l)a ~"(x(ttl),o(tfl),z(t41))~ ~ y(til) tè x(t~l)
ln[F'(t) à `f"(x(t), p(t), z(t))~è x(t)J ~ E(ttl), (2.16)
where y(ttl) - ln(l;r) ~ Et ln(lte(ttl))
E(ttl) - ln(lfc(til)) - Et ln(14c(tt11)
In our approach we obtain the parameters of the function F(.)
and 1"(.) by simultaneously estimatinq a demand system with total ex-
penditures as the conditional variable and equation (2.161. Since the
innovation Eltfl) will, in general, be correlated with variables dated
ttl, an instrumental variable estimator is required to estimate (2.16).
Although we allow Etln(lfc(tFl)) to correlate with other variables
on the riqht hand side cf (2.16) dated t, we will assume that
Etln(lie(ttl)) is constant across households.3) This means amonq other
thinqs that we do not allow for heteroskedasticity of the forecast
error. We will also assume that o and r are constant across households
so that Y(tfl) may be treated as a constant.
Ouc estimation method is very similar to the estimation procedure
which MaCURDY (1983) has used in his empirical analysis. However, he
rewrites the EULER equation (2.4) in a different mannez. He uses the
following equation
a(t) - la u(qi(t), z(t))~à qi(t11~Pi(t) (2.17)
and imposes restrictíons on the within period preferences u"(.), such
as additivity. Furthermore, he estimates the parameters of the within
3) The approach that seems preferable to imposíng this expectational
assumption, is to estimate the EULER equation (2.15) directly by
using the method of generalized instrumental variables estimation
of nonlinear zational expectional models proposed by HANSEN and
SINGLETON (1982). This procedure does not require specific assump-
tions about the forecast errors. However, given our specification
of F(.) and u'(.), which will be presented in section 3, our esti-
mation method is much simpler to carry out than the alternative
method. In various other papers (for instance B.D.I. (1985), MaCURDY
(1983), the estimation problem has been reduced considerably in
the same manner as we do namely by transforming the EULER equation
(2.4a) and (2.15) and consequently by making some distributional
assumptions about the forecast error.
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period utility function u`(.) by estimating marginal utilities instead
of using a demand system.
Notice, finally, that by our procedure (as well as by MaCURDY's)
one can estimata both the parameters of u"(.) and F(.). Moreover, we
can choose a flexible functional form for the within-period preferences
and we are able to test some theoretical implications of the life cycle
hypothesis along the lines set out by HALL (1978). A consequence of
the life cycle hypothesis is that, apart from consumption prices and
Caste shifters, none of the lagged variables should have explanatory
power with respect to current consumption (see equation (2.15)). We
test this implication in the empirical part of the paper by adding
lagged income to equation (2.16). It is clear from the equations (2.10),
(2.11), (2.12) and (2.13), that lagged income, y(t), has a significant
effect on consumption in period t41 if the household is liquidity con-
strained in period t.
III. Specification of [he Model
In order to analyse the life cycle model empirically, we adopt explicit
functional forms for the within period indirect utility function
F(u"(t), z(t)) - F(w'(x(t), p(t), z(t)), z(t)). ~lppose w`(.) can be
described by the Almost Ideal Demand System.(AIDS) utility function
of DEATON and MUELLBAUER (1980)
where
w`(x(t), p(t), z(t) s(ln xlt)-ln a(z(t),p(t)))b(z(t),p(t))
I
ln a(z(t), p(t)):~ a0(z(t)) t L ni(z(tl)ln pi(t) t
i-1
I I
E L Yi ln pi(t) ln p.(t),
i-1 j-1 3 3
I
b(z(tl, p(tI):- I! (pi(t))8i(z(t))
iLl
(3.2)
with I the number of goods, z(t) the vector of taste shifters and
I I I
E n.(z(t)) ~ 1; E B.(zlt)) - L Y.j -
i-1 1 izl 1 i~l 1
I




The functional fozm of the monotonic transformation F(u'(t)) is qiven
by
(2.2)
F(u'(t), z(t)) ~ B~(z(t)) u'(t)
This leaves the following function to be maximized subject to
T




The estimation model becomes
B~(z(t)) BD(z(ttl)) (ltr)
b(z(t),p(t))x(t) - Et b(z1t41),p(ttl))x(ttl) (lfp)
I
wi(t) - ai(z(t)) f L yij ln pj(t) t
j~l
(3.6)
Bi(z(t)) (ln x(t) - ln a(z(t), p(t))), i z 1,...I (3.7)
where wi(t) is the budget share of qood i in period t.
The linear form chosen for F(.) qreatly simplifies estimation.
However, it is also restrictive. It turns out, for example, that the
intertemporal (constant-a) price elasticity
a ln qi(t) ( 7i -Bi6.-Bi(a t L r kln pk(t)))
a ln p.(t) '-6ij-Bj t
j 7 j k~l j
~ wilt)
can be recovered from knowledqe of u'(.) alone and is therefore comple-
tely determined by the estimated cross-section demand system. These
remarks also apply to the elasticities a ln q(t) ~ a ln a(t), and
a ln x(t) ~ a ln pi(t). The elasticity a ln x(t) ~ a ln a(t) is equal
to -1. Only the constant x elasticities a ln qi(t) ~ a ln z(t) i~1....I
depend on parameters of the function F(.1. For these reasons, in future
work richer specifications for F(.) will be considered.
To incorporate demographic effects ínto the second stage model
(3.7) we parameterize a~(z(t)), ai(z(t)) and 61(z(t)), as follows:
a~(z(t)) a a~ t p ln fs(t) (3.8)
fa(t)





fs(t):~ family size (i.e. number of household members) in period t
al(t):- age of head of household in period t
az(t):- age of partner of head of household in peziod t(if pre-
sent)
a3(t),...,afs(t):- ages of the remaining household members, arranged
in order of decliníng age (if present]
fl(.):- a cubic spline function with knots at the ages 0, 6,
18, 65 and 79.
dj :- 1 if j- 1
.- ln (j~(j-1)) if j ~ 2
Q1(t):- 1 if head of household has a paid job
.- 0 otherwise
Qz(t):- 1 if both the head of the household and his or her partner
have a paid job
.- 0 otherwise
Thus ai(z(t)) depends on family composition and the labor force
participation of both the head of the household and his or her partner,
whereas n0(z(t)) and Bi(z(t)) only depend on family size. The definition
of dj implies a weighting of household members which increases logar-
ithmically with their rank number. The cubic spline fl(.) is defined
on the interval ~0,79] and if the aqe of the j-th member of the house-
hold exceeds 79 it is set equal to 79. For this study we restrict the
form of the cubic spline fl(aj(t)) at the end points 0 and 79. In par-
ticular we restrict the second order derivatives at 0 and 79 in the
following way: fl (0) - 2 fl (6) and fl~(79) - 2 fl (65).
without these restrictions the data matrix would be extremely
ill-conditioned (see BLUNDELL (1980)). Moreover these restrictions
permit us to write the cubic spline as follows (see POIRIER (1976)) ~
5
fl(a) - L SPL.(a){. i~ 1,...,I
j-1 ~ 1~ a- 0,...,79
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with E SPLj(a) ~ 1 for all a.
j-1
In this equation, the 80 x 5 values of SPLj(a) are known and the (ij
are ordinates of the spline function correspondinq to the abscissa
values 0, 6, 18, 65, 79. Details can be found in POIRIER (1976, ch. 3).
Given estimates of ~ij we can derive estimátes of fl(a). The functional
fs(t)
form of ,sl djfl(aj(t)) is qiven by
fs(t) 5 fs(t)





E WSPLk(t) ~ 1 t ln fs(t)
k-1
(3.11)
By choosing these functional forms for no(z(t)), ai(z(t)) and
Bi(z(t)), we have adopted an approach similar to RAY's (1983), who
has introduced the use of a price and~or utility dependent 'Engel scale'.
The Engel scale m(u~(t), p(t), fs(t), al(t),..., afs(t)) corresponding
to our functional specification is given by
ln m(u~(t), p(t), fs(t), al(t),..,afs(t)) a o ln fs(t)
I fs(t)
t E( L dj f3(aj(t)) t eiQl(t) t ei Q21t)) ln pi(t)
i~l j-1
~ u`(tJ n p. Bi( rt p~i ln fs(t)-1)
i-1 1 i-1 1
(3.12)
Since we only consider expenditures within one period, we set all prices
equal to one, without loss of generality. Inserting (3.8)-(3.11) into
(3.7) yields
5
wi(t) -(ai-Biao) t kEl WSPLk(t) (ki t 9iQllt) t BiQ2(tl t
f Biln x(t) f niln x(t) ln fs(t) -(Biafni0) ln fs(t) -
- nio ln2fs(t) (3.13)
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Since L wSPLk(t) - 1 t ln fs(t), model (3.13) can be rewritten ask~l
5
wi(t) ~(niiBio) t L WSPLk({ki-8io) f
kzl
Bi41(t) t BiQ~(t) t Bi ln x(t) t ni ln x(t) ln fslt) -
- nio ln2fs(t), (3.13')
with ni - ni - BinO t nin 0
k i - nin0
Comparison of these functions to the Working-Leser Engel functions
that follow from the standard AIDS-model without demographic effects,
wi(t) -(ni-BiaO) t 8i ln x(t), (3.14)
reveals that family composition is allowed to influence both the slope
and the intercept of the Enqel functions. In addition, total expendi-
tures are scaled by fs~. Finally, we have allowed, in a somewhat ad hoc
manner, for effects of non-sepazability of consumption and leisure
by the incorporation of 2 dummies in (3.12), that indicate whether
a family has zero, one, or two or more earners.
The Euler equation (3.6), which describes the first stage model,
can be replaced by
(ltr) B~ (zlttl)) B~ (z(t))
(1{p) b(z(ttl),P(ttl)) x(ttl) ~ b(z(t),P(t)) x(t) (ltE(ttl)),
(3.15)
where e(ttl) is a forecast error uncorrelated with variables observed
by period t(Etct~1-0]. We have specified the parameter of the monotonic
transformation B~(z(t)) as follows
ln 80(z(t)) -{0 t{1 Q1(t) t{2 42(t) t
fs(t)




h(.):- cubic spline function with knots at ages 0, 6, 18, 65 and
79 years.
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The variables aj(t) and dj were defined before. Given thia specification
of BO(z('t)) and gíven pi(t) ~ 1 for all i~ 1,...I, we may zewrite (3.15)
in the followinq manner
ln x(tfl) ~ YO(ttl) i ln x(t) t C1 e Qi(t41) ~ CZ e QZ(ttl) i
fs(ttl) I
e L 6 h(a ítfl)) -( L n. ln p.(ttl)] ln fs(ttl) f r(ttl)~31 i i isl i i
where
I
y~(tfl):- ln (l;r) t Et ln(lfc(ttl)) - L Bi ln pi(til)
i-1
ti
E(tt1l:~ ln (lrc(tfl)) - Et ln(lfe(ttl)),
(3.17)
and e is a first difference operator. Since we essume that all consumers
I
face the same prices, we may treat the terms L Bi ln pi(tfl) and
I i-1
L ni ln pi(til) as constants in a cross-section. Along the same lines
i-1
fs(ttl)





5a L dWSPLk(t~l) Ckt2kEl
As a result equation (3.17) becomes
ln x(ttl) z y0(til) t ln x(t) t C1d41(ttl) t CZeQz(tfl)
(3.18)
5 ti4 L ewSPLk(t{1) Sk42 - Y1(t;l) ln fs (ttl) t E(ttl),
k-1
I
where yi(ttl) L L ni ln pi(ttl)
i~l
(3.19)
Thus the relative change in total expenditures in period t41,
6 ln x(ttl), can be expressed as a function of changes in the labor force
participation of both the head of the household and his or her partner,
and family composition. Once aqain, the incorporation of the labor force
participation dummies can be seen as a rather crude way to allow fot a
poasible non-separation between consumption and leisure.
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IV. Data, Identification and Estimation
The data used to estimate the model developed above comes from the
1980-1981 Consumer Expendituze Suzvey of the t~ethezlands Central Bureau
of Statístics. We have used 1579 observations of households whose ex-
penditures, income, family composition, occupational status, etc.,
are known for both 1980 and 1981. Expenditures are classified according
to the following seven cateqories
1. Food (includinq outdoor meals)
2. Housing (including rent, maintenance, appliances, tools, heatinq,
electricity)
3. Clothing and footwear
4. Personal care and medical expenditures (including payments for do-
mestic services)
5. Education and zeczeation (including holidays, smokinq, stationary
and subscriptions)
6. Transportation (includinq public tzansportation, bicycles, mopeds,
motor cycles, cars)
7. Other expenditures.
Table 1 gives some sample information on the budget shares of these
categories and some general household characteristics.
The complete model consists of (3.13') and (3.19), with error
terms added to (3.13'). We estimate model (3.13') for period ttl. The
complete model can be summarized as follows:
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5
ln x(t{1) ~ yQ(til) r ln x(t) 4 L eWSPLk(ttl) Ekt2k~l
1
C1 eQl(t41) i C2 e Q2(tall ~ yl(ttl) ln fe (tfl) i E(tfl) (4.1)
5
wi(ttl) ~(oiiBio) i kI1NSPLk(t)(Eki-8io) t BiQl(ttl) 4 BiQ2(ttl)
t eiln x(tal) t niln x(tfl) ln fs(til) - nip ln2fa(til) t
i Wi(ttl) (4.2)
iE i1,...,I~ (I - numbez of goods)
(lir) Iy~(til) ~ ln (lto) - Et ln(lai(tfl)) - I ei ln oi(rtl)
i~l
I
yl(til) ~ - E ni ln pilttl)
i-1
' i ~ ni - Bi'0 ; ni'0
E ki - Eki - nio~
I I I I
I oi - 1; L Eki - 0;
I ni ~ 0; I 8i - 0
i~l i-1 i~l i~l
I B1 ~ 0; L B? ~ 0.
i~l 1 isl 1
Since the budget shares add to unity, any one equation in (4.2) can
be dzopped from the estimation. We have choaen to drop the last one.
With respect to the stochastic specification of the model we make some
simplifying assumptions. Fizst we assume that the distribution of
1
Elttl) in ( a.l) is the same aczoss conaumezs. Consequently, y0(ttl) is
a period specific parameter, which has the same value for all consumers.tiFurthezmore, we assume W(til): -(E(ttl), W1(ttl),...,W6(til))' a
ti
(E(ttl), W'(ttl))' to be ( nozmally) independently and identically dis-
tributed aczoss observations with mean zero and variance covariance








with V symmetric poaitive definite but otherwise unzestricted. We have
estimated (4.1) and {4.2) separately by uaing (non-linear) two stage
least aquares methods for both equations and by ignoring the restric-
I
tion ~1(t~l) ~-I ni ln pi(t;l). we need an inatrumental variable esti-
í-1
mator in (4.1), because the taste ahifters dated ttl may be correlatedti
with ~(ttl). We use a numbez of household characteristics like Q1(t),
Q2(t), region, family size etc.. Since our panel consists of 2 waves
we have only levels and not fizst differences of these instruments,
auch as e Q1(t), at our disposal. Therefore, the correlation between
the instrumente and the endogenoua variables on the right hand side
tends to be small. Some inatruments deserve fuzther comment: given
the size and aqe composition of the family in 1980, we have computed
the followinq variables
fs(t)
WSPLIk(t): - L 6j SPLk(aj(t)tl)
j-1
Good instruments for e WSPLk(til) may be
AWSPLIk(t) ~ WSPLIkIt) - WSPLk(t) k~ 1,...5 (4.4)
5 5
Since L WSPLk(t) ~ L WSPLIk(t) ~ 1 t log fs(t), we have added only
k-1 k-1
fouz of the five variables in (4.4) to the set of instruments.
We have to estimate model (4.2) by means of nonlinear two stage
least squares, because ln x(tfl) and ln x(tfl) ln fs(ttl) are endoqenous
variables, due to assumption (4.3). We have used the following instru-
menta ln x(t) and ln x(t) ln fs(ttl). (We assume that we may treat
taste shifters in period ttl, such as ln fs(t;ll, as exogenous variables
in the second staqe model.)
As a result our estimation procedure will yield consistent, but
not fully efficient estimates of the parameters in (4.1) and (4.2).
Finally, we pay some attention to the identification of the struc-
tural parameters in model ( 4.2). Under the statistical assumptions made,
all reduced pazameters can be estimated consistently. However, the re-
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duced form parameters do not contain enough information to identify
all structural form parameters. This can be seen as follows: gi, ~i,
Bi, ei are reduced form parametezs and hence identified. Next use the
reduced form parameter corresponding to 1n2fs(t) to determine p. Then,
it is easy to see that the parameters Eki and ai are also identified.
Nowever, knowinq Eki and ai still leaves us one piece of information




















V. Results for the First Stage
The parameter estimates for equation ( 4.1) are given in Table 2. The
R2-value is quite acceptable, though not surpziaing foz a model with
a lagged dependent vaziable. For the rest, the empiriCal results are
a bit disappointing, because most coefficients do not differ signifi-
cantly from zero. Undoubtedly, this is partly due to the available
instzuments, which do not correlate highly with the explanatory vari-
ables.
The age function dzawn in Fig. 5.1 also has wide confidence inter-
vala ( defined as 1.96 times the standard error of the estimate of the
function value), and a test of the hypothesis of a constant age function
does not lead to rejection ( F(4,1570) ~ 1.83), although it is close
(the probability of an F(4,1570)-statistic exceedinq 1.83 equals 0.12.).
From (2.5), (3.4) and (3.16) it is clear that the aqe function serves
to weight utility in different periods. The shape of the age function
sugqests, that beyond the age of twenty one, there is a tendency to
give lower weights to consumption at older ages ( over and above the
effect of the subjective discount zate). Since the taste shift is fore-
seen ( i. e. "rational"), the ceteris paribus effect of aga on consumption
is a monotonic decrease after the age of twenty.
Table 2: Estimation results for the first staqe (asymptotic t-values in
parentheses)
Equation 4.1
Ordinates of the cubic spline function
y0(1981) - 0.030 (1.786) age ordinates
yl(1981) ~ 0.002 (0.112) 0 0.080 (0.527)
6 0.053 (0.297)
Labor participation dummies 18 0.128 (1.002)
C1 ~ -0.025 (-0.309) 65 -0.679 (-2.446)
~2 II 0.010 (0.116) 79 -0.833 (-2.156)
total expenditures
Y2 ~ 1
var(n11981)) - 0.059 R2 ~ 0.710
We have also estimated an equation of the following form by means of
25LS.
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ln x(ttl) - a0(ttl) t nl ln x(t) 3 a2 Q1(ttl) t n3 Q2(t41)
S
a4 Q1(t) t ns Q2(t) 4,L1 nj~SWSPLj(ttl)
5
a E njt10WSPLjIt) t E(tfl)
j-1
Note that equation (4.1) is nested in (5.1).4) We can thus use an asymp-
totic F-test to investigate whether the restrictions implied by (4.1)
are valid. The test rejects the restziction decisively F(7,1563) -
27.82. A possible explanation is, that the functional form of the mono-
tonic transformation F is not correct.
Finally, we have added laqged income to equation (5.1). The corres-
ponding coefficient differs significantly from zero (t(1562) - 5.107).
One can interpzet this result as a contradiction of the life cycle-
rational expectations hypothesis, which says that of the lagged variables.
only lagged consumption and taste shifters (in our case demogzaphic
factors and labor participation dummies) should have a nonzero coefficient
in such a regression (see HALL (1978)). A possible cause foz the depar-
ture of the life cycle-rational expectation hypothesis is the pzesence
of liquidity constraints and the possibility of consumer expectations
not being rational.
The significance of the lagged income coefficient may also be
due to a violation of some other assumptions we made. We assumed, for
example:
1. The within period prefezences are weakly separable between consump-
tion and leisure.
2. The consumer is not subject to rational habit formation.
3. The coefficient y0(tfl) is the same across individuals. This means
that we neither allow for a varying rate of time preference o nor for
heteroskedasticity of the forecast error. One can somewhat relax this
assumption by treating y0(tfl) as a random effect, provided that it
does not correlate with variables dated t.
4) fs(r)
Note that L WSPLj(r) - 1 t log fslT), T- t, ttl.
j-1
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If assumptions 1 or 2 are violated, the within period demand system
will be misspecified. The violation of the third assumption, or non- .
rational expectations, or liquidity constraints, need not induce mis-
specification of the second stage model. Maintaining assumptions 1 and
2 we present estimation results for the within period demand system
in the next section.
vI. Results for the Second Stage
Parameter estimates for model ( 4.2) are given in Table 4. Once more,
the results for the spline functions are qiven in graphs, see Figures
6.1 through 6.6. The R2-s are rather low, which suggests that it might
be useful to add more explanatory variables to the model. Lagged budget
shares (as an indication of (myopic) habit formation) may be especially
important determinants of current budget shares. One should note,
however, that although the explanation of variation in budget shares
across households leaves something to be desired, the explanation of
expenditures is much better. Rewriting.(4.2) in terms of expenditures
reveals that more than 50 8 of the variance of expenditures across
households is explained by the model.
In our model the expenditure elasticity of good i is equal to
Bi t ni ln fs(t)
1 f w.i
The resultinq expenditure elasticities for different family sizes are
displayed in Table 3.
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Table 3: Expenditure elasticities for different family sizes (evaluated
at the 1981 sample means of wl' "'"6' w7)
good
1 2 3 4fs
1. food 0.740 0.691 0.663 0.641
2. housing 0.964 0.960 0.957 0.955
3. clothing 1.063 1.125 1.161 1.1R6
4. personal care 1.061 0.856 0.736 0.651
5. education 1.092 1.215 1.267 1.338
6. transportation 1.490 1.633 1.716 1.776
7. other 0.364 0.679 0.863 0.994
We observe that food and housing are necessities irresF.ective of the
size of the family. Personal care and medical expendifures are also
necessities, if the family size is at least equal to two.
The other consumption categories are mostly luxuries. The estimate of
0(-0.241 implíes substantial economies oE scale: An increase of family
size by 10 8 increases the cost of maintaining a certain utility level
by only 2.4 8(cf. (3.12) with all prices equal to one). The estimates
of the e-s show that one and two-earner families have a lower budget
share for food and a higher budget share for personal care, medical
expenditures and transportation than households with zero earners.
For the remaininq, the differences are slight.
Table 4: Second stage estimates (t-values in parentheses)
p - 0.236
x.
al - 0.248 ( 4.78)
k{
a2 - 0.433 ( 5.07)
..a3 - 0.068 ( 1.91)
..
a4 - -0.047 (-1.31)
ff
as - 0.220 ( 3.66)
Rs
a6 - 0.040 ( 0.60)
..07 - 0.038
ei - -0.013 (-2.43)
B? - 0.004 ( 0.42)
81 - -0.056 (-5.65)
82 - -0.012 (-0.75)
83 - 0.005 ( 0.78)
84 - 0.008 ( 1.18)
B5 - 0.012 ( 1.09)
86 - 0.050 ( 3.96)
87 - -0.007
ei - -0.024 (- 3.36)
ez - -0.000 (-0.01)
nl - -0.015 (-1.59)
n2 - -0.002 (-0.15)
n3 - 0.007 ( 1.04)
n4 - -0.039 (-5.69)
ns - 0.023 ( 2.13)





e3 ~ -0.003 (-0.78)
eá - 0.005 ( 1.39)
e5 ~ -0.001 (-0.13)
96 a 0.008 ( 1.17)
8~ ~ 0.000
63 ~ -0.005 ( -0.91) R3 a 0.0388
64 ~ 0.016 ( 3.22) R~ a 0.1019
95 ~ 0.008 ( 0.10) RS ~ 0.0764
B6 e 0.011 ( 1.19) R6 s 0.1639
e~ - -0.007
Our attempt to make the specification of demographic effects as
general as possible, makes it difficult to attach.a direct interpreta-
tion to the parameter estimates. This is slightly different for the
aqe functions incorporated in (3.13) since these represent an additive
effect on the budget share of a good. The aqe functions are presented
in Figures 6.1 thzough 6.6. The small seventh expenditure category
has been omitted. Fig. 6.1 suggests that food consumption goes up until
one reaches adulthood and afterwards remains constant. For housing,
it would seem that in particular, the younq and the elderly need a
lot of space. It should be noted, of course, that people in the 30-50
range fzequently will have children in the younger age-ranqe. And it
is only the sum of the age effects, logarithmically weiqhted, which
appears in (3.13).
Fig. 6.3 suggests that the need for clothing only starts declining
after the retirement age. The demand for personal and medical care
(Fiq. 6.4) shows a dip at the healthy ages between 3 and 25. Old people
do not consume more medical caze than younger people since in The
Netherlands health insurance premiums are in principle constant across
aqe groups. Not surprisingly, Fig. 6.5 shows that education and zeczea-
tion are least consumed by the very young and the very old. Finally,
Fig. 6.6 suggests that the budqet share of transportation are more
or less constant across the life cycle, with a slight díp around the
age of ten.
VII. Concludinq Remarks
The life-cycle hypothesis provides a convenient and powerful appzoach
to the modelling of consumption and savinqs decisions. Even though
the first stage model is rejected by the data, the additive separability
of the intertemporal utility function allows for a flexible specifica-
tion of the second stage expenditure allocation decision, which is
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demoqraphic factors appear to be important determinants of behavior,
through their role as taste shifters.
The rejection of the fírst stage model sugqests the need to relax
the stzingent assumption of perfect capital markets. The low RZ s for
the second stage model indicate the need to pay more attention to the
influence of taste shifters. In ALESSIE and KAPTEYN (1985) We have
therefore incorporated habit formation and preference interdependence
into the second stage model.
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Abstract
In this paper, we consider one important prediction of the rational expectations-permanent income model:
whether savings are a predictor of future income changes. We estimate the theoretical predictions by
setting up a vector autoregression (VAR) in savings and income changes, and also by considering Euler
equations. The empirical work is carried out using data from the Dutch Socio Economic Panel (SEP).
This data set is unique in providing information on household expectatíons about future income, the future
financial situation, and the motives to save. The empirical evidence shows that the predictions implied
by the theotetical model are strongly rejected. This finding is consistent across different sub-groups and
becomes even stronger when we use robust estimation. We try to interpret these rejections and consider
two possible alternative explanations. First, we examine the case when consumption is excessively
sensitive to cutrent income. Secondly, we analyze whether savings are mainly ptticautionary, i.e. whether
households save to insure against uncertain future events. The first altemative hypothesis is rojected from
the data while we find sorne evidence in favor of the precautionary savings motive.
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One important prediction of the rational expectations-permanent income model is that savings
anticipate future income changes. Consumers save for a"rainy day"~ and cuttent savings should reveal
what households expect or fear about the future. We also consider extensions of the basic model and
consider the case when consumption is excessively sensitive to current incortte2 and when consumers have
a ptecautionary savings motive. We test the restrictions implied by these models using micro data from
a panel of Dutch households. There are many advantages in using micro rather than aggregate data in the
analysis of savings. Fitst, no assumption is needed about the representative agent and there are no
aggregation issues'. Second, aggregate data provide little infortnation on income uncertainty, expectations
about the future, and other variables, which are relevant for savings. Third, micro data allow the researcher
potentially to identify the sub-groups of the population for which the predictions of the theory are not
verified and to examine their characteristics. On the other hand, one of the critical problems of micro data
sets is the extent of ineasurement error.
The Dutch Socio-Economic Panel (SEP) is quite unique in providing information on household
wealth, income, and particularly on household expectazions about future events. The richness of
information of this data set allows us to carefully test the predictions of the permattent income model and
to investigate possible eztensions of the theoretical model that can better characteriu the behavior of
savings. It also allows us to deal with the problem of ineasurement error. The main finding of this paper
is that the rational expectations-permanent income model is strongly rejected. We consider a bivariate
model of savings and income changes and estimate it using Generalized Method of Moments (GMM).
Given the high variability both in the savings and the income measures, we also perform robust estitnation.
[n both cases, we find that the restrictions implied by the model are strongly rejected. We also consider
various sample splits but both in the total samples and in the sub-groups we find rejections of the model.
We interpret these findings and consider some useful extensions. While we find that the excess sensitivity
model dces not provide an adequate characterization of the data, we find some support in favor of the
precautionary savings motive.
The paper is organiud as follows: in section 2, we write down the theoretical model and derive
' See Campbell (1987).
' See also Elavin (1993).
' See also Deaton (1992a).
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the rcstrictions that can be tested empirically. [n section 3, we discuss some of the problems of the
empirical implementation. In section 4, we describe our data set and report the empirical results. [n section
5, we summariu our findings and conclude.
2. THE BASIC MODEL
In our work, we assume that consumer behavior can be described adequately by the permanent
income model. Following Campbell (1987), we can write the predictions of the permanent income




s, denotes savings in period t, Dy, is the change in real non~apital income, , r is the real interest rate which
is assumed to be constant over time, and i1, is the information set available to the agent at time t upon
which expectations are based. Equation (l) is the "savings for a rainy day" equation. It says that, to
smooth consumption, agents save in anticipation of future income drops. More precisely, savings are
equal to the expected present value of the declines in labor income. Equation (1) involves a lot of
restrictive assumptions. The above equation can describe an agent's behavior only if the agent has an
infinite planning horizon and if helshe dces not face any liquidity constraints. Even then, it is the solution
of a dynamic optimization problem only under very special circumstances. First, equation (1) can be
justified if one assumes that preferences are quadratic and the utility function is additively separable over
time. Second, it is assumed that the rate of time preference is equal to the real interest rate and that the
"Bliss level" is constant over time. We will relax some of these assumptions later on. From (1), the
following difference equation can be obtained:
s~ - ( L tr~s~-t - Ay~ - -re~ (Z)
where e, i2s a forecast error. This etror is equal-to the unforeseen revision in the expected vatue of human
wealth from t-1 to t:
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er. 1 ~ (l,r)r
~~E(y~~~r)-E(Y~In,.,)l(1-r) ,,,
(3)
Notice that given the familiar wealth accumulation constraint A, -(I t r)A,., t y,- c,, where A, is the teal
value of non-human wealth at the end of period t, we can rewrite equation ( 2) as follows:
-Acr'v~ (4)
where the following relation between the consumption innovation v, and the revision ezists:
v, - -re, (5)
Equation (4) simply says that consumption is a random walk, as originally obtained in Hall (1978). We
can test the permanent income hypothesis by simply checking whether the orthoeonalitv condition
E(v, ~ fl,)- 0 holds. However, this test may be not very powerful', because it dces not exploit the
infotmation about the relationship between consumption and income innovations embodied in equation
(5), i.e., the smoothness condition. In an attempt to test the PIH more eztensivelys, an univariate
(ARMA) process for labor income (changes) has been specified . Given the patameters of this income
process and using equation (5), one can derive the innovation in petmattent income and compaa the
incorne innovation with the consumption innovation.'Iite main drawback of this method of testing the PIH
is the assumption that the econometrician disposes of all the rclevant information to model the income
process successfully. However, in normal cases the agent has much more relevant ("superior") information
than the econometrician.
The method proposed by Campbell (1987) gets around the superior information problem. He took
the "savings for a rainy day" equation as the starting point of the analysis. Notice that the infotmation set
S2, is available to the agent. '[ite econometrician has only a subset H, of the information set í2, at hisltter
disposal, so that everything known to the econometrician is also known to the consumer but not vice
' See Flavin ( 1981) and Deaton (1992a).
' See Deaton (1987).
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versa. Moreover assume that the set H, also contains information about current savings s, and income
changes Dy„ az well as their pazt histories. Let us take expectations on bah sides of equation (1)
conditional on H,. Due to the second assumption that the econometrician knows the value of s, and using
the law of iterated expectations, Campbell waz able to derive the following testable relationship:
s, s - ~ (1 ~r)~'"`~E(Ay~ ~H~) (6)
In order to test the PIH, one needs to specify a model for forecasting income which is based on
inforrnation H, available to the econometrician. This model can be used in conjunction with equation (6)
to generate testable restríctions on the behavior of saving. Campbell (1987) assumes that the change in
labor income is a stationary process. From equation (6) it can be seen that, given this assumption, the PQ-I
implies that savings and the change in labor income are jointly stationary. As in Campbell (1987), we can
set up a vector autoregression (VAR) for income changes and savings. In the most simple case, we can
write the following bivariate model of savings and income changes:
f ~y`, ~(~t ~Jl~yl t'1 }l~l
or, writing x, -( Ay„ s~',
(7)
x~ -Ax~-t ~ u, (8)
'iite first row of the VAR is the equation predicting income. A weak implication of the PIH is that s, must
Granger cause Dy,. The PIH implies that s, is an optimal forecast for future declines in labor incorne
conditional on the agent's full information set i2,. Therefore, one expects s, to have incremental
explanatory power and, if the agent haz information useful to predict labor income beyond the history of
that variable, a,i is smaller than uro.
The VAR is particulazly convenient to impose the restrictions implied by the PIH. The
orthogonality condition implies that the A matrix can be written in the form :
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A-
~a Y ~ 1 ~r)~
(9)
where a and p are not restricted. [f p is not equal to zero, i.e., if the agent has more relevant infotntation
available to predict income than the econometrician has, one can show that the orthogonality condition
is equivalent to the excess smoothness condition. As explained by Campbell and Deaton (1989), the
equality follows from the intertemporal budget constrainr the only random walk in consumption tha[
satisfies the intertemporal budget constraint is [he one whose innovation are equal to the innovation in
permanent income. From this equivalence result, they conclude that there is no contradiction between
excess sensitivity and excess smoothness: they are the same phenomenon.
An intuitive way to see the restrictions implied by the permanent income model is to relate the VAR
to a single equation regression. Consider the following Euler equation, which can be derived from the
model:
s,-(lt.)st-,-Ayr- (az,-a„)ey,-, t (a~-ats-(14r))sr-t ' e, (10)
If the orthogonality condition holds, no lagged information should be able to predict consumption changes.
This condition implies that the ccefficients of lagged savings and lagged income changes should be equal
to zero. The restrictions imposed on the parameters of the A matrix are the same as the ones imposed in
(9).
2.1 THE EXCESS SENSITIVITY MODEL
The petmanent incorrre model has not been very successful in chazacterizing the behavior of
consumers. For many countries, there exists evidence that the predictions of the petmanent income model
are rejectedb. A modification of the model which can easily be nested in this specification has been
proposed by Flavin (1993) and it is known as the excess sensitivity model. This model departs from the
6 See the empirical evidence provided in Deaton (1992a). Note however that there exists disparity of results
between micro and macro data. The 6ndings using micro data tend to be morc favorable to the pertnanen[ income
model.
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predictions of the permanent income model and suggests the following modification for the behavior of
consumption:
c,-Y~o'X(1','rA,-t'Y,~ (1I)
Agents consume according to their permanent income y,', but they may respond also to transitory income.
Transitory income is defined as the difference between disposable income (labor income plus capital
income) and permanent income. X is the "excess sensitivity parameter" - a number between 0 and I- and
it measures the extent to which consumptíon responds to transitory income, A positive and significant
value of X indicates that consumers are "too sensitive" to current income than predicted by the permanent
income hypothesis. This alternative model can provide some insights to intetpret the deviations from the




Curtent savings continue to indicate the discounted present value of expected falls in labor incomee.
Consequently, the switch of infortnation sets from S2, to H„ works exactly as it did before. The savings
equation (l2) implies restrictions on the A matrix, which can be empirically estimated. In case of a fust






where a, (i and x are free parameters. The excess sensitivity model implies one non-linear restriction on
the companion matrix A. A failure of (9) when (l3) is satisfied would suggest that the excess sensitivity
' See also Flavin (1993) and Deaton (1992b).
'[f the permanent income hypothesis fails, savings may not fulfill their role of incotporating all the informa[ion
available to agents. However, under the "excess sensitivity" al[ernative, savings are simply a rescaled version of the
savings series and the infotmation content of the savings series remains. For a detailed description of this issue, see
Flavin (1993).
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model is a fair representation of the data if the savings variable is stationary. Flavin (1993), who uses the
data set of Campbell and Deaton (1989), finds that if nondurable consumption is considered, the model
fits the US aggregate data rather well.
2.2 PREC.4L`TiONARY SAVINGS
One of the most restrictive assumptions of the permanent income model is the assumption about
preferences and in particular the fact that uncertainty dces not play any role in the savings or consumption
decisions. Recendy, this aspect has received attention in the literature and some authors have shown that
not only the expected value but also higher order moments of futuro income changes may have an
influence on current consumption and savings9. In particular, households may be concemed no[ only
about expected future income but also about the variance of income. Using specific assumptions about
the probability distribution of future labor income and about preferences specification, a closed form
solution for the consumption function can be derived. We consider here the model of Caballero ((990),
which provides us with a nice extension of the pemtanent income model derived previously. The
representative agent maximizes the following intertemporal utility function under a lifetime budget
constraint
E[~ (1 tp)`"(- éexp(-9cz)) ~ ~r)
. -r
where p indicates the rate of time preference. It is possible to obtain a closed fotm solution for this
probtem under the condition that income follows any ARMA process (with possibly a unit root).
Consumption happens to be equal to pet~ttanent income minus a precautionary savings term ['fr, where
r is the interest rate. The precautionary savings term is strictly greater than zero if there is income
uncertainty, and it depends on the parametets of the probability distribution of futute income streams. If
one makes the additional assumption that income innovations are i.i.d., then I', - C'". In aggregate time
series data there is typically not enough inforrnation to identify the importance of the precautionary
9 See, among others, Kímball (1990) and Caballero (1990).
"' Sce Caballero (1990).
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savings motive. However, in our panel data set, there is some ctvde information about income uncertainty
or the motives to save that can be used to proxy for the ptecautionary savings term. A simple way to
see the implication of the precautionary savings motive is to rewrite the Eule equation we have seen before
and include the additional term that the precautionary savings model requires:
-O c~ -s~ - ( l .r)s~-~ - Ay~ - -I' - v~ ( l5)
Note that precautionary savings has a negative sign in this equation. Precautionary savings make
consump[ion grow faster than in the quadratic utility or certainty equivalence case.
3. ECONOMETRIC IMPLEMENTATION
Campbell's methodology to test the PIH was originally designed for aggregate time series data
and not for a panel data set which consists only of a few waves. His methodology could be implemented
without modification if we had extensive time series data for each household at our disposal. In that case,
the VAR could be estimated and the restrictions tested for each individual. In our data set, we have a lazge
number of households but only three observations of net worth and income and only two consecutive
observations of savings and income change. Since Campbell's approach is tather similar to the Euler
equation approach, the same kind of assumptions have to be made as if we had estimated an Euler
equation instead of VARs. This section examines the problems and shows under which assumptions the
data can still be used to test the permanent income hypothesis. The assumptions concem the following
main issues: heterogeneity of preferences, the influence of macroeconomic shocks, and finally the
measurement error issue.
In the permanent income model presented in section 2, no allowance is made for the fact that
the parameters of the inteRempoial quadratic utility function may vary with socio-economic and
demographic chatacteristics of the household. However, we can consider the following intertemporal
utility function:
~ (I'r)`-`I-0.5(c~M -cb~~21 (16)
where h is an index for household, and cb,h is a preference parameter called the "Bliss level". Up to now,
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we have implicitly assumed that the Bliss level is constant over time and across households. However, we
can relax this assumption by specifying the following relationship between the Bliss level and household
charactenstics:
Cbih - QOh ~ xsh ~ ~ ~ sh ( l 7)
where ~„ is a household specific individual effect, x~, is a vector of household characteristics, and v~,
is an idiosyncratic ertor term which is independent over time and across households, and is not cotrelated
with the exogenous variables which belong to the information set of the econometrician. We can easily
show that given these assumptions, the "savings for a rainy day" equation becomes:
sd ~ - ~ ( l ~r)t'-`~EQs1y~h - ~cbrhl ~Hr).-r.t
Moreover we assume that changes in family composition are fully anticipated by the household. Due to
this azsumption the cotrelation between the variables Ax,,,, and the forecast error is equal to zero and we
do not need to instrument these variables. The VAR now has the following fotm:
~yd all Ql2 ~yt-Ih atl ~ 1l ~ (Eldl
l sd ~' azt an f Sr-u,{(4t)~r-thp'~O 1~Xd~fIE~1
(19)
We also assume that the ermr tertn can be wtitten az the sum of an aggagate shock and an idiosyncratic
,hock:
f~-Ctr~Cm, i-1.2 (20)
where ~„s is uncortelated across individuals and independent of ~,,. In this case, one has to add time
dummies to the VARs and Euler equations. However, as Deaton (1992a) and Mariger and Shaw (1993)
have pointed out, there are plausible specifications of the forecazt ertors which cannot be removed by
simply using time dummies, but our data set dces not allow for these extensions.
Finally, we turn our attention to the problem of ineasurement error. Any household data set on
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income and asset holdings is likely to contain a substantial amount of noise. Since savings are calculated
by taking first differences of wealth, the severity of ineasurement error can become dramatic. [n addítion,
we work with income in first differences. In order to estimate the parameters of the VAR and of the Euler
equations consistently, we have to take measurement ertor into account. Fortunately, our data set provides
a rich set of instruments [hat can help in dealíng with the measurement ertor problem.
4. EMPIRICAL WORK
4.1 THE DUTCH SAVING RATF.
Dutch aggregate savings have been approximately 14~o in the late eighties. In order to evaluate
these figures, it is important to know about the institutions in the Netherlands and in particular, the
pension and social security system. The General Old Age Pension Act provides for a basic, old age
pension (AOW), which dces not depend on past eamings . All persons who live in the Netherlands and
all persons who are liable to pay taxes for work performed in the Netherlands are covered. For a couple,
the net AOW benefit is roughly equal to the mimmum wage. Moreover, workers participate in collecuve
pension and life insurance plans in order to obtain a supplementary pension. Participation in pension funds
and in life insttrance policies is, in most cases, mandatory for employees. According to the Pensions and
Savings Fund Act, pension funds must rely on advance financing (full funding). With advance financing,
each generation puts aside the amount of capital needed to finance its own future pensions".
The National Accounts report aggregate figures both for contractual savings (savings through
pensíon and insurance funds) and other or "free" savings. Contractual savings represent a major part of
Dutch savings. Apart from the collective pension and life insurance savings discussed above, contractual
savings include some individual policies, for example, saving mortgages. Capital income of both pension
and life insurance funds has inereazed rapidly. The most important reason for this increase is the growth
of the stock of wealth. Another factor is the high real interest rate since 1981. A large proportion of the
pension and life insurance funds saving can be attributed to the interest earned on the accumulated capital.
Free savings are derived from the difference between disposable income and consumption redefined to take
into account the benefits, premiums, and services of pension and life insurance funds. The ratio of frce
" Many pensions in the Netherlands are based on the final-pay plan: pensions depend on the last salary received
and on the number of years worked.
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savings to disposable income was approximately between 2 and 3 percent in the period under
consideration, i.e., 1986-89.
In our work; we concentrate mainly on free savings'Z. Our data set dces not provide information
about a large part of contractual savings, but it is important to know that many Dutch households have
already provided for their retirement and they may have accumulated a substantial amount of pension
wealth. Note, however, that households usually have no choice of whether or not to build up a pension.
Furthetmore, collective pension savings cannot be used as collateral and their liquidity is very limited.
4.2 EVTDENCE FROM THE SEP : SOME SIMPLE STATISTiCS
To test the predictions of the pertnanent income model outlined in the previous session, we use
data from the Dutch Socio-Economic Panel (SEP), a panel that provides infortnation on household
characteristics, income, and wealth'~. Households are interviewed twice a year, in April and in October.
In the April interview, information is collected on household wealth. In the October interview, information
is collected on family income, both capital and non-capital income. We have constructed a balanced panel
data set by considering all the households who report valid information on each component of income attd
wealth in the years under consideration. We have excluded from the sample the selftmployed, since it
is difficult to separate family wealth from wealth invested in the firtn and there are severe problems of
under-reporting. We have also excluded the households whose heads are above the age of 65 as of April
1989 to concentrate on households before retirement. We have examined, case by case, potential outliers
in the measure of wealth and savings, and have deleted the extreme cases from the samplet`. We have
also excluded those households whose income is less than or equal to zero. The final sample is composed
of 2027 observations.
Table 1 illustrates in more detail the composition of the sample. The variables refer to October
(986. In 85oIo of the cases the head of the household is male and in 74~0 of the cases the head is married.
The average family size is three and the number of children, including teenagers and people above 18
years of age but living with their parents, is approximately 1.2. The percentage of people holding a
'Z However, in the second measure of savings, we include also life insurance mongages, which are part of
contractual savings.
" See appendix A.
" More information about the excluded observations is available from the authors upon request.
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university degree is 4.49o but 13.996 have a high vocational education, which refers to professional
training after high school. The percentage of people with a gymnasiurnlltigh school education is 5.490 .
Titere are two other levels of training: míddle vocational and low vocational. 7ite middle vocationals arn
approximately 3790 of the sample, while 20.8~ have a low vocational education, and 18.496 have an
elementary school education.
In our work, we have considered total household incorne reported in the October 1986, 1987, and
1988 waves and we have subtracted from it capital incorne. We work therefore with labor income
including all transfers. In table I, we report the means of this variable in the three years under
consideration13. In October 1987, mean income was approximately DFL 39,100. We have considered two
measures of wealth. The first measure refers mainly to financial wealth. It includes checking and savings
accounts, savings cettificates, money lent to other peopte, bonds, stocks, and the value of cars owned by
households. From this measure, we subtract the total amount of debt and loans (excluding house
mortgages). [n the second measure, we have included the value of the house, the mortgage, and the
insurance policy that can be bought when a person is a house-owner1ó. From first differencing these two
measures of wealth, we derive two measures of savings, which we will rofer to as measure one and
measure two. Even though we want to consider one of the major components of household wealth, i.e.,
the house, we want also to be able to differentiate between liquid and illiquid savings and wealth.
There are many problems associated with the rneasure of savings derived through differencing
household wealth". As can be seen from table l, the standard deviations associated with these measures
are large. Even after the removal of some major outliers, first differences of wealth vary a lot across
households. The SEP unfottunately dces not collect any information about consumption and we can
calculate savings only through reported household wealth. We can however perform the reverse exercice
and calculate consumption from these savings measures. The distribution of consumption turns out to be
reasonable, with a mean and median value respectively of DFL 37,852 and 35,2911e. However, we still
" All variables are expressed in l985 Dutch guilders. We have deFlated the nominal figures using the CPI price
index of the month in which the values aze reported.
'" For the exact definition of the two wealth measures and the corresponding savings measures, see appendix A.
" See also Avery and Kennickell (1991).
'" For a few observations - 31 cases which go down to 21 if we ezclude the value of the car from the wealth
measure - consumption was negative. We have looked at these cases, which reveal underteporting in the value of
wealth or income and decided to leave them in our sample. No[e that 10 observatíons out of 31 refer to young
households below the age of thirty.
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have to be careful in interpreting and working with these values of savings".
Figure 1 and figure 2 describe the distribution of savings across age groups. 'Ilte profile of savings
is not very hump-shaped for the first rneasure of savings. Also note that the first rneasure of savings
represents the liquid part of savings. 'Ilte second measure shows a more pronounced hump-shaped profile.
A crucial feature of our data set, that we regazd as a special advantage, is the availability of data
on individual expectations about future events. For example, households are asked about the change in
their income in the year following the interview, the expected changes in the financial situation, and
whether they are able to put money aside'a. We believe these expectations provide us with very useful
and unique insttvments that allow for the correction of one of the main problems of micro data, natnely
measurement error. Another remazkable feature of this data set is the provision of inforrnation on the
savings motives. The questionnaire lists several possibilities for the motives to save and asks the
respondent to consider one or several combinations of the listed motives. The main possibilities are: to
buy durables, for unforeseen events, for old age, for no specific putpose, and all possible combinations
of the above motives. From the answers, we can identify some rnain groups. We have considered in
particular the households who indicate that they save to buy dutable goods and those who ittdicate that
they save for unforeseen events. 'Iltis type of precautionary rrtotive alone, or in combination with other
motives, accounts for 254b of the answets provided by households. The purchase of durables accounts for
2896 of the sample. Not surprisingly, the households who indicate they save for old age are only 296 . As
before, it reflects the fact that we are concentrating on free rather than contractual savings. Even though
it is difficult to rely on these answers to test the theory precisely, they can provide a guide to and an
assessment of the quality of the data and the relative importance of each motive21.
4.3 EMPIRICAL ESTIMATES
Having examined the sttvcture of the data set and our chosen sample, we can turn to the results
'" We have also performed many tests of the consistency of the answers provided by Fauseholds and examined
the evolution of assets and income for every household in the top and bottom percentiles of the dístribu[ion of
savings.
b[n a separate appendiz, we provide the exact formulations of the questions used in the SEP questionnaire.
'' For example, savings arc generally positive for households who reported having saved in the past year. Also,
fitting a regrcssion of savings against dummies reprcsenting the motives to save gives values of the expected sign
and magnitude.
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of the empirical estimation. A crude test of the rational expectations-permanent income hypothesis is
simply to regress savings on the expectations about future income. Saving is a forward-looking vatiable
and it should predict future income changes. [n particulaz, savings should be high when income is
expected to decrease. [n fact, [able 2 shows that both savings measures are not related to expectations
about tuture income. If any, the relationship seems to go the opposite way. The bottom panel of table 3
reports the regression of income growth on income expectations. The predictability is much higher in this
case and, in particular, big expected drops or big expected increases in income are related to realized
incorne changes22.
Before we start examining the VAR estimates, it is useful to look further at the data. We have
examined the correlation among the variables of interest, i.e., the two measures of savings and income
changes. There exists a negative correlation between savings and past savings, the correlations ccefficients
are -0.2553 and -0.0309 for the first and second measure of savings respectively. Income changes are also
negatively correlated with past income changes, the correlation ccefficient is -0.3712. These negative
correlations are important. For example, the evidence for US macro data provided in Campbell and Deaton
(1989) shows that these correlations are positive rather than negative in aggregate data. These negative
correlations can be caused by transitory components, or, more likely, by measurernent error and we have
to account for them in the empirical estimation. There is sorne limited evidence that savings aze negatively
correlated with future incorne changes. We can investigate this rolation further in the VAR estimates.
We estitnate the bivariate model of saving and income changes using Generalized Method of
Moments (GMM). Even though we do not report their ccefficients, we have estimated the model adding
as taste shifters variables such as the age of the head of the household, changes in family size, and
changes in the number of children. We also assurned a constant interest rate equal to 3~e". To account
for a simple form of heterogeneity, we have also added a dummy for households holding a life insurance
contrac[ with a saving elernenC'. These types of contracts, even though included in contractual saving
in the national accounts, are the result of individual choices and we want to take them into account. We
have also added a durttmy for whether the head of the household is a civil servant, for whether the head
Z' These regressions refer to savings as measured from the difference of wealth in April 88 and in April 87 and
to income growth from October 87 to October 88. The expectations of income are measured at October 87.
~' We have tried different values for the interest rate, but the results aze not affected by the choice of this
variable.
" See Alessie, Pradhan, Zandvliet (1993). We could not add this asset component [o total wealth óecause it is
imprecisely measured.
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of the household is retired, and a dummy for whether helshe reports entitlement to retirement pension.
.4dditionally, we put a durnmy for whether the household is headed by a woman.
Tables 3A and 3B report the OLS and insttvmental variables estimates of the VAR for the first
and second measures of savings respectively. The bottom panels of tables 3A and 3B report tests of the
restrictions imposed by the permanent income model. We report a Wald test for the two restrictions
imposed by the P[H, but we also consider each restriction separately so as to be able to judge whether
only one resttiction is driving the result. The OLS estitnates show that the permanent incorne model is
rejected. It is easy to see from the estimates of the matrix A that they cannot satisfy the restrictions
implied by the theoretical model. Note also that both restrictions are strongly rejected by the data. The
ccefficient a,Z has the right (negative) sign, but it is not statistically significant.
As mentioned before, both savings and income changes may contain a substantial amount of
measurement error and it is important to take this fact into account. We thefore consider instrumental
variables estimation of the VAR. To be able to perform the instrumental variables estimation, we need
variables which are correlated with both savings and income changes, but uncorrelazed with the error term.
As already mentioned, the data set is rich in information about household expectations about future events.
These variables should be correlated both wnh lagged savings and lagged incottte changes and insofar
as they are not correlated with measurement etror, they are useful instruments. However, Bound, Jaeger
and Baker (1993) watn about the properties of the insttumental variables estimates when inswments ate
only weakly cotrelated with the right-hand side variables. In this case, they show that the IV estimates
tend toward the OLS estimates. In the second and third columns of tables 3A and 3B, we repoR the
adjusted R-squared and F-value of the fitst stage regrossion of savings and income changes on the
insttvments listed in the first column to show the predictive power of the inswments". In the last
column, we report a test of the ovetidentifying restrictions. The predictive power of the inswments is not
high, in particular for savings, but it is consistent with the evidence provided in many other studies which
use data in first differences2ó. It also reFlects the fact that we are working with very noisy data. We
perform the estimates for different sets of inswments to show that the results are robust across diffetent
cases. We also try to be parsimonious in the choice of instruments and include only those variables which
show some predictive power.
" In these first stage regressions, we exclude the variables which act as taste shifters and the other conditioning
variables. We do not inswment for these variables, since we assume that they are already known to households.
'" See, for ezample, Avery and Kennickell (1991) for the evidence on savings, and Altonji and Siow (1987) for
the evidence on income data .
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It is worth mentioning in some details the information provided in the SEP. 'Iite data set reports
information on the expectations of the head of the household and his partner regazding the behavior of
income in the year following and the year preceding the interview'-'. Households are also asked to
indicate in which income bracket their income can be classified (7 brackets are listed). Since these income
brackets are listed in the questionnaire and they are measured independently from income, we can assume
they are not cotrelated with [he measurement error in income. Additionally, households are asked whether
they will be able to put money aside in the year following the interview and whether they were able to
put money aside in the past. Information is also collected on [he future financial in the year following the
interview and in the nex[ five years.
Tite first set of instruments includes dummies for the behavior of income in the year following
the interview as perceived by the head of the household and his partner, for whether the household will
be able to put money aside in the year following the interview, for the current financial situation as
perceíved by the head of the household in October 1986 and October 1987, and for the income classes
above DFI. 28,000 in October 1986 and October 1987. The second set of ínswments corresponds to the
first with the addition of dummies indicating the highest education levels (high vocational and university
degrees) both for the head and the partner. The education dummies of the head of households are also
interected with age and age squared. The third set of instruments adds to the first dummies indicating the
financial situation of the household in the next l2 months as measured in October 1986 and October 1987
and the financial situation in the coming 5 years. The fourth set of inswment is the same as the fitst with
the exclusion of financial situation and the inclusion of the education variables mentioned in the second
instrument set. We have also added dummies for whether the head of the household is the director of a
firm and for whether helshe is a fatTtter. The latter dummy has been interacted with age and age squared.
1'he fifth insttvment set is the union of the four inswment sets mentioned above. The overidentifying
restrictions are not rejected for the first measure of savings, and this provides additional evidence on the
validity of the instruments and on the model under consideration. However, there are rejections of the
overidentifying restrictions for some instrument sets for the second measure of savings.
The N estimates for the first measure of savings reveal parameter values different from the OLS
case. The negative relation between savings and lagged savings weakens and the ccefficients are less
statistícally significant. Tite same is true for the cortelation between income changes and lagged income
changes. As in the OLS case, there is some but limited evidence that savings anticipate future income
" For a complete list of the relevant questions of the SEP questionnaire, see appendix B.
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changes. The restrictions implied by the petmanent income model are strongly rejected for the N
estimates as well. As far as the second measure of savings is concemed, there is a positive re(ation
between savings and lagged savings. This is possibly driven by the unrealized capital gains on the house.
As documented in Alessie, Fradhan, and Zandvliet (1993), housing príces have been increasing over the
three year period and the market value of the house as perceived by the household is also following that
pattern. For this savings measure as well, the petmanent income model is strongly rejected. Note that in
this case, it is the second restriction which seems to be leading the rejection. The predictive power of the
instruments is higher than in the first measure and the results are more reliable. However, the
overidentifying restrictions are sometimes rejected.
To evaluate the robustness of the results, we have performed the estimation using a different
specification. We have considered estimating the VAk using the ratio of savings to income and income
changes in logs, as in Campbell and Deaton (1989). [n this case, we have to exclude some additional
outliers, in particular some extreme values of [he savings to income ratio. Very similar results are obtained
for both savings tneasures. The resttictions implied by the petmanent income model are strongly rejected
even in this alternative specification of the VAR.
A simple way to understand the rejections of the petmanent income tnodel and the resttictions
implied by the PIH is to consider the Euler equation. As explained before in equation (l0), if the
permanent income model is true, s, -( I tr)s,-, - Ay, should be a random walk. In particular, it should not
be related to past variables. Consider adding to the equation lagged savings and lagged income changes.
The ccefficient of lagged income equals to a~~ - a,,, while the ccefficient of lagged savings eqttals to an
- a,i -(Itr). [f the orthogonality conditions are satisfied, these two differences should both be equal to
zero. In fact, table 4 shows that they are statistically significant both for the first and the second measure
of savings~'. Lagged savings, in particular, show a strong negative sign. When we consider the Euler
equation and add only the lagged changes in income, as is usually done in many tests of the permanent
income hypothesis", we find a mild or no rejection of the model. Consistent with the tests provided in
the lower panels of tables 3A and 3B, it is the second restriction which is leading the rejection of the PIH.
Providing an interpretation for the rejection of the permanent income model is a difficult but
impottant task. As explained in the theoretical section, we have considered an extension of the model, as
suggested by Flavin (1993), which can be nested in the VAR specification. The excess sensitivity model
'" As before, we have included in the regressions tazte shifters and other conlrol variables.
p See Deaton (1992), chapter 5, for a review.
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introduces an additional parameter to be estimated, which allows for some flexibility in the restrictions.
In this case, for example, the ccefficients a„ and a„ need not be equal. They can differ up to the vatue
of an additional parameter. Note however that the restrictions implied by this model are still quite stringent
and that the excess sensitivity model affec[s both sets of restrictions. The tests for the model are reported
in the lower panels of tables 3A and 3B (last column). This model too is rejected. We can view the
rejection in two ways. First, it is the first restríction that captures the potential correlation between
consumption and lagged income and therefore provides evidence for excess sensitivity. However, even
though the first restriction is rejected, it is the second restriction which seems to be responsible for the
rejection of the model. Second, the empirical estimates for the new parameter X are always implausible,
for example they aze bigger than one, even in the cases when the test dces not indicate a strong rejection.
Again, this is due in particular to the fact that the estimates for a,Z and a2z do not satisfy the restriction
implied by the excess sensitivity model.
4.4 ROBUST ESTIMATION
As mentioned before, our savings measures tange from big negative values to big positive values
and the distribution is very dispersed. Even after cleaning the data from noisy or incomplete reports, we
are left with big values for lagged savings and lagged income changes. As a result, it is very difficult to
find strong predictive power for these variables. In this section, we handle the variability of savings and
income changes and the ínfluence of extreme observations using robust estimation. When dealing with this
kind of data, it is important to show that results are not driven by a few observations.
A robust estimator has been developed by Huber (1973) and we can follow his work in the
estimation of the VAR. However, we have to use robust estimation in the context of instrumental variables
estimation. A robust estimator in [he [V context, which is an extension on the work of Huber (1973), has
been provided by Flavin (1991). The Huber estimator limits the influence of outliers by simply
downweighting observations with large residuals. While it provides a method for reducing the sensitivity
of outliers in the epsilon-space, it dces not protect against outliets in the x-space, i.e., in the matrix of
right-hand-side variables. However, outliers may exist and have influential effects in this space as well.
(n our problem, for example, we have variables such as lagged savings and income changes in the tight
hand side and they can show big negative and positive numbers. Flavin ( I991) shows that if a set of
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balanced instruments~ is available, one can limit the influence of outliers in the x-space by simply using
the predicted value from a regression of the original variables on the instrurnents". TTte algorithm she
suggests for robust instrumental variables estimates is as follows. First , obtain a vector of residuals based
on the non-robust instrumental variables estimates. Next, calculate a robust estimate of the standard
deviation of the residuals by scaling up the median absolute residuals and calculate the Huber weight. The
Huber-weighted observations can then be used to compute a new set of patameter estimates and residuals.
[teration continues until parameter estimates converge~Z. Note that, as in Flavin (1991), who uses
variables such as expectations about future income as instruments, our data set contains a lazge set of
balanced instruments.
The robust estimates are reported in tables SA and 5B. As expected, the standard etrors are smaller
and the parameter estimates are more precise than in the previous case. The negative relation between
income changes and lagged income changes and between savings and lagged savings becomes less
negative across instruments sets, but it dces not vanish. 'Iite robust OLS estimates indicate a very strong
rejection of the permattent income model, much stronger than in the non-robust case. Zite robust
instrumental variables estimates show some changes, which are however not dramatic with respect to the
original estimates. Note that the estimates of the parameter az1 become negative and they are now closer
to the estimate of a,,. Consequently, as reported in the tests of the theoretical model in the bottom panels
of table SA, the first restriction is not rejected. In contrast, the second restriction is more overwhelmingly
rejected than when using GMM. The same pattem applies to the second tneasure of savings. Note also
that for this measure, the ccefficient a2i remains positive as in the GMM estimates.
The main conclusion is that while there exist some differences in the parameter estimates when
we consider robust estimation rather than GMM estimation, they are in general not major ones, in
particular for the second measure of savings. This result is reasonable since the predictive power of the
instruments is usually higher for the second rneasure of saving and therefore the estimates should be more
reliable. As indicated above, the robust estimates show a strong rejection of the permanent income model
and indicate more clearly that it is the second restriction which is driving the results. We have also
perfortrted robust estimation of the excess sensitivity model. As before, we find that excess sensitivity is
v' Inswments are balanced when they do not contain exueme values. Income and wealth, for example, arc likely
to be unbalanced instruments. Dummtes, on the other hand. can be a good example of balanced instruments.
" In this sense, her work extends the Huber method to inswmental variables.
'' See Flavin (1991), page 31.
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not the main explanation for the rejection of the permanent income model. Even though the excess
sensi[ivity model is not strongty rejected, we still find implausible values for the pazameter X, which
indicate that this alternative model is not a good charac[erization of the data.
~.5 S.~ti1PLE SPLITS
Having shown that the results are not simply due to the inappropriate handling of a noisy data set,
we address another important point. The restrictions of the petlrtanent income model may be too easy to
reject when considering the entire sample. To examine whether only a sub-sample of [he population is
responsible for these rejections, we perform various sample splits and estimate the VAR on split
samples". The importance of demographics, for example, is well docurnented in Browning (1992) and
Attanasio and Browning (1992), and savings may be very different for fatnilies with or without children.
We have to say that changes in demographics were always very significant in the estimation of the VARs
and it is useful to investigate some groups separately rather than simply conditioning on demographics.
With sample splits, we allow for a more flexible specification, since estimates can now vary across
different groups.
We have first considered the case of married couples with children". We restrict the sample to
the case where the head of the household is at least 30 years old to disentangle the effects of
demographics and family composition from potential liquidity constraints. The sample is reduced to 921
observations and the estimates of the VAR are reported in tables 6A and 6B. We have performed both
robust and non-robust estimation on the split sample, but we report only the non-robust ones because they
show interesting results on which we want to commentJS.
The estimates on the split sample may provide some insights into the issue of insttvmental
variables estimation when the instruments are not strongty correlated with the right-hand-side variables3ó.
It is interesting to note how parameter estimates vary with the differing predictability of the instrument
'~ See also Zeldes (1989). Note that the splits are perfotmed using variables already known to households.
"The variable "children" includes people above the age of IS living with their pazents. Thefore this sample split
dces not necessarily ezclude relatively old parents.
" Howevet results are similar and the same conclusions are reached in the robust and non-robust estimations
on the split samples.
~ See also the simulations provided in Staiger and Stock (1993).
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set. For comparison, we have used the same instruments as in the total sample. Note, however, that income
changes are more difficult to predict than in the total sample and this possibly translates into high negative
values for the ccefficient ati. On the other hand, the first measure of savings is better predicted than in
the total sample. but the negative sign for a,z remains suggesting that this finding is rather stable. The
overidentifying restrictions are not rejected. For the first measure of savings, there is also some evidence
that savings anticipate future income drops or that households have superior information than the
econometrician. From the lower panels of tables 6A and 6B, we can see that the petmanent income model
is rejected bo[h for the first and the second measure of savings. iTte excess sensitivíty model is also
rejected.
We have then exatnined a split according to the education level. We have considered households
with less than or with primary educa[ion, households with university or high vocational education together
with gymnasium diploma, and the remaining intet~ttediate education groups. Savings and age-eamings
profiles are different across education groups and can give raise to different findings for the predictions
of the perrnanent íncome model". Once we split the sample in thtee sub-groups, it becomes difficult to
find predictability both for income changes and savings. We need to rely on different instrument sets, both
with respect to the total sample and across education groups to gain sotne predictability for the lower and
higher education groups respectively. Note that the number of observations is also quite small for the
lower and higher education groups in comparison with the middle education group".
The first set of instntments includes dumrnies for the behavior of income in the year following
the interview, for whether the household will be able to put money aside in the year following the
interview, for whether the head of the household and the partner are working, for the income classes above
DFL 28,000 in October 1986 and t~ctober 1987, for high vocational education for the partner, for the
number of yeats worked by the head and that number squared, for whether the head is working in the
banking sector, and for whether the head is a widow. 'Iite second set of instruments corresponds to the
first with the addition of dummies indicating the current financial situation. The first two sets of
instruments are the same for the middle and higher education groups". It is important here to be
" Hubbard, Skinner and Zeldes (1993) show that the savings behavior in the US differs substantially across
education groups.
" The number of observations in each group are 374, 1173, and 480 respectively.
'" For the higher education group, we have substituted the dummies indicating whether the head works in the
banking sector or is a widow with dummies for whether the head is a manager or has an academic job. These
dummies are interacted with age and age syuared.
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parsimonious with the instrumen[ sets. [n the third instrument set, which represents the smallest set of
instruments, we include only the most powerful instruments. It includes dummies for income expectations,
for reasons to put money aside, for the financial situation next year and in the next 5 years, and for
income classes. These dummmíes have been redefined and groups have been lumped together to
economize on the number of insttvments. Tables 7A and 8A show that the parameter which seems more
sen[itive to the choice of instruments is not surprisingly a,: and this is probably due to the predictive
power of the first stage regression for savings. As suggested by Bound et al. (1993), we can see that, in
panicular for the first measure of savings, when ínstruments are not powerful, the IV estimates are rather
close [o the OLS ones. However, across all instruments sets and education groups, the restrictions of the
permanent income model are rejected. It is useful to note that, for the lower and higher education groups
in particular, it is the second restriction which is driving the rejection. For the second measure of savings,
this is true for all three education groups. However, the PIH is rejected less heavily for the higher
education group. The excess sensitivity model is rejected in all three groups.
1'he comparison of estimates across different sub-groups provides the same findings for the
petmanent income model. For both measures of saving, the permanent income model is rejected. The
sample split according to education levels indicates more cleazly a result which is consistent with robust
estimation and with the Euler equation estimates, i.e., the second restriction is responsible for the rejection
of the model. Sample splits with respect to demographics, which are very powerful variables, do not
change the main results. The petmanent income model is rejected in every sub-sample.
4.6 PRECAUTIONARY SAVINGS
The empirical estimates indicate that the behavior of savings dces not conform to the predictions
of the permanent income model. [t is therefore worth elaborating on the reasons to save and trying to
enrich the model in this direction. As mentioned in the theoretical section, consumers may be concemed
not only about future income changes but also about the uncertainty of their income. More generally, they
may be concemed, for example, about the variance of incotne and the probabilities of adverse future
events. 'fitis consideration has received a lot of attention in the recent literature and some authors have
suggested precautionary savings as the main explanation for the behavior of American savingsw.
Precautionary savings can be incorporated into the analysis by relaxing the assumption about
~ See, for example, Carroll (1992).
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preferences and in particular, the assumption of certainty equivalence. The Euler equation, i.e. equation
( I S) in the theoretical section, is particularly useful in this case since it provides an easy and intuitive way
to incorporate the precautionary savings motive into the model. As mentioned before, the data set
provides infotmation on the motives to save and many households have indicated saving for unforeseen
events as the single motive or as part of a combination of motives. We will use this infortnation to proxy
for the existence of a precautionary savings motive. The Euler equation estimates reported in table 9 show
that the dummy proxying for precautionary saving is negative and statistically significant for the first
measure of savings". The negative sign is the correct one since the variable on the left hand side of the
equation represents the negative change in consumption. Also, as expected, the first measure of savings,
which corresponds to the liquid measure, is more affected by the existence of a precautionary savings
motive than the second measure.
[t is not clear, however, what this uncertainty refers to and, in particulaz, whether it refers to the
variance of incorne as proposed in the precautionary savings literature. Recently, a richer structure about
potential risk faced by households has been proposed by Hubbard, Skinner, and Zeldes (1993). Together
with incorne uncertainty, they consider mottality tisk and health risk and their model seems to match very
well the behavior of savings in the US. The data set provides infotmation on the probabiliry of losing a
job in the next 12 months'~ and we can examine whether the risk of getting unemployed is affecting
consumption and savings. The people who have indicated that they face a high probability of losing their
jobs represent approximately S.ScAo of the working people (and 496 of the total sample), while those who
indicate some probability of Iosing their jobs account for I Solo of the working people (and 12~0 of the
sample). The dummy (which equals one when people indicate that they have some probability of losing
their jobs) is of the correct sign, but it is not statistically significant. This result is interesting per se. It
should be noted, however, that there exists a strong and generous unemployment insutance in the
Netherlands. Therefore, the risk of losing their jobs may not necessarily represent a threat for many
households.
We have also considered the case of households in specific occupations'3, for example,
households in relatively risky occup~~ions such as farrning and management. The importance of these
" Even though we do not repone their estimates, we include the same conditioning variables as in the VAR
to account for demographics, taste shifters and heterogeneity.
" See appendiz B
" See also Skinner ( I988).
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variables was mentioned before since they help predict savings. These dummies have the right (negative)
sign and the durnmy for managers is statistically significant for the first measure of saving. To further
examine whether the uncertainty men[ioned by households refers to unemployment risk or to occupational
nsk, we estima[e the Euler equation including all dummies. The variable indicating uncertain events
remains statistically significant and so dces the one for managers; they only decrease slightly in value.
This result indicates that uncertainty plays a role in consumption and savings. While income uncertainty,
as for example reFlected in certain occupations, plays a role, other risks may be imponant as well. The
lack of significance of the unemployment risk is a reasonable finding in a country which provides
govemment insurance against such a risk.
5. CO[~ICLUSIONS
In this paper we test the predictions of the permanent income model using data from a panel of
Dutch households. This data set is quite unique in providing infotTnation on household incorne, wealth
and, in particular, on individual expectations future income, future financial situation, and the motives to
save. These variables give us an unusual richness of infotTnation which allows us to carefully investigate
the predictions of the rational expectations-permanent income model. We have dealt with the problem of
measurement error, both in the income and savings measures, by using instrumental variables and
additionally by performing robust instrumental variables estirnates. We find that the restrictions implied
by the permanent income model are strongly rejected. This result holds true both on the total sample and
on sub-groups of the population. We have examined alternative hypotheses which may explain the
behavior of savings. We have considered the case when some consumers are sensitive to transitory income
as well as their permanent íncome. This altemative hypothesis dces not seem to characterize well the
savings behavior in our data. The incorporation of a precautionary savings motive enriches the model in
a promising way. Our findings suggest that uncertainty about future events plays a role in savings
decisions and that it is worth investigating models which incorporate this motive more explicitly.
Í7
APPENDIX A
Description of lhe data.
The data used in thís paper comes from the Socio-Economic Survey ( SEP). This survey, which
is representative of the Dutch population, has been conducted biannually since 1984 (in April and October)
by the Dutch Cemral Bureau of Statistics (CBS) and covers approxima[ely 5000 households per wave. The
structure of this survey is rather similar to the US Panel Study of Incorne Dynamics ( PSID). [nfotmation
is collected on socio-economic characteristics ( e.g., income, labor market participation, working hours)
of every respondent in the household as well as demographic characteristics (e.g., family size, age of
members of the family). However, contrary to the PS[D, the SEP dces not contain any infortttation about
consumption. From April 1987 onwards, the SEP started collecting information about assets and liabilities
on a yearly basis. We are able to measure savings indirectly by calculating the change in (financial)
wealth by using the April 1987, April 1988, and April 1989 waves of the SEP.
Since savings and non-asset income are the main variables used in this study, we will pay
anention to the way in which income and wealth are tneasured, and to the qualiry of the data for these
variables. The questions about the assets are filled out by the so-called respondents. In the SEP,
respondents are those persons in the household who are at least 16 year old. If a respondent haz assets,
helshe i~ asked to indicate (estimate) their values. (nfortnation is provided on the following asset
components: I. Postal giro and bank accounts (checking accounts); 2. Savings and deposit accounts; 3.
Savings certificates I Certificates of deposit, etc.; 4. Bonds, mortgage bonds; 5. Shares, options, and other
securities; 6. Tangibles ( marketable art); 7. Value of the (primary) residence; 8. Other real estates; 9. Car;
10. Net worth of one's own company (for self-employed); I I. Cash value of a life insurance mortgage;
12. Cash value of other life insurances with a savings element; 13. Claims against private persons (friends,
acquaintances)~; 14. Asset components not rnentioned above.
The survey also collects the following information on the liabilities of the respondent: I5. Loans
or credit (there is no subdivision into types of credit); 16. Purchases on credit, hire-purchase 17.
Remaining mortgage debt; I8. Other loans ( for example, student loans); l9. Debts not mentioned
elsewhere.
The first savings measure we use in this paper is computed as the difference in liquid wealth
between two years. This measure is the sum of asset componen[s I, 2. 3, 4, 5, 9, l3, and 14 and we
" This informauon is not provided separately in the 1989 questionnaire.
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subtract all liability components except the remaining mortgage debt.'Iite second savings measure includes
the value of the house (7), other real estate (S), the cazh value of a life insurance mortgage (11). We
subract from this rneasure the remaining mortgage debt (17).
As far as asset components 11 and 12 are concemed, we do not have direct observations on them.
However, based on the yearly premia and their year of effect, we could compute their cash value. In the
computation, we have assumed an interest rate of 3~0. Unfottunately, due to many incomplete reports, we
obtain many times unreliable figures and we have decided not to include these asset components. We have
also excluded from our calculation the values of tangibles such as antiques, jewelry and other marketable
art. Alessie and Zandvliet (1993) show that there are many missing or incomplete reports in these
components. Finally, we have excluded the self-employed from the sample" and therefore azset
component 10 is not included in the asset measure.
Alessie, Pradhan, and Zandvliet (1992) present some summary statistics and compare these
statistics with extetnal data sources, for example with the "Collective Banks Study" (CBO), and with data
from the Dutch Central Bank. The comparison with extemal data sources is however limited due to the
lack of good macroeconomic data. For example, aggregate data on the value of stocks and bonds held by
households is not available. Also, in the Flow of Funds (FOF) statement of the Dutch National Accounts,
no clear distinction has been made between the institutions "Non-financial enterprises" and "Households".
From their study, it appeazs that the data is of variable quality: the data about home-ownership (the most
impottant asset category), checking accounts, and the debt items are in line with extemal data sources.
However, this is not the case for savings and deposit accounts which are presumably severely
underestimated in the SEP survey. The problem of the underestimation of savings and deposit accounts
is also encountered in the Survey of Consumer Finances and rather common in wealth surveys~.
The questions on income are answered by every respondent. In the questionnaire many separate
components have been distinguished. Therefore, we could easily disentangle capital income from non-asset
income. Our measure includes main;y earnings, unemployment benefits, retirement pensions, social
security benefits, dísability pensions, widow pensions, supplementary pensions and child allowances. The
level of non-response on these questions is comparable with the non-response on the asset and liability
questions. We have also examined the effect of panel attrition. We find that the panel atttition affects
" In this case, we cannot distinguish between private and company savings in the checking and savings accounts.
There is also a potential problem of double-counting. Furtherrnore, we saw that a number of households that claimed
they have sold their companies do not show any realistic equivalent growth in the value of other assets.
M See also Avery and Kennickell ( I988).
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mainly [he households either with a high income or with a low income. Alessie and Zandvliet (1993)
study the effect of panel attrition on the distribution of net worth. 7itey find that if the self-employed are
excluded from the sample, the frequency distribution of the variable " net worth" is not affected by panel
attrition.
APPENDIX B
List oF the questions from the SEP questionnaire.
We report for convenience a list of the relevant quesuons from the SEP questionnaire.
- Did the income of your household increase, decrease, or remain the same over the past 12 months?
Answer: l. significantly increased; 2. somewhat increased; 3. remained the same; 4 somewhat
decreased; 5. significantly decreased.
- What will happen to your household income in the next 12 months?
Answer: I. strongly increase; Z. increase: 3. remain the same; 4. decrease: 5. strongly decrease.
- Has the financial situation of your houshold improved, worsened, or remained the same over the past
12 months?
Answer: l. significantly improved; 2. somewhat improved; 3. remained the same; 4. somewhat
worsened; 5. significantly worsened.
- How do ynu think the financial situation of your household will develop in the next t2 months?
Answer same as above.
- Do you think the financial situation of your household will improve, remain the same, or worsen in
the next five years?
Answer same as above.
- How is the financial situation of your household at the moment?
Answer: I. we have to into debt; 2. we are drawing upon savings: 3. we can just about manage; 4.
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we can save some money: 5. we can save a lot of money.
- Have you saved money over the past 12 months?
Answer: I yes; 2 no.
- What do you have in mind that you want to spend this money on?
(More than ons answer is possible here) I. car; 2. house; 3. holiday; 4. durables goods, 5. extra
income (e.g., interestl: 6. unforeseen circumstances; 7. old age; 8. children; 9. other purposes, that
is..; 10. no panicular purpose.
- Do you expect to be able to save money in the next 12 months?
Answer: l. yes, certainly; 2. yes, maybe; 3. probably not; 4. certainly not.
- What do you have in mind that you want to spend this money on?
Answer same as above.
- Do you expect to keep your job in the next 12 months, or do you expect to lose it?
Answer. 1. almost certainly lose my job; 2. more probably lose my job than keep it, 3. about equally
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Variables Mcans S.d. Variables Means S.d.
Age 39.43 11.24 Income 1986 37896.5 16844.5
Sex 0.853 0.354 Income 1987 39107.7 17931.6
Married 0.738 0.440 Income 1988 40141.4 18126.4
Family Size 2.972 1.329 Saving 1987, 1 1901.2 12686.0
M Children 1.170 1.132 Saving 1988, 1 1212.1 12090.8
Primary Sch. 0.184 0.388 Saving 1987, 2 4624.7 17404.8
Low Vocat. 0.208 0.406 Saving 1988, 2 5040.4 17790.7
Middle Voc. 0.371 0.483 Wealth 1987, 1 15941.7 30510.0
High School 0.054 0.226 Wealth 1988, 1 17842.9 30818.7
High Vocat. 0.139 0.346 Wealth 1989, 1 19055.0 32578.9
Uruversity 0.044 0.205 Wealth 1987, 2 47086.6 73245.0
~Y(87) 121 l.2 10444.2 Wealth 1988, 2 51711.2 76738.5
~Y(88) 1033.8 10564.5 Wealth 1989, 2 56751.6 80071.2
This table reports means and standard deviations of the data in the sample. ~Y(t) refers to changes in total non-
capital income between t and t-l. The indexes I and 2 refer to the first and the second meastues of savings and
wealth. Number of observations: 2027.
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Table 2
Savings and Expected Income Changes
Variables Es[imates s.e. Estimates s.e.
Constant 1810.93 348.S1 4310.06 478.07
Income is expected to
strongly increase
1540.65 3191.77 795.08 4378.36
Income is expected to
increase
710.69 693.51 1537.97 951.33
Income is expected to
decrease
-471.73 975.52 -47.46 1338.18
Income is expected to
strongly decrease
-1594.03 1966.45 -1274.00 2697.51







Income Growth and Expected Income Changes
Variables k obs. Estimates s.e.
Constant 0.0250 0.0102
Income is expected to
strongly increase
U 0.2390 0.0877
Income is expected to
increase
485 0.0119 0.0192
Income ís expected to
decrease
245 -0.0136 0.0251








This table reports in the top pand the regression of savings on expected income changes. The estimates refer to the
first and second meazures of savings respectively. In the bottom panel, it reports the regression of actual income
growth on ezpected income changes.
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Table JA
GMM Estimates of the VAR
F'vst Measure of Savings
1. Estimates
Instr. Firs[ stage Parameter estimaces ( standard errors in Hansen's
set regressioru parentheses) onhogonality
test
~Y,., S,, a~, a,: ax, axz
None - - -04l8 -0.016 0.002 -0.250 -
(ols) (0.061) (0.021) (0.037) (0.038)
Z1 0.048 0.021 -0.161 -0.077 0.077 -0.099 SO.l7
(4.96) (2.67) (0.101) (0.099) ( 0.119) (0.13) (0.387)
Z2 0.067 0.02a -0.166 -0.032 0.146 -O.123 80.81
(4.85) (2.29) (0.086) (0.079) ( 0.089) (O.101) (0.22)
Z3 0.048 0.034 -0.231 -0.013 0.144 -0.249 90.59
(3.69) (2.86) (0.092) ( 0.081) (0.100) (0.089) ( 0.068)
Z4 0.060 0.024 -0.168 0.000 0.131 -0.012 71.88
(4.79) (2.48) (0.091) (0.069) (0.092) (0.084) (0.23)
ZS 0.067 0.039 -0.224 0.056 0.092 -0.12t 119.99




2. Tests of the Theoretical Models
Insv. Test PIH Test 1" Test 2~ Test Excess Sens. model
set 1. az1- a„ restriction restriction a,~,- a„(au- (Ifr))- 0
2. au-aut ( ltr) ax,- a„ azz-a,zt (1tr)
None 799.74 35.53 781.15 46.02
(ols) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Z1 44.55 2.26 42.65 2.69
(0.000) (0.132) (0.000) (0.101)
Z2 75.24 5.99 75.21 3.96
(0.000) (0.014) (0.000) (0.047)
Z3 119.44 7.75 118.29 6.49
(0.000) (0.005) (0.000) (0.011)
Z4 106.62 5.09 101.56 3.33
(0.000) (0.024) (0.000) (0.068)
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,
1'I.R~ R 19 171?~1
~1~ . . .-. .~, IVX". ~
7.43
~, :~41~
This table reports, in the top panel, GMM est'unates of the VAR for the fint meuure o( savings. The second and third columns
repott the adjusted R: and F-value of the first stage regression of lagged income changes and lagged savings on the instrumrnts
listed in the fust column. The estimues (standud errors are in puentheses) of the puameters of the A matriz ue rcported in the
nezt four columns. The last column repons a test of the overidentifying restrictions (p values ue in puentheses). In the batom
panel, ihe table ttports Wald tests of the restrictions implied by the theoretics! models. The secord column reports a test of the
2 restrictions implied by the pertnanent income and the third ard fourth columns report a test of each restriction sepuately. The
last column reports a test of the ezcess sensitiviry model. In the calculations, r is usumed to be 396.
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Table 3B
GMM Estimates of the VAR
Secood Measure of Saving
L Estimates
Instr. set F'trst stage Parameter estimates (standard errors in Hansen's
regressions pareniheses) orthogonality
test
AY,,, 5,., au au ax, au
None - - -0.419 -0.000 -0.071 -0.038 -
(ols) (0.06i) (0.013) (0.057) (0.038)
Zl 0.048 0.068 -0.226 0.032 -0.095 0.342 60.84
(4.96) (6.71) (0.098) (0.055) (0.173) (O.t05) (0.101)
Z2 0.067 0.078 -O.I59 0.002 0.086 0.227 103.53
(4.85) (5.53) (0.085) (0.041) (0.120) (0.083) (0.009)
Z3 0.048 0.072 -0.255 0.014 0.052 0.216 102.34
(3.69) (5.12) (0.091) (0.048) (0.163) (0.092) (0.011)
Z4 0.060 0.077 -0.161 0.010 0.094 0.204 91.77
(4.79) (5.95) (0.093) (0.039) ( 0.118) (0.084) (0.013)
ZS 0.067 0.082 -0.188 -0.004 0.132 0.147 141.25
(3.71) (4.35) (0.078) (0.035) (O.106) (0.071) (0.009)
2. Tests of the Theoretical MadeLs
Instr. Test PIH Test 1" Test 2"" Test Excess Sens. model
set l. aiP a„ restriction n;striction a1zai,- a„(au- (ltr))- 0
2. an-a,2t ( ltr) azi- a~~ au-a,:t(Itr)
None 750.40 15.06 742.71 45.544
(ols) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Z1 44.77 0.41 39.65 4.86 I
(0.000) (0.520) (0.000) (0.027)
Z2 75.16 2.53 75.08 3.40
(0.000) (0.112) (0.000) (0.065)
Z3 69.22 2.66 66.40 7.38
(0.000) (0.103) (0.000) (0.007)
Z4 81.25 2.61 81.17 2.88
(0.000) (0.106) (0.000) (0.090)
ZS 121.35 5.54 120.41 5.61 ii
(0 000) (0.019) (0.000) (0.018)




First Measure of Savings
Euler equauon L Euler equauon 2:
S.- (ltr)5~.,- ~Yu X,,.a t p,DY~, ~t a:S,~.~t r. S,~ (ltr)S,~.r ~Y,- X~.a f y,DY,.,t ;
Instrument set Parameter estimates lnsvument set Parametu estimates
(standard ertors) (standard errors)
P~ P: Y~
None 0.384 -1.268 None 0.307
(ols) (0.066) (0.045) (ols) (0.087)
ZI 0.196 -1.056 Zl -0.135
(0.145) (0.167) (0.199)
Z2 0.259 -I.lll Z2 0.057
(0.121) (0.143) (0.170)
23 0.300 -I.263 Z3 -0.081
(0.124) (0.121) (0.189)
Z4 0.273 -1.079 24 0.186
(0.125) (0.111) (0.179)
ZS 0.279 -1.219 ZS 0.092
(0.107) (O.I00) (0.160)
Sernnd Measure of Savings
Euler equation l: Euler equation 2:
S,- (ltr)Sa-t- ~1~ X,~a t atOYu.~t a:s~~.~t r. S~ (ltr)S;,.t- ~Yd X,.tz t Y,~Y,.tf e,
Instrument set Parameter esámates Inswment set Parameter estimates
(standard ertors) (standard errors)
P~ az r~
None 0.317 - I.069 None 0.211
(ols) (0.084) (0.039) (ols) (0.102)
Z1 0.114 -0.753 Z1 -0.192
(0.183) (0.118) (0.234)
Z2 0.158 -0.793 Z2 -0.093
(0.151) (0.102) (0.202)
Z3 0.209 -0.812 Z3 -0.139
(0.173) (0.106) (0.224)
Z4 0.202 -0.837 Z4 -0.036
(0.155) (0.102) (0.211)
ZS Q249 -0.879 ZS -0.027
(0.142) (0.089) (O.191)
This table repons GMM estimstes ot ~he Euler equations for Ne first ard saord meuures of savings. Stmdard mms ae in
pareniheses. In the calculuions, r is usumed to be 390.
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Table SA
Robust Fstimates of the VAR
First Measure ot Saviogs
I. Estiteatn
[nstr. Parametcr estimates ( standard errors in parentheses) Orthogonalityset test
au a~: axt au
None -0.321 -0.022 -0.005 -0.232 -
(ols) (0.016) (0.011) (O.OI7) (0.015)
Z1 -0.158 -0.034 -0.065 -0.096 45.580
(0.076) (0.063) (0.088) (0.090) (0.570)
Z2 -0.061 -0.034 -0.043 -0.040 80.375(0.062) (0.053) (0.069) (0.077) (0.233)
Z3 -0.123 0.003 -0.011 -O.I55 76.942
(0.071) (0.052) (0.079) (0.068) (0.325)
Z4 -0.012 0.026 -0.049 0.000 67.850
(0.067) (0.054) (0.070) (0.074) (0.347)
ZS -0.036 0.007 -0.016 -0.090 112.670
(0.060) (0.044) (0.063) (0.058) (0.264)
2. Tests of the Theoretical Models
Instr. Test P[H Test 1' restriction Test 2m restriction Test Excess Sens. model
set 1. ~t- an az,- ait ass-atit (ltr) at~t- ~t(au- ( lfr))3 0
2. ass-~:t (ltr)
None 4585.42 180.31 4479.481 368.66
(ols) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Zt 120.801 0.660 101.358 3.961
(0.000) (0.416) (0.000) (0.047)
Z2 133.728 0.040 124.862 0.900
(0.000) (0.842) (0.000) (0.343)
Z3 226.32 1.174 202.504 2.915
(0.000) (0.279) (0.000) (0.088)
Z4 141.385 0.147 138.706 0.038
(0.000) (0.701) (0.000) (0.843)
ZS 255.23 0.057 245.968 0.348
(0.000) (0.812) (0.000) (0.555)
This uble reports robtut estimuu ot the VAR for the fvst meastae of ssvings. In tM top pmtel, it reports [he est'unates of the
parameters of the mstri.c A together with a test of the overidentifying restrictions (standard valtxs are in parrntheses). In the
bottom panel, it reports Wald tnsts of i}te restrictiotu implied by ihe permanem income model and the excess sentitiviry model.
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Table SB
Robust Estimates of the VAR
Second Measure nf Savings
L Estimates
Insv. Parameter estimates (standard errors in parentheses) Orthogonality
~t test
a„ a;x ax, axz
None -0.323 -0.005 -0.028 -0.052 -
(ols) (0.016) (0.007) (0.029) (0.017)
Z1 -0.221 0.042 -0.145 0.355 58.61
(0.072) (0.031) (0.154) (0.076) (0.140)
Z2 -0.080 0.018 -0.025 0.278 98.95
(0.062) (0.026) (0.123) (0.064) (0.019j
Z3 -0.144 0.029 -0.109 0.316 92.42
(0.069) (0.027) (0.t44) (0.071) (0.053)
Z4 -0.021 0.020 -0.048 0.268 85.99
(O.Ot58) (0.027) (0.128) (0.063) (0.034)
ZS -0.043 0.016 0.006 0.232 132.70
(0.060) (0.025) (0.112) (0.058) (0.030)
2. Tests af the Theoretical Modek
lnstr. Test PIH Test 1" Test 2m Test Eacess Sens. model
se[ 1. ax,- a„ restriction restriction a,~,- a„(a~- (ltr))- 0
2. a,z-a,xf (Itr) ax~- a~~ ax:-a~xt (ltr)
None 3410.27 81.829 3383.91 356.67
(ols) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Z1 89.916 0.238 79.24 8.742
(0.000) (0.625) (0.000) (0.003)
Z2 136.405 0.185 130.07 1.610
(0.000) (0.667) (0.000) (0.204)
Z3 111.27 0.065 97.983 4.297
(0.000) (0.799) (0.000) (0.038)
Zft 141.41 0.031 134.10 0.093
(0.000) (0.859) (0.000) (0.760)
ZS 177.35 0.183 172.72 0.493
(0.000) (0.6G9) (0.000) (0.483)
This table reporn robust estima~es of the VAR for the secord measure of savings. See ~able SA.
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Table 6A
GMM Estimates ot the VAR: Married Coupk Sampk Split
F'vst Measure of Savings
1. Estimates
Insv. First suge regressions Parameter estimates (standard errors in Hansen's
set patemheses) orthogonality teu
Y~ ~ S~-~ au a~: ~, au
None - - -0.292 -0.029 0.024 -0.201
(ols) (0.080) (0.034) (0.073) (0.056) -
Z l 0.021 0.045 -0.368 -O.l 19 0.175 -0.218 48.216(1.81) (2.82) (0.164) (0.119) (0.146) (0.158) (0.306)
Z2 0.011 0.072 -0.293 -0.037 0.149 -0.070 60.292
(1.33) (3.40) (O.134) (0.067) (0.184) (0.129) (0.323)
Z3 0.024 0.049 -0.326 -0.115 0.311 -0.445 73.348
(1.62) (2.32) (0.129) (0.095) (0.136) (0.127) (0.307)
Z4 0.005 0.041 -0.468 -0.155 0.059 -0.160 63.859
(1.18) (2.40) (0.160) (0.067) (0.155) (0.121) (0.125)
ZS 0.020 0.072 -0.268 -0.119 0.286 -0.310 106.828
(1.39) (2.48) (0.102) (0.056) (0.110) (0.097) (0.138)
2. Tests of the Theoretical Models
Insv. Test PIH Test l" Test 2"' Test F~tcess Sens. model
set I. a„- a„ resviction resviction a,~,- a„(an- (ltr)~ 0
2. au-ai2t ( ltr) az~- att au-a~zt (ltr)
None 279.908 7.580 279.714 I3.Od6
(ols) (0.000) (0.006) (0.000) (0.000)
Zl 33.506 5.328 32.SS1 4.978
(0.000) (0.021) (0.000) (0.026)
22 55.623 3.538 55.481 4.6tí7
(0.000) (0.060) (0.000) (0.031)
23 76.481 11.795 75.777 7.451
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.006)
Z4 64.181 4.817 63.886 7.426
(0.000) (0.028) (0.000) (0.006)
Z 5 125.652 12.266 125.636 7.794
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.005)




GMM esHmates of the VAR: Married Couple Sample Split
Second Messure o[ Savings
I. Estimates
Insv. First stage regressions Parameter estimates (standard ertors in Hansen's
se[ parentheses) orthogonality test
~Y,-~ S~ ~ an aa azi azz
None - - -0.297 0.004 -0.063 -0.041 -
(ols) (0.030) (0.016) (0.066) (0.035)
Zl 0.021 0.012 -0.45I 0.046 0.275 0.310 49.272
(1.81) (1.47) (O.I60) (0.076) (0.367) (O.170) (0.270)
Z2 0.011 0.035 -0.450 0.029 0.095 O.I06 63.903
(1.33) (2.13) (0.153) (0.042) (0.320) (0.128) (0.219)
23 0.024 O.OIS -0.340 -O.Ol2 0.221 0.201 76.325
(L62) (1.47) (0.120) (0.059) (0.270) (0.134) (0.229)
Z4 0.005 0.041 -0.792 0.045 0.379 0.088 58.924
(1.18) (2.40) (O.186) (0.040) (0.425) (0.142) (0.237)
ZS 0.020 0.044 -0.389 -0.005 O.I95 0.089 106.765
(1.39) (1.88) (0.109) (0.028) (0.219) (0.099) (O.139)
2.Tests o[ the Theoretical Models
Insv. Test PIH Test l" restriction Tes[ 2~ Test Excess Sens. model
set I. az1- au az1- an restriction atzazr an(azz- (Itr))- 0
2. az:-aizf (ltr) ~z-a~zt (Itr)
None 418.425 2.320 418.425 13.245
(ols) (0.000) (0.128) (0.000) (0.000)
Zl 18.096 3.291 17.901 5.697
(0.000) (0.070) (0.000) (0.017)
Z2 44.411 2.101 43.598 7.337
(0.000) (O.147) (0.000) (0.007)
Z3 31.853 3.508 31.264 6.544
(0.000) (0.06t) (0.000) (0.011)
Z4 40.873 5.805 40.585 I4.401
(0.000) (O.Ol6) (0.000) (0.000)
















GMM Estimates of tbe VAR: Education Sampk Split
First Measure of Savings
Lower Educatioo
Instr. First stage Parameter estimates (standard errors in Hansen's
set regressions paremheses) orttagonality test
oY,., 5,.~ au a~z az~ ass
None - - -0.412 0.016 0.053 -0.354
-(ols) (0.069) (O.OSI) (0.072) (0.082)
Zi l 0.037 0.037 -0.258 -0.032 -0.082 -0.379 53.753
(1.69) (1.68) (0.146) (0.124) (0.139) (0.136) (0.046)
Z12 0.039 0.048 -0.270 -0.127 -0.084 -0.I68 68.177
(1.52) (1.65) (0.115) (0.110) (0.112) (0.123) (0.093)
Z13 0.046 0.056 -0.228 - 0.001 -0.082 -0.137 35.62
(1.82) (2.00) (0.141) (0.129) (0.154) (0.158) (0.392)
Middie Fducatioo
Instr. First stage Parameter estimates (standard errors in Hansen's
set regressíons parentheses) ottlagonality test
~Y,.~ S,., a~~ aiz az~ an
None - - -0.547 -0.021 -0.003 -0.302
-(ols) (0.058) (0.021) (0.045) (0.046)
Z21 0.026 0.023 -0.258 0.047 -0.107 -0.063 41.44
(2.52) (2.33) (O.t27) (0.105) (0.165) (0.167) (0.322)
222 0.044 0.026 -0.310 0.055 0.030 -0.108 58.610
(2.88) (2.09) (0.102) (0.092) (0.140) (0.145) (0.310)
Z23 0.0398 0.034 -0.228 -0.044 0.053 -0.096 58.068
(2.21) (2.05) (0.108) (0.099) (0.136) (0.151) (0.204)
Higher Education
[nstr. First stage Patameter estimates ( standard errors in Hansen's
set regressions parentlteses) orthogonality tc~i
DY,.~ 5~.~ a~~ a~z ~~ au
None - - -0.272 -0.014 -0.0t3 -O.152
(ols) (0.126) (0.046) (0.067) (0.070)
Z31 0.048 0.015 -0.302 0.017 -0.165 0.063 50.432
(1.97) (1.28) (0.130) (0.083) (0.192) (0.166) (0.302)
Z32 0.040 0.015 -0.211 -0.001 -0.145 0.025 65.641
(1.60) (1.23) (0.105) (0.075) (O.I60) (0.126) (0.352)
233 0.059 0.034 -0.197 -0.075 -0.222 -0.067 54.39
(2.15) (1.64) (0.109) (0.075) (O.171) (0.145) (0.244)
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Table 7A (conlinued)
This table reports GhRvt estimates of the VAR (or three education splits. The number of observations are 374, 1173,
and 480 rcspectively. The firs[ column indicates the set of inswments used in Ute estimation. The second and thvd
columns report U[e adjusted R' and F value of the First stage regression of lagged income and savings on the
inswments. The parameter estimates of the matru A are reporteA in the nezt four columns. The last column reports




Tests of We Tbeoretical Modek: Edueatioe Sampk Split
First Measurc of Savings
Lower Educatioo
Instr. Test PIH Test 1" Test 2`~ Test Excess Sens. model
set 1. a„- a„ restriction restricuon a,~,- a„(a~- ( Itr))z 0
2. an-a,at (Itr) ax~- a~~ au-a~:t (ltr)
None 294.936 27.700 219.105 30.936
(ols) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Z11 7L693 0.766 71.635 2.853
(0.000) (0.382) (0.000) (0.091)
Z12 48.620 1.316 48.525 4.473
(0.000) (0.251) (0.000) (0.034)
Z13 35.583 0.5a0 35.584 2.307
(0.000) ioaó'~ (0.000) (0.129)
Middle Educatroo
Instr. Test PIH Test I` Test 2'' Test Excess Sens. modd
set l. at,- a„ restriction restricuon a,~r au(an- (lfr)): 0
2. a~-a,it (ltr) au- a„ a~a,:f (ltr)
None 679.349 66.149 652.I10 77.610
(ols) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Z21 30.363 0.554 29.931 3.713
(0.000) (0.457) (0.000) (0.054)
Z22 46.106 4.217 44.908 8.177
(0.000) (0.040) (0.000) (0.004)
Z23 30.461 2.913 30.378 4.241
(0.000) ro087) (0.000) (0.039)
Higher Educatioe
Instr. Tes[ PIH Test I' Test 2"' Test Excess Sens. model
set 1. a~,- a„ restriction restriction a,Za.i,- a„(a~- (ltr)1- 0
2. a~a13t ( ltr) az,- a„ au-a,it (Itr)
None 155.49 3.073 155.477 4.577
(ols) (0.000) (0.079) (0.000) (0.032)
Z31 35.099 0.426 34.552 5.290
(0.000) ( O.Sl4) (0.000) (0.021)
Z32 59.092 0.139 57.847 3.909
(0.000) (0.709) (0.000) (0.048)
Z33 ah.lal 0.014 38.833 2.431
~~~~~'~ t0909) (0.0(X1) (0.118)
This uble reports tesa of the pennmrnt income model and the excas sensivity model for three s~mpk splits srmrdinj
to educuion (P values are m puenthaes). The number of observauons for t!u sample splits are 374, 1173, 480.
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Table 8A
GMM Estimates of the VAR: Educatioo Sample Split
Second Measure of Savings
Lower Education
Insv. First stage regressions Parameter esumates (standard ertors in Hansen's
se[ paremheses) orthogonality
~Y,.~ S~-~ a~~ a~z a:~ ax:
None - - -0.414 0.017 -0.086 -0.141
-(ols) (0.068) (0.038) (0.101) (0.062)
ZII 0.037 0.059 -0.231 -0.070 -0.482 -0.115 50.789
(1.69) (2.11) (0.180) (0.081) (0.251) (0.115) (0.080)
Z 12 0.039 0.047 -0.286 -0.046 -0.381 -0.200 64.770
(1.52) (1.65) (0.128) (0.071) (0.194) (0.095) (0.149)
Z13 0.046 0.058 -0.248 -0.073 -0.439 -0.067 41.596
(1.82) (2.22) (0.160) (0.086) (0.258) (0.133) (0.174)
M1liddle Educatroa
Insv. First stage Parameter estimates ( standard errors in Fiansen's
set regressions parentheses) orthogonality
r1Y,.i Se-i a~~ aa az~ atx
None - - -0.548 0.001 -0.030 -0.055 -
(ols) (0.059) (0.016) (0.077) (0.052)
Z21 0.026 0.024 -0.297 0.087 -0.711 0.222 46.300
(2.52) (2.40) (O.134) (0.082) (0.275) (0.180) (0.167)
Z22 0.044 0.027 -0.300 0.056 -0.524 0.269 63.244
(2.88) (2.14) (0.106) (0.069) (0.227) (0.I52) (O.t82)
Z23 0.040 0.028 -0.273 0.042 -0.084 0.077 64.996
(2.21) (1.86) (0.109) (0.069) (0.192) (0.145) (0.075)
Higher Education
Instr. First stage regressions Parameter estimates (s~andard ertors in Hansen's
set paten~heses) onhogonalit~ Í
~Y,-, 5,.~ a„ a,x az1 au Ovend
None - - -0.273 -0.007 -0.129 -0.022
(ols) (0.126) (0.026) (0.098) (0.069)
Z31 0.048 0.07] -0.316 0.028 -0.638 0.499 44.4Z3
(1.97) (2.47) (0.129) (0.057) (0.318) (0.187) (0.538)
Z32 0.040 0.076 -0.313 0.052 -0.451 0.389 64.026
(1.60) (2.19) (0.109) (0.050) (0.282) (O.I57) (0.405)
Z33 0.059 0.088 -O.I28 -0.086 -0.524 0.389 52.019




Tests of the Theoretinl Modets: Edueatiw Sampk Split
Second Meaturc of Savings
Lower Educatioa
lnstr. Tcst PIH Test 1` Test 2r Ttst Exces.s Sens. rtlodel
set l. aL- a„ restriction restricáon a„at,- a„(a,i- (ltr)r 0
2. au-a,ii (ltr) ael- all ~aut (Itr)
None 239.567 7.812 238.456 33.539
(ols) (0.000) (0.005) (0.000) (0.000)
Z 11 68.761 0.654 55.828 1.01 S
(0.000) (0.418) (0.000) (0.313)
Z 12 111.147 O.170 I O 1.987 3.791
(0.000) (0.680) (0.000) (0.051)
Z13 32.847 0.529 28.749 2.299
(0.(xl0) r0.s67i 10.0(b) (0.129)
titiddle Fducation
Instr. Ttst PIH Test 1` Test 2~ Test Excds Sms. model
set 1. aj,- a„ restriction restriction a,iar,- a„(an- ( ltr)}. U
2. arialii ( Iff) ait- all ~alif (14f)
None 537.034 38.196 492.087 75.711
(ols) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Z21 25.085 1.883 20.008 4.027
(0.000) (0.170) (0.000) (0.045)
Z22 28.719 0.791 23.820 5.394
(0.000) (0.374) (0.000) (0.020)
Z23 37.167 0.657 36.922 5.650
(0.000) (0.418) (0.000) (O.Oi7)
Higher Educatioo
Instr. Test PIH Test 1' Test 2r Test Excess Sens. model
set 1. at1- a„ restriction restrictioa a,iai,- a„(a„- (lir))- 0
2. a~a,it ( l.r) a21- all az:-alit (ltr)
None 203.642 0.634 204.230 4.497
(ols) (0.000) (0.42t7 (0.000) (0.034)
Z31 16.473 0.922 9.I80 4.054
(0.000) ( 0.337) (0.002) (0.04a)
Z32 26.518 0.222 18.789 7.182
(0.000) (0.637) (0.000) (0.007)
Z33 14.053 0.441 9.396 0.952





First Measure of Savings
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Farmers -1387.5 - 1358.3
(4883) (4686)
This ~able reports the esámates of the dummies proxying for precauáonary savings in the Euler equaáon for the fust
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Pri~ul u Grro! Bnla~n
HABIT FORMATION, INTERDEPENDENT
PREFERENCES AND DEMOGRAPHIC EFFECTS IN
THE ALMOST IDEAL DEMAND SYSTEM'
Rob Alessit and Arie Kapleyn
Estimation of demand systems for aggregate consumption data tends to give
resulu that are quite difierent from results obtained on the basis of micro-data.
Apart from the aggregation problem itself, a reasonable explanation for thesc
di(Terences may be that omitted factors cause a di(íerent bias in aggregate data
than in micro-data. One obvious omitted factor in micro-studies is tlle
intcrdcpendence of preferences. Tlte fact that consumer prcfcrcncrs are
influenced by the behaviour of others is well-documented in the psycholoc;ical
and sociological literature, yet it is almost universally ignored in micro-studics
of consumer demand. Although preference interdependence is not accounted
for explicitly in studies based on macro data, it can be said to play a role
implicitly: to the extent that the consumption of the Jones' in(lucnces the
consumption of the Browns and vice versa, these external e(Tects show up in
aggregate data since thesc re(lect the consumption of both the Jonrs' and the
Browns. t
This suggests that estimation of micro-models will yield biased predic[ions of
aggregate demand for di(Terent goods. On tlte other hand, a great de:tl of
information is lost in the aggregation process, so that one would like to use
tnicro-data for ttiat reason alone. Hence it would be worthwhilc to Itave a
micro-model whictt can yield unbiased predictions of aggregate quantities.
This paper is an attempt to construct and estimate such a model. It apprars
that this micro-model should include at least three tastc shiftcrs, viz.
demographic e(Tects, habit formation and preference interdepenclrnce. In the
paper we build these three efïects into the Almost Ideal Drmand Systcm
(AIDS) of Deaton and ILluellbauer (tg8o).
'I'he incorporation of dcmographic r(lècts in AIDS has hccn clonc L)clurr.
Basically, we adopt a specification tliat is closely related to Ray's (t983)
approach. 1`íyopic habit formation in AIDS was modellcd earlier by Blancil~rti
and Grcen ( tg83), but their specification is inconsistcnt with adding up (src
section I below). Preference interdependence has only becn modclled in thr
LES-framework; see Gaertner (t974) and Pollak ( tg7ó) for theorctical
contributions and Kapteyn el al. (tg8g) for an empirical analysis. EIere wc
follow closely the econometric framework of the latter paper, but apply it to
AIDS.
Our way of modelling habit formation deserves some further comment.
' Finenciel suppon by O~e Ncthcrlands Organisation for the Advanccmen~ of 1'urr Rcx~rch (N~~'O) aud
ihe N~IB Bank in !he Nclhcrlands is gralefully acknowledged. 1Ve thank Paul Bckker and .~nhur van Srxy~
fur ihrin c~lpful commcn~s. Rcxcarch auis~ancc has lxcn providcd by Naymond Cradus aud Arie dc Graaf.
''1'his is analogous w'omiued variables wiin group slrucwrc' as analyscd by 1'rkcs ( ~~y).
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Nowadays it is cotnmon practice to modcl consumption bchaviour by mcans oC
tlrc Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH) of Modigliani. If one docs not take into
account habit formation, the LCH says that the individual maximises an
(expected) intertemporally (additive) separable utility function under an
appropriatc life time budget constraint. It is well known that the separability
of thc objcctive function implies two stage budgeting. In thc first stagc the
consumer dctcrmincs total cxpenditures in each period by cquating thc
(discountrd) marginal utility of wealth in all periods. In the second stage the
liouschold allocatcs total expenditures within a period to tlie difTerent
categories. The first stage and the second stage allocation can be described by
an Euler equation and by a demand system respectively (cf. e.g. IttaCurdy
( tg83)). In the life cycle model, habit formation can be introduced in two ways.
Habit formation is defined to be myopic (or naive) when in each pcriod the
consumer takes into account his consumption history but does not recognise the
impact of present consumption on future tastes. In contrast to the myopic case,
rational habit formation rcfcrs to a consumer, who is forward as wcll as
backward looking. In our model we assume myopic habit formation. In that
case the intertemporal utility function is still (additively) separable (cf.
Alucllbaucr ( tg88)). Consequently the two stage budgeting property still holds
and cstimatiun of a dcmand system including lagged consumption variablcs is
alluwcd. l to~ccvcr, time consistency problems normally arise, bccause even in
an errvironment of perfect certainty, households are constantly being surprised
by the fact that due to the myopic nature of the habit formation process the
utility function shifts over titne. Alessie and Melenberg (tggo) show that such
problcros can be avoided and that cstimation of an Euler equation is possible
only ifone modcls habit formation in AIDS as proposcd in this papcr and ifone
assurnes that the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is cqual to minus onc.
In case of rational habit formation the individual plans tiis~her consumption
in a time consistent way and the intertemporal utility function is not separable,
~.hich implics that the hvo stage budgcting rule mentioned above is not valid
an}~niore. Spinnewijn (tg8t) shows that under some restrictivc assumptions
rational habit formation can be handled in a two stage budgeting concept by
adding the cost of habits to the rental price of commodities and redefining the
life time budget constraint. This means that estimation of a demand system is
allo~ccd under the following restrictions: constant real interest rate and
constant relative price structure over the life cycle and absence of liquidity
corrstraints (cf. Pashardes (tg8ó) and Alessie and Melenberg (tggo)).
In this paper we do not consider the question whether habit formation is
myopic or rational. Phlips and Spinnewijn ( t g8 t) show that under particular
restrictivc classes of preferences (LES) myopic and rational habit formation
models are observationally equivalent in the demand system context.
Muellbauer and Pashardes (tg88) also note that in the case of second order
(lcxihle preferences it is di(ficult to discriminate in empirical practice between
naive and rational habit formation. Until now the empirical evidence is rather
mixcd. Pashardes (rg86) find that a rational habit formation model is to be
l~rcferrecl to a myopic one, wliile Mucllbauer ( tg88) obtains the opposite result.
'1'he papcr is organised as follows: in section I we set out the basic model and
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include family size efTects, habit formation and preference interdependence. In
section II we discuss a number of assumptions regarding the stochastic
structure of the model, which allow for casy estimation of reduced form
parameters. This section contains also a discussion of the identification of ttte
structural parameters. Section III gives estimation results on the basis ofa two-
year panel of households in the Netherlands. All three efTects built into AIDS
apFear to have very significant efi~ects. To see whether the modcl gives difTerent
predictions of aggregate consumption than `standard' micr~o-modrls, we
analyse its dynamic properties by calculating interim and long run multipliers
in section IV, and compare these witll the multipliers that correspond to two
simplified vcrsions of tlie model. The first one ignores preference intrr-
dependence, and the second one Ieaves out both preferenee interdependence
and habit formation. It turns out that the three models behave quite
difTerently.
Section V contains some concluding remarks and suggestions for future
research. To contain the length of the paper within reasonable bounds, rnany
technical details are omitted. These can be found in a working paper which is
available on request: Alessie and Kapteyn (Ig85).
I. TItE MODEL
The AIDS cost function has tlte following form
where
InCnl[rQn(1)~p([)~-lnQn~t~~([)1}Qn([) bLY([)~~ (rQ)
In on[!,0([)] - aón([) f E a~'([) ln Pt([) f~~ E Yu In P~(t) In I'~([)~ ( t b)
~-1 2 t-r 1-r
with
b(P([)l - ~o TI Pt([)d~t-
r




t-r t-r t-r J-r
-I'he index n, n E{ t, ... , N} indicates one of the N consumers in society,~ the
indices i and j,i,je{t,...,1} indicate goods; un(l) and p([):- [pr(l),...,pr(l)]'
denote the utility level at time [ of individual n and the vector of prices at time
[ respectively. The demand functions corresponding to ( I) are
r
~tn([) - a,ni(1) f~ Yt~ ln pt([) tQt {In x„(l) - ln an~[, P(f)~}, (2)~-r
where wt„(l) and xn([) denote the budget share ofgood i and total expenditures
respectively. Deaton and It~uellbauer .(-tg8o). have argued that after nor-
r For the purpose of this paper we use the terms 'family', 'consumcr', 'individual' and 'household' as
s~nonyms. This convemion can lx juuificd by another convemion, namcly that we ouly considcr the
individuals ..ho arc heads uf households.
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malisation such that o~ u„([) ~ t, the function a„[[,p([)] can be interpreted as
tlle level of subsistence expenditures. ~Ue assume that subsistence expenditures
depend on family size (not on its composition) and that they are subject to
habit formation and preferenee interdependcnce. Our specifications of these
in(luences are discussed consecutively.
As rcgards demographic efTccts, we adopt an approach similar to Ray's
( tgf33). ~~'e spccify'
aó~([) - aofp In.Ís~Í[) (3)
a~'(l) - a~(!) f ts, In.fsn(l), (4)
~vhereJsn(l) is the number of people in family n in period [. Unlike Ray (tg8g)
~.~c assumc that thc par~uncters Qt do not depend on family sizc. ~I~his means,
that thc equivalcnce scales are indcpendent of the utility of thc refercncc
household. Furthermore in our model we do not take into account the
composition of the family, but only its size, which means that equivalence scale
weights do not depend on the age distribution of a family. Thcse assumptions
are made for simplicity mainly, and should be relaxed in future research. From
the cost function ( t) and the relations (g) and (4) it follows, that the efïect of
family size, js, on the cost oCliving of a family is partly price independent, with
an elasticity equal to p, and partly dependent on prices with an elasticity equal
to ~tdt ln p,(l), where tlie S,'s sum to zero to sati:fy adding up (cf. equation (5)
bclow). The budgct share of the ith expenditure category for family n at time
l is no~~. dcri~ cd from ( t), (3) and (4) to be
[t~ (
u~ln(l) - aln([) } L Í~IJ 1nY1([) }YI t[n X~([) -In Qn[l~ p([)]), (J)
)-1
with tàt„([):- wt„(l)-8t lnfs„(l). Notice that ~tt`u,,,([) - t. For a one person
fa~nily w,n(l) - w,,,(l); for Jsa([) ~ t, w,,,(l) will generally be dilTerent from
w,n([). The quantity tàt„(l) will be rcferred to as a`family size adjustcd' budgct
sllare. From now on the analysis will bc mainly in terms of adjusted budget
shares, because it essentially allows us to ignore variations in family size.
1`'ext we specify thc rolc of habit formation and preference interdependence.
In order to understand the way in which we model these e(íects, it is necessary
to introduce the notion of a(family size adjusted) `mean perceived budget





The non-negative rcjcrrncc weigh[, z;,,~([) [~~z;,t([) - t], denotes the retative
importance individual n attaches to the consumption of good i by family k at
' l'he equasions (3) and (4) impty that ihe cmt funetion can be sptit ineo two paru. The fint part is thc
cost funceion of ~he ~ference household which in our case consisa of one person. The formuta of ihis cos~
f~nc~ion almrnc coincidcs with (t). Only ihe foltowing adjustmant has w bc madc: substitutc into (i b) a~
for aa,(t) and a;(r) for a;(!) respectively. The second part of the eost function describes ihc cquivalcnce ~ at,~
me[Ji~(t;,p't)1 which depends on prica and not on utíli~y and which has ihe fotlo,.ing form:
In m~[ft,(t), P(t)1 ~[Pf Ed~ tnP,(t)] tnff,(s).
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time t. So, rit,,,(t) is a weighted mean of budget shares of the various consumers
in society. One might say that the set of rn,,,(l) (i - t,...,n rcpresents the
average expenditure pattern in society, as individual n secs it. Tlic observrd
expenditure pattern is family size adjustrd. Notice that the refrrence weights
include z;,,,(t), i.e. the weight that individual n attaches to his own consumption.
For the rest, it seems obvious that many of the z;,k(l) will be zcro, simply
because individual n dors not know individual k, or at least dors nut obscrve k's
consumption pattern.
1Ve incorporatr habit formation and interdependence of prrlcrences by
cxpressing the parameters a'(t) as linear functions of the mean perccived
I,udget sltares, laggrd one period:
a~(l) -~, f~ a,r mr~(l- t). (7)
~-t
I n order to satisfy adding up, S;-t o;r - o,j- t,... , I has to huld. 'I'hr ~r~„ (t - t)
in (~) are defined in [erms oJprices ofpaiod t. That is, the w,t(t- r) that fèed into
the definitions of m;,,(t- t), cf (6), are the budget shares that would have
ob ained if the tth period prices would have bcen valid in period t- t. By this
'deflation' we specify tlte influence of tlte consumption patterns in the previous
period on preferencrs in period t in terms of quantities consumed, rather than
in money outlays. Due to data limitations, we use in our treatment of habit
formation and preference interdependence only a one-period lag of,ii~(t) ratlier
than more distant memory.
~Ve make some major simplifying assumptions about the refcrrncc wcights
z;,r(t), inspired by our wish to have a model that can be estimated rmpirically.
Pirst assume that the own reference wright z;,,,(t), i.e. tltr wcight that
individual n attachcs to his own consumption, is constant across individuals and
time. Say,
z;,,,(t):- OznE{t,..., N}, for all t. (8)
Define ~;:- t-p2. The second assumption is that the referencr weights for
di(lcren[ goods are proporticnal, i.e.
-;,k(t) - Oáv,,., for all l (~)
~~ hcrc thc t~ r arc p:u,tnictrrs, satisf -in o c c ~.`'i g ~ unt ~ t,`Jt-I Lnk - t, t~,ui - O. `V Cshall also refer to thc u„k as reference weights. We shall often refrr to the set of
individuals {k ~ v,,, 1 0} as the reference group of individual n. llue to thc




~~'c expect that w,,,(t) and m,,,(t- t) are positively related, i.c. n;, ~ o.
Intuitivrly, the product of the parameters a„ and 0~ measures tltr consfiicuousness
of good i.' 'hhe hiShrr a;, 0~ is, the more one's consumption is influenccd by the
' fhe ierm 'conspicuou~ncss' is used more ufien in ~he contexr of price depcudcui p~clcrenres (sec, f,r~~~any,le. ~'eblcn (i~Nyl. li:~ssmanu rt aL (i~83)1. Veblcn au~ed dui thr dircrr wility fuui~iun d~~~H.n,6 nn
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re,nswnption ofathers. Persistence inconsumption patterns (`habit formation')
is measured by the coe}Tcient b„ - a„ Ds.
"1~1ic modcl is closely rclatcd to thc one analysed by ICaptcyn et al. (tg8g),
whu havc tested thc hypothesis of interdcpcndent prefcrences, building on
throrctical notions of Gaertner (t97~}) and Pollak (tg76). 1-hey have also
nrucicllcd shifts in subsistence expenditures and thcy givc a~ustlhcal1011 Cor this
procedurc by referring to evidence found in the economic and psychological
litcrature. H~wc~~cr, their modcl is based on thc restrictivc Linear Gxpenditurc
Svstcm (LF.S) and sincc thcy havc only cross-section data at thcir disposal,
thcir modcl docs not account for habit formation.
Blanciforti and Green (tg8g) and Ray (fg84) have given a dynamic
Gcncralisation of the Almost Ideal Dcmand System in ordcr to allow for habit
Inrmation. Ilowever, since these models are estimated for macro time series, the
analvses allow for multiple interpretations, such as intcrdependent preferences.
Alorco~.cr, the extension given by Blanciforti and Green, does not satisfy the
thcorctical rcquirements of utility theory. They have incorporated habit for-
mation b~ cxpressing the paramctcr a~'(!) in cquation ( t) as a lincar functiun
ofown consumptiun ofgood i lagged one pcriod, i.e. a~`(l) - a; fai q,,,(l- t).
I mhosition of thc adding up restriction immediatcly implics a; - o, i- 1, ... ,1.
So, cithcr wc have habit formation and violation of adding up, or we have
adding up and no habit formation.
In what follows wc takc period [ as our basc pcriod, and witlfout luss of
generality all prices in period l are set equal to one. Using this convention,
combining (:}), (G), (to) and taking into account that ~~.t wr„(!- t)- t and
~ rS; - u, yiclds
r-r
ta~n(l) - (xt-Ntao)fUU-~ ~ (nrya2-auUz)w~~(I-I)
f-t
r-r .v
} ~ (~rlaa-~ir~~) u vnkw~k(l- 1)
1-1 k-1
J-1
- ~~,, (au~z-nu~z)8t Infs„(!- t)
i-r
r-t !1 N
- u (a11 ~J-atl V3) ~J ~ ~nk InJSt(l- t )
1-1 k-1
~Q, In Xn(l) f(ai-RrP) Infsn(l) }Uln(l) (t t)
whcre an error term u,,,(l) has been added to represent omitted factors,
mcasurement error in the endogenous variables, etc. 11~e assume that the u,,,(l)
are it~depenclently and identically distributed across households, with mean
zero and a singular covariance matrix, in order to satisfy adding up.
priccs tx.caux by buying'eonspicuuus' goocff pcople get soeial eonfirmauun of their rclaii~c abilny w pay
rud cunscqucnd~ gain urility. Empirical etudics by e.g. Bas~mann d al. ( iy88) show nc~ impun:u~cc uf pricc
dcpcndcnt prcfercncee.
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IL sTOCtIwsT1C SPECIFICATION, REUUCEU FORM, ANU
IDENTIFICATION
The main problem with estimation of ( t t) is the number of unknown reference
weights u„t. In principle there are N(N-s) independent reference weights that
would have to be estimated if they were considered to be constants. To
circumvent this problem we interpret the u„k as random drawings from somc
distribution and we make three assurnptions that partly characterise this
distribution. ~~'e closely follow the analysis in Kapteyn e[ al. ( t ~89) and Alessie
and Itapteyn ( t y8~). A central concept in our approach is the notion ofa suciu!
group, i.e. a set of people who share certain characteristics like educ ation, age,
type of job, etc. The idea is to choose assumptions which justify the use of the
social group to which an individual belongs as a proxy for his reference group.
For reasons of space we shall not repeat the assumptions here (the exact
formulation of the g assurnptions can be found in Alessie and Kapteyn (ry85)),
but only mention the result that the three assumptions allow us to approeimate
.v ,y
~ rnt w~k([- 1), ~ 1'~r In X([) alld ~ U~t IIl fJk(7), T-[, [- I
t-1 t~r
bv a convex combination of population rneans and social Sroup nrrans as
fO~lUl~'S:






`tnlr~~lt([-t)-(I-A~)CPIn([-1)i'K7~u,~([-I)fDw([-t), i- 1,.. ,f
k
~t }i
~~here In .C,~([) is tlte mean oflog-total expenditures in the social group to which
individual n bclongs (i-e., the mean of log-total cx~ienditures oCall inclivicluals
~~ith thc same charactcristics as individual rr); Infs„([) is thc nrr.ur lug-Ltmily
size in this social group; w,,,([- t) is the mean lagged ith buclgct share in the
sexial group; the i~'s zre means of the santr variahles, but nu~~ lur suiicty as a
~~~hole; the r~'s are wcll-bchavrd but hrteroskcdastic enor tcrn)s; u~ ~. ~ t. If
~- u, inclividual il givcs no wcight to pcoplc outside his on c~r sucial group.
~- t indicates that kno~.lydge of n's social group dues not f;ive inlurnuttion
concerning his or her reference group.
1``otice, that ( I 2)-( t.}) are cunsistent with ( t t) in [he sensr that if f i~~)- ( I 3)
and ( t r) hold for a particular value of [, say [-[o, then they may alsu hold for
~„ t i, ctc. Substitution of ( t 3) and ( t.}) into ( t r) yiclds the lullowing rcduccd
fr)rm :
(' r-r
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Thc error term e,,, (!) is a combination of the errors u,,,(l) addcd to ( t i) and
u~,([- i) and the b,,, (1- t), introduccd in ( t g) and ( t 4). Of coursc, the
varianccs of the three sources oferror cannot be identificd scparatcly. Givcn the
assumptions mentioned in the previous section and which are stated in Alessie
and Kapteyn (ig8j), E,,,(1) is well-bchaved in the sense that for largc enough
,1~ its distribution is closely approximated by that of a random variablc with
rnean zcro and uncorrelated with the other variables on the right hand side of
(tg)' (cf. Alessie and Kapteyn (tg8g)). However, since the variances of
á~r(l-t) and the vW~([-t) vary with households, the error term e,,,(l) is
hctcroskcdastic.
Under our assumptions, all reduced form parameters can be estimated
consis~ently from data in which there is no price variation. The reduced form
parameters do not contain enough information to identify all structural Corm
parameters. This can be seen as follows. The ~i, are reduced form parameters,
and hence identified. Next use ( t8) and (Zt) (or (~2)) to determine the
paramcters S, and p. Notice that without habit formation and interdepcndence
of preferences the ó, and p would not be identified, since the c, sum to zero.
Consequently, we would have had only 1- I pieces of information to identify
! independent parameters dr and p.
Tlte values of the parameters b,~ may be derived from equations (tg) and
(20). Knowing b,~ and using (t6) and (20) we can determine tlte structural
parameters Otz, 9tj (- t-Otz) and a,[ up to a constant of proportionality. If wc
' 1~'c assumc that the In :~(r) is a strialy cxogcnous variablc.
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knew tlie valuc of K, we could solve fY~, lY~ and a;~. Thus we lack onc picce of
information to identify all parametcrs of intcrest. The tnodel of Iíapteyn ~t al.
(tg8g) contains less identifying information, because it dors not incorpurate
habit formation. If we imposc the condition that the model ( t t) has to bc
dynamically stable, then it turns out that this puts an upper bound on rc (see
Appendix A ofAlessie and Kapteyn (tg85)). For the data uscd in the empirical
part of this paper, o~ ~~ 0~08, to ensure stability.~
Although we do not know the value of the parameters a,,, Oz and D;, we are
still 3ble to assert something about habit formation and prcfcrcnce in-
terdcpcndence. As mentioned in Section I, b;r (- a~r Oz) measures persistrnce in
consumption patterns, which re(lects habit formation. From (so) wr can dcrivc
( t-K) a„03. A comparison of the magnítude of this expression acruss goods
tells us something about which goods are the most conspicuous onrs. 'rlte
(It t) parameters a, and a„ cannot be identified from ( t ~). Since the a, and
a„ are of no particular interest we do not pay furthrr attention to them.
II1. ESTIAIATION ANll RESULTS
Under the cxtra assurnption that the error terms in (t5) folluw a niulti~ariatc
normal distribution, thr unknown parameters can be cstimated by mcans of
maximum likrlihood. For the cstimation we have used the LISRGL-V
program. By using this package we ignore thc complication that thc crror tcrrns
E;,,(1) in (t5) are Iteteroskedastic. LISREL-V will still produce consistcnt
rstimates of the structural parameters, but the standard crrors of these
parameters are inconsistent. This problem is solved by also presenting standard
errors calculated from (White's) heteroskedastic-consistent variance-covari-
ancc matrix.
"Fhe data used stem from a consumer expenditure survey in the Nctherlands,
hcld in rg8o and tg8t. For r,g~g households expenditures and somc
backSrowid information have bcen recordcd for both tg8o and Ig8t. "hhe
dcfinition oC social groups in the samplc is based on thrcc diffcrcnt
characteristics: age of 6cad of housrhold (5 brackets), educational attainmcnt
of head of houschold (5 levels), type of occupation of head of houschold (5
types). Thus we can have a maximum of t z5 social groups, uf which GG are
represented in the sample. Six expenditure categories have beeu distinguislred:
t. Food, 2. Housing, 3. Clothes, footwear, 4. Medical care, 5. Education,
entertainment, 6. Transportation~other. `Other' is a very sm~rll catcgory
(approximately t o~o of total expenditures). As much as possible, durable
components have bren removed from the expenditure categorics, tu avoid
complications due to the investment nature ofdurables. By rrmoving duraWrs,
we assume implicitly, of course, that the household's utility function is wcakly
separablc in durables and non-durables. The appendix prrsents mcans and
~ l~his apprwch io Gounding an uihcrwisc unidcn~iGcd parrmcier uu ihc basis ul'wcak priur inti~rrn~iiun(in ~tiis c~se: stabiliiy of rhe model) is simitar io ihe appruach in tinear errurs-iu-vr~ iaAles muJrls whcre onc
crn bow~d ~hc uniden~ified regression paramcien on thc basis uf weak auumptiuns rega~Jing ihc unkuuwnmcasurcmem crror ~arianccs. Scc, for insuncc, Koopmans ( igg~) aod Bck{ccr ~aL (ig87)
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standard dcviations of the variables. From this appendix it appcars that givcn
thc goods classification mcntioncd abovc zero expcnditures almust ncvcr occur.
~I~hcrcforc cstimation of thc modcl by tncans of multivariatc 'I~OI3t'[' is not
nccdccl.
'1'hc cstintation results for thc paramctcrs of main intcrest arr givcn in '1"ablc
t. The comNlrte set of estimatcs is given in the Appendix. In this appendix ~~c
Tablc t
Lsfimalion Resulls jor lht A1ain Paramelers oj A1ain lnltrts! ( [-valuts in parailhtsts)
it - -0033 (-ógag)
(1,--uott (-t'7tt)
ii - ou~3 ( 3'938)
íl. - -aut 1 (- S'a44)
R. ~ o'u3a (6 485)
(!~ - autó
( ~ -K) dt1 ~7 ' U-WT ( U'I7~1)
I t -R) a:.~i s u'u37 ( u'474)
( t-K) rr~~ 0~ ~ o ao3 (a a3 t)
(t'K)uu~ ~ o'3a81T'S59)
('-K)a..Bi-o'aat (t'3!o)
(t -R)ua~ ~ o'tt14
bu ~ -o'o7a (-u'333)
6„ ~ o'gt t (t'TtG)
ba~ ~ oStS (4'718)
b„ ! o6a3 (S T98)
b~, ~ o'óaa ( a'85G)
b.. ~ 0'470
p ~ o'sao (3'oqtt)
X~(l'i) a T939
In L a tgagAuG
also prescnt both the t-values based on Nrlrite's hetcroskedastic-consistent
variancc covariance matrix of the paramcters. It appears that the t-values
provided by LISREL arc quite similar to the White t-values. From this, one
can conclude tentatively that the heteroskedasticity of the error term is not
severe. From a statistical viewpoint the estimates are quite satísfactory, t-values
are usually in cxccss of2, the likelihood ratio test statistic provided by LISREL
to tcst thr restrictions irnposed by the modcl on the covariancc matrix of thc
observable variables indicates acceptance of these restrictions.
~~ pcsitivc ~1, is cyuivalrnt to a(short run) expcnditure rlasticity largcr than
one. From Table t we thus conclude that Food, Housing, and Aledical Care
are necessities. It is easy to see from (3) that under constant relative prices the
elasticity uf the cost of living of a houseltold with respect to its size is equal to
li. 'I~Itc cstimate of p(0~58) looks quite plausible.
"I~he estimates of b,,, which is equal to a„ B2, suggest that habit formation is
most important for expenditures likc education~entertainment, clothes~
footwear and medical care, whereas the lagged budget share of food lias a non-
significant influence on today's budget share ofexpenditures on food. As far as
preference interdependence is concerned, we conclude from the estimates of
(t-K)a„0; that the order of conspicuousness is: medical care, education~
recrcatiun, cluthes~footwear, transportation~other, housing, food. "The conspic-
uoustress of ntedical care is partly an artefact, because wage-earners below a
certain income level are compulsory insured in a so-called sick-fund with
premium payments proportional to income. The three characteristics that
define social groups corrclate strongly with income and thus we get a strong
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Table 2
Eslimales of son:e Strurtura! Parame~ers for ~ - o
a„ ~-0.07 B~ ~ t-o2 B~ ~-oos
or~ - o gg B~ ~ 0 8g B~ ~ o t t
a7z a o-72 ~ a o 72 ~~ 0 28
a,~ o 0'95 B~ : 0 66 ~ z o 3i
"e~ a o'ei ~~ o'7i ~ a a26
a,~a o66 ~ao7t ~a o28
correlation between a household's budget share of inedical care vid the
corresponding budget share in tlie social group. In tlie model tltis turns up as
conspicuousness. To see if preference interdependence plays a sigrtificant role,
we have performed likelihood ratio tests of model (t5) against a model with
U~ - Uj, ... - U~ - o.' The test statistic, which, under the null, follows a XZ(G)
distribution equals 5t'S5~ which is highly significant. Similarly, the hypothesis
of no habit formation is rejected decisively: XZ(s6) - 26os.g~}. On the other
hand we have testrd the restrictions on the reduced form parameters in (ts)
implied by the structural model. We have tested the joint restrictions (tg) and
(zo). The resulting likelihood ratio statistic X2(t4) - r4'76 docs not indicate
rejection.
In sum, restrictions implied by the nrodel are not rejected, rrstrictions that
arise from the omission of preference intrrdependence or habit lurmation are
decisively rejected. Parameter estimates generally have the expected sisn and
plausible magnitudcs.
I I I. t. Snrsi[iaity oJ estimates for ualues oJ x
As noted in Section II, the parameter K is not identified, but can be bounded
between zero and o~08 under the assumption that the model is dynamically
stable. These bounds on K translate into bounds on the non-identífiablc
structural parameters. In Alessie and Kapteyn (tg85) estimates of the a;~ and
the U~ are presented for the two extreme values of K. It turns out that ncithrr
the estimates of the a,~ nor the estimates of the OZ and U3 change much if we
vary K. A1ost of the estimates only change in the third digit and only a!ew of
them change in the second digit.
Let us briefly consider the estimates for the case where n- o(sec Table 2).
~ti'e note that for al1 goods Uz is quite a bit larger than U3, indicating that habit
formation is substantially more important in the formation of one's preferences
than preference interdependence. Preference interdependence is rrla[ively (i.e.,
relative to habit formation) most important for clothes, footwear, mrdical care
and transportation. Habit formation is relatively most important for food (U.`,
is essentially equal to onr) and housing. It should be suesscd that tlrr
importance of habit formation and preference interdependence cannot be
' lhc mucld with d'~-o, is mudcl ( tt) with thc tcrms u,~~(I-t) aud lojf~tr-t) umittcd. lu fact
K- t would alw makc thcsc tenns vanish. Thus, we have asted Ihe cornposicc hqpothc5ts thrt dtc B'~ arc
zrro or c ~ t.
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measured by B2 and t9~ alone. For tliis purpose one also needs the estitnates of
a;~, particularly for i- j, ~~hich indicate the extent to which preferences can be
in(luenced. The total in(luence of habit formation and preference inter-
dependence is better measured by n„D'z and a„B3 respectively. Preferences for
food seem to be ratller immutable, whereas preferences for clothes, medical
care, education~entertainment, and transportation are in(luenced quite a bit
by one's own past consumption or consumption in the reference group.
!V. DYNAMlC BEfIAVIOUR
Given the apparent superiority of the model with prcference l~rmation (to
bc callcd the `full model' from now on) to simpler versions, it is of interest to
compare the implications of the full model with those of the morc restrictive
rnodels. The first thing to notice is that the further we sirnplify thc model, the
fewer parameters can be identified. For example, in the full model we can
identify all b,~, whereas in the model with only habit formation we can only
identify 6,~ - b,r.
The full model and the model with only habit formation give r:rther diFièrent
outcomes with respect to the efí~ect of (àmily size on tlie cust of living. For the
full model we find p- 0.58 (cf. table A t of the appendix), whereas according to
the model with only habit formation p- o~gs.e In the 'static model' (neither
preference interdependence nor habit formation) p is not itlrntified. Since p is
the elasticity of a household's cost of living with respect tu its size, the
implications of the two estimates for, say, income maintenance policy would be
quite dill~crent.
To get some more feeling for the dilTerent implications of the three models,
we brí~fly investigate some aspects of the dynamic behaviour of the models. We
do this by computing the eflèct of a one-time, but permanent, increase in the
total expenditures of each family by a factor t-}-g. A convenient way of
characterising these efíects is by means of interim and lung run multipliers.
These are presented in table g. For a derivation of thc formulas used to
calculate the multiplicrs, the reader is referred to Appendix A of Alessie and
f~aptcyn ( tgIIg). The derivations in the Appendix deal with thr general case
that che [otal expenditures ofdifTerent households increase by dillerent factors.
In 'I~able 3 we only give results for the case that g is identical across households.
'I~Ite calculations for Table 3 have been carried out under the assumption that
~- o. "]'al~le g should be read as follows. In order to compute tlte e(Tect of an
increase in total èxpenditures by a factor t fg on the budgrt share of an
cxpenditure category, one should multiply the entries in Table ~; by In ( t fg).
:~ number of aspects about Table 3 are worth noticing. I~irst, the long run
nrultiplicrs of tlre modrl with only habit formation are rathcr close to the
nrultiplicrti of thc static mudel. 'I~his is a rathcr striking result bccausc thc two
nrudrls assumr yuite di(Terrnt short and intermediate run behaviour. In the
static model interim and long run multipliers are equal, because the consumers
~ l~he csrimation resulu of thc rutricted modcls arc awilablc utwu rcqucsr.
Í~Ó
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Table 3
Inlnim Alulliplitrs for Tártt Afodels
Clothcs! Alcdical Education, I r0I15pOr1:111U11~
1'eriod Fa,d Housing Footwear care Entenaiumcnt O~hrr
Full maicl (,r 3 u)
-ouj~ -uuii oot3 -vui7 oojz uuig
-uuga -ooig auzo -uuz) uug3 ovf5
-onli; - ooz7 oozq -oogz aoG7 vn3i
-ou7i -ov33 o'oz7 -0035 0076 aujli
-oo7g -oog8 00~8 -oog7 oo8a no3y
-0'083 -o'oS5 o'o3i -ou34 uogG ov95
-oTKJB -0097 un38 -uuo7 oii5 uu19
~1ude1 withuut preference interdetx~ndence
t -0039 -ooiq ootg -ooió ou37 u'oi9
z -ougG -uozo ooi7 -oozz oogz ualy
3 -u.uGS -rvozg o~oi8 -o-ozg u~osy vu3i
q -uuóG -uuzg oat8 -oovti vuGi oug7
g -ou(i7 - ouzg oot8 -ooz6 uvGz vogll
to -ouGB -oozG o~ot8 -uoz6 ooGg uu~J
x -ouGB -uozó o~ot8 -ooz6 0'063 '~'~'39
Static modcl








immcdiately adjust thcir consumption level to the new steady state value. In
thc modcl witlt only habit Cormation the budget shares w,,,([) depend on
w~„([- t), j- f,...,n, so that w,,,([) is afTected both by the increase of In xn(I)
and In x„(~), r- [- 1, [-s, .... The intermcdiate and long run multipliers of
the full model are clearly difi'erent from the two other modcls. Due to
preference interdepcncJcnce, the change in w,,,(l) for individual n is not only
causcd by the incrcase in his or her total cxpenditures In x„(r),r-[,[- t, ... ,
but also by thc incrca~c of the total cxpcnditures by mcmbcrs of his on c~r
reference group.o
Sccondly, the Gill mudcl takes a much longer time to reach a steady state
than the model without preference interdependence. Thirdly, we obscrve some
non-monotonic efTects in the full modcl. For medical care the elTect of an
increase in expenditures Ieads initially to a mcxlest fall of its budget share. 1'his
decrease at first becomes larger when time goes on, but the long run efTect is
virtually zero.
In Table 4 interim multipliers are given that have been calculated under the
assumption that K- 0~08, i.e. close to instability. One sees that in the first S or
lo pcriods the interim multipliers for both cases are rather similar. Howcvcr,
as might bc expectcd for this almost unstable model, the long run multiplicrs
for K- 0.08 are substantially larger tllan for K- o.
s"1'he calculation of ínterim and lung run multipliers, presented in Table g, is nther easy lxcausr we have
asiumed the growth rate of total capenditures to lx identical across houschulds. In that casc we do not nccd
to know the valucs of the refereuce weighls o,s,n,k - t,..., N, (cL Alessie and Kapteyn ( iy05)). "1'hc vectur
uf lung run muliiplicn is cqual w(1-A) p, whcre A a(a,~), i,J - t,...,1 ( cf equatiun (io)).
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Table 4
h,taiur Multip[icrslor llu Fult Alodr! (K - 0~08)
Cluthe~l Medieal Educaiwn~ 'I~ransw~rtaiiunl
Pcriud Foud Housing Footwear eare En~eruinmcnt Oihcr
i -uo3g -uoi~ o~o~g -o.oi7 ou3z uui5
t -uoga -uuw u.uzi -o.oz) -uo5~ u'ut5
3 -0065 -o~oz8 0015 - 0'033 0~9 o'u3.i
{ -0073 -0034 oua8 - 0~036 oo7y ou37
~ -uo78 -oo;o oozg - 0~037 ou8G uu;u
io -0088 -ouGi o~033 - u'o33 o io3 uuq8
x~ -viSz - atzz au(i4 0.074 ui7~f u~~iq
4t7
V, CONCLUDING REMARKS
"1'hc full model has difTerent properties than the simpler models we have
tomparcd it ~.~ith. Being diflèrent is only a necessary conditian for beins better,
not a suliicient one. Yet, on statistica! grounds, the full model is clearly to be
prcfcrred to the simpler models, so that some attention fbr preference
interdcpendence seems to be justified.
Our modelling of preference interdependence has l,ad to rest strongly on
st:,tistical assumptions, because the data do not contain direct information
al~out refcrence groups. In future data collection etTorts, information on
rcference groups should have a high priority. In addition, longcr lived panels
are necessary for several reasons. First of all, the dynan,ics could be modelled
more appropriately than is possible on the basis of just two waves. In
particular, this would allow us to investigate an alternative explanation of our
results, wl,ich cannot be precluded on the basis of the present data, viz.
unobserved individual ef~ects. Secondly, we would then bc able to identify the
paramcters y,~ of the Almost Ideal Demand System (cf. equation ( I)). Given
thcse parameters we may calculate price elasticitics and perform some
interesting policy analysis, such as, for instance, measuring the efTects of the
indirect tax harmonisation in the EC countries on consumer demand. It should
lic sucssed however that we need a considerably longer panel fur this purpose.
"1'hirdly, a longer panel the model woutd allow us to identify the parameter K.
Tilbiug Uniuersity
Uctte uJ recetpt oJfinal typesaip[ : Septernber fggo
APPENUIX
Urrtn and estirrtaliun resu[ls: sorne tables
13e1u~. ~.r gi~~e the sample means of the variables and their standard deviation. 'I'he
(i,lluwing symbols are uscd:
w,(~) - budset share of food in period ~, ~- t,t- i
u~2(r) - budget share ofhousing in period r, ~- t, t- t
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Table A t
Erlimalion Resulls for lht Full MoAel
(Two t-valua are given within parenthexs. The fint t-value is pruvidrd by the LISREL packagc Tht
sccond t-valuc is bascd un ~~'hitc's heteroskcdastic-cunsistcnt variance covariancc matrix uf thc parametcr
esiimatcs.)
u'i.(t) - a~ tQ~ In r,(~) t ( d~ -!hP) )nis,(t)
where ~t: ~ (t -K) (yi~~i
} ~ b,tÍu'~.(~-t)-d~ )nJt.(1-t))f E bu4iÍLL'i,l~-')-d~ InJi,(t- ~))f~„(t)
rt t-t
~t s-o'o33 (-G93, -555)
Qs ~ -oot i (- i 7'. - ~'45)
~s- o'ot3(394,395i
i1~ e -0'0~7 (-51i, -4451
~s - o~oga (óqg, { 83t
~~ ~ o.o t 6
6~s z- 0 óoa (- a 9a. - a qu)
o.3i t( i.aa, i o9)
0 086 ( 0 80, u 79 l
0'079 (u'G7, t~ SG)
o tat (u'S5. 05O
0 005
b,t s -0-49' (-a~3~. - ~ 97)
bu a -0'373 ( -' 49, -' 35)
oo9t ía88, u'871
o t t 8 1~ u4~ u'~4 ~
o6aa (xBG, a8{)
0'033
P~ 0 580 ( g o5, rga)
d~ - ooao ( i 6g, r7o) bu --u'u7l (-u 33. -c~'19)
dsn-oo4o(-3'9u,-337) bsi--u394(-i55,-iqii~
ds~ o'ui8(348.33{) bsi- viuulu93,u9')
ds ~ 0~~3 ( o~4G, 0-431 bcc - o-~u{ (u-tiH, u-73~
ds~-ooo5(-045,-04') b si- u'a7'(''l4.'a31
d~ a o at{
bts e -oS4a (-a'Su, -a iG)




o'S'S ( 4'77. 4 7u)
o i 5G ( c 3a, i i i)
o a3o ( ruG, c'o7)
b~s z -o-oq8
b~~--o559(-aGa -a1i)
bu - - o oug
bu --u5-13 ( -a'SG~ -a''8)
bs~ - -o'4u7 ( - i~Gi, - i~45)
4~ --ooia (-u i i,
ai i5 ( i~io. r~u)
o C,~3 ( ~'3". 4 33i









o ta3 (' 07, 089)
o-ato (u97, og8)
b~~ - 0.}70
In L a t 3ag8 06
0'394 ( a So, a"4 i)
u5'17 (3'7G, 34u)
0"357 ( 3'00. a 7' )
o'39a ( a'Gt, ao3)
Xs(a3) - a9'39
m~(~) - budget sharc ofclothing and footwear in period r, r- l, l- t
w~(r) - budget share uf inedical care in period r, r- l,l- t
ms(~) - budget share of transportation in period i, r- l,l- t
wt(!- t)- average budget shares in the social group i- t, ... , g
x(l) - total expenditures
InJt(l- t)- log family size in period ~, t- l, l- t
InJs(l- t) - average log family size in the social group in period l- t
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fraction of fraction of
zcro budgct zcru budgct
means std. dev. shares mnns std. dcv. sharu
t. u~t(t) o-zgt o-070 0o to. wt(r-t) o-ag8 o-o7z
i. wsfq o-gag o-too o.o tt. us(r-s) o-goo ou95
3. ws(t) 0-083 aoi5 ooog ta. ws(t-t) 0087 uoqó
4. w~(tl o-rqo 00{6 0-o t3. wt(t-t) o't4o o'u45
g. ws(t) ots8 o.o7t oo tq. w t-t o.tqo ou7t
6. wr(t; o~oog tg. w t-t oz38 amG
G. lux(t) 333a oqzo t6. w t-r ogou oo;l
7. InfrlU u974 og3t t7. w t-t o087 o-uta
8. In tr-r o97t ogzG t8. w t-t utqu uutz
y. InfiU-t) 0'97l o3x3 tg. ws(t-t) nrqu uo18
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The life-cycle model with liquidity constraints produces a Euler equation with unobservable Kuhn-Tucker multiphers. If
borrowing restrictions depend on earnings, preferences are non-separable between goods and leisure, and individuals are
employed, we derive a Euler equation invoWing only observable variables.
1. Introduction
Recent studies of in[er[emporal behaviour in a risky environmenl have adopted the Euler eyuation
approach introduced by Hall (1978). Assuming perfect capital markets, strongly separable prefer-
ences between goods and leisure and rational expecta[ions, Hall showed that the marginal utility of
consumption is a random walk.
However, several empirical papers have rejected the restrictions implied by Hall's version of the
life-cycle model [Flavin (1981), Hall and Mishkin (1982), Hayashi (1985) and Weber (1987)].
Liquidity constraints and preference interactions be[ween goods and leisure have alternatively been
put forward as likely explanations of this failure.
As Muellbauer (]983), Zeldes (1985) and others point out, the Euler equation for consumption
with borrowing restrictions contains an additional (unobservable) explanatory variable, the
Kuhn-Tucker multiplier associated with the net wealth condition. In this note, we argue that a
simple analytical framework for incorporating both earnings-dependent liquidity constraints and
non-separable preferences is readily available, and we show that under weak conditions it produces
an Euler equation involving only observable variables.
This note is organized as follows: in section 2 we establish our notation, and derive the standard
Euler equation. Section 3 presents our proposed extension, and discusses its empirical implications.
Section 4 draws some conclusions.
` The results in this note were independently derived by G. Weber and by R. Alessie and B. Melenberg. R. Alessie and B.
Metenberg wish to thank A. Kapteyn and Th. Nijman for valuable comments and R. Alessie gratefully acknowledges the
Netherlands Organizalion for the Advancement of Pure Research and the NMB Bank in the Netherlands for financial
support. G. Weber is grate(ul for helpful discussions with M. Browning and F. Schiantarelli.
0165-I765~R8~53.50 ~ 1988. Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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2. The life-cycle model with liquidity constraints
We assume that goods and leisure are choíce variables, and that capital markets are imperfect.
Consequently, consumers solve the following optimization problem:
L
max Er~(1f P)r T u,(c,.f,). (1)
s.t. A,-(ltr,-,)A,-,tm,fw,(T-!,)-P,c,r-r.....L. (2)
A, 3 M,, r- t.. .., L, (3)
l, 5 T, r- r,..., L, (q)
A,-, given, Ar - 0,
where
u,(.,.) :-intratemporal utility function,'
p, r,-,.- time preference and interest rates, respectively,
c„ 1, :- goods and leisure in period r, respectively,
A, - non-human wealth at the end of period r,
m, -- non labour income in period r,
p„ w, :- goods price and wage rate in period T,
L, T -- length of life and time endownment.
The first-order conditions for period t are
au,(c„ !,)
ac, -~rPr,
a u, ( c„ !, )





The variables ~,, ~,,, denote the Lagrange multipliers associated to (2), whereas pr and v, are the
Kuhn-T'ucker multipliers corresponding to the borrowing and the time constraints, (3) and (4),
respectively.
By using (5) we can rewrite the Euler eq. (7) as
(1 trr) 1 aur.t(cr.t)~ lr.t 1 aur(cr. lr)
- Ftr f Er.l. (10)
(1 tP) . P,.t . ar,,, - p, ac,
where the error has zero conditional mean.
~ We assume r, and l, to be stricdy positive, for esample. by imposing enough regularity conditions on u,(.,.).
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For estimation purposes, eq. (10) is unsatisfactory in that it contains the unobservable, endoge-
nous variable p,. Only in special cases can a closed form solu[ion be found; moreover, in general, no
information can be gleaned from eq. (10) as to whether liquidity constrain[s are operating, i.e..
whether W, is positive or zero.
The only cases where eq. (10) can be used to assess the importance of liquidity constraints is
where prior information is available: if we know [hat for some observa[ions P, is zero, then we can
estimate (10) on this subsample and thus compute predicted p, for the remaining observations. We
can then check whether p, has a positive mean for the liquidity constrained as the model predicts
[Zeldes (1985)]. The trouble with the method is its absolute reliance on usually unavailable sample
separation information.
3. An alternative approach: Earnings-related liquidity constraints
Let us now assume and earnings-related liquidity constraint [as in Muellbauer (1983)]:
A,~~Yet9'ix'.[T-!,), T-1,...,L, (3')
where ~o and ~t are parameters. We expect the borrowing limit to be inversely related [o current
earnings, i.e., ~Y~ ~ 0.
In this setting the first-order condition (6) becomes
óu,(c„ !,)
a!, - ~,W, - ~,w,w, t ~„
and we can use (5) and (6~) to obtain an expression for la,:
1 1 au,(~,. !,] 1 au,(~„ !,) i~
w, -;~~ p, a~, - w at
t u, Y, .
(6')
tFinally, we substití~eq. ( 11) into ( 10) and get
(1 tr,) 1 8u„~(c„~,l„~) ~ 1 1 óu,(c„ 1,)
- I-- -
~1 }P) P~.i ac,~i ~i P~ ac~
}~~ w~ óu,(~C~, !,) -
c~~ f E~~i, with E,E,.i -0. (12)
We have thus obtained an Euler equation where P, does not appear. In its place, we now have the
Kuhn-Tucker multiplier on leisure, v„ which is going to be positive when a corner solution obtains
in the labour market. Once again, a closed form solution for this endogenous variable is unlikely to
exist; however, contrary to the case of capital markets, in the case of the labour market sample
separation imformation is readily available.
If panel data on individual households are available, we can estimate the parameters of eq. (12) by
the generalized method of moments [Hansen and Singleton (1982)] by restricting the sample to the
employed in period t: no selection bias will arise, because the error term is orthogonal to the
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selection rule (as v, betongs to the relevant information set). We can then formally test for the
absence of liquidity constraints ( i.e., by setting l~~t - 0 in eq. (12)) by standard statistical methods.
Some further remarks on eq. (12) are in order.
(i) Eq. (12) holds whether a consumer is liquidity constrained or not and whether he is rationed in
his labour supply choice in period t t 1 or not.
(ii) Ey. (12) can only be derived if ~t differs from zero. The limit case where ~t equals zero is
discussed in section 2: in this case srundard rules for within period allocation of full expenditure
into goods and leisure are unaffected by the presence of a hinding constraint in the capital
market [Blundell and Walker (1986)j.
(iii) Consistent estimates of the parameters in Eq. (12) can be obtained by truncating the sample to
include only the workers. Such estimates can then be used to compute v, for non-workers, which
should be positive (this prediction provides a simple specification check).
(iv) We can use eq. (10) or (11) and the parameter estimates from (12) to compute lt, for each
individual household.
The relationship between the formal test for (1~Yrt)-0 and the informal computation of p, is
worth exploring. Inspection of eq. (12) and consideration of the underlying model su~gest that
rejection of the null in the formal test dces not imply that the estimated its should be iero: it is in
fact possible for consumers not to be bound by the liquidity constraint in period t even though the
earnings-related constraint exists in a non trivial form (i.e., (rt ~- x).
4. Conclusions
In this paper we started from the well-known result that the life-cycle model with liquidity
constraints produces an Euler equation with unobservable Kuhn-Tucker multipliers. We then
showed that if borrowing restrictions depend on earning and leisure is a choice variable, the Euler
eyuation involves only observable variables as long as we only select those consumers who are
employed in period r.
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1. Introduction
Several empirical studies have rejected the restrictions implied by Hall's
version of the life-cycle model. Liquidity constraints and preference inter-
actions between goods and leisure have alternatively been put forward as
likely explanations of this failure.
As Zeldes (1985) and others point out, the Euler equation for consumption
with borrowing restrictions involves an additional unobservable variable ~~,
the Kuhn-Tucker multipler associated with the nei wealth constraint.
Different methods have been proposed in the literature to tackle the
observation problem of ~t,. Most of these methods are not quite satisfactory,
because they rely on very simple rules of thumb or on usually unavailable
sample separation information about the liquidity constrained status of the
household [cf. Zeldes (1985)].
In a theoretical paper Alessie, Melenberg and Weber (1988) (AMW from
now on) show that if borrowing restrictions depend on earnings, preferences
are non-separable between goods and leisure, and individuals are employed,
one can derive an Euler equation involving observable variables only. In
section 2 we will briefly review this study. It appears that, in contrast with
the non-earnings dependent liquidity constraint case, for this model the well-
known two stage budgeting rule in terms of `full expenditures', i.e. the sum of
consumption expenditures and expenditures on leisure [cf. Blundell and
Walker (1986)] is not valid any more. However, a two stage budgeting rule in
terms of the pure consumption goods, conditional upon the choice of leisure
can be obtained. In our model we exploit this property by specifying a
'The authors thank G. Kock for research assistance and M. Kerkhofs for helpful comments.
0014-2921~89~53.50 G 1989, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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rationed intratemporal indirect utility function of the RAIDS type [cf.
Deaton (1981) and Ioannides (1986)] with total consumption expenditures,
leisure and consumption prices as arguments.
Our estimation model consists of two parts. The first part corresponds to
the Euler equation mentioned above, describing the first stage allocation. For
estimation the availability of panel data is required. The parameters of the
Euler equation are estimated by means of the Generalized Method of
Moments (GMM) proposed by Hansen and Singleton (1982). The second
part deals with the RAIDS demand system describing the within period
allocation of total consumption expenditures to the different commodity
groups as a function of the within period consumption prices and leisure.
The conditioning variable leisure appears because preferences are weakly
non-separable in consumption and leisure [e.g., Pollak (1969, 1971)]. This
observation also suggests a straightforward test of separability, see Meghir
and Browning (1988) for details. Since total consumption expenditures and
leisure are decision variables, this demand system needs to be estimated by
means of instrumental variables methods.
2. The model
Consider a single consumer (or household), who has to plan consumption
and labor supply from the present period t up to a terminal period L in an
uncertain environment. Like AMW we assume that the individual faces
liquidity constraints which depend on earnings. Consequently the consumer
chooses leisure and a consumption bundle by solving the following problem:
L 1
max E, ~` (1 ~ p)T - ~ ut(qt, !t)
s.t. AT-(lfr)At-tfmtfwt(T-!~)-P~9~, T-t,...,L (lb)
AL?ML-~of~lwr(T-!T), t-t,...,L-1 (lc)
~T~T, t-t,...,L (ld)
A,-, given, A~?0. (le)
where ut(qT, IL) is the intratemporal utility function in period T, strictly
concave and monotonically increasing in its arguments; qí is a bundle of
commodities in period r; IT is leisure in period r; p~ is the price vector in
period t; wt is the wage rate in period i; mT is non-labor income in period t;
AT is the value of assets at the end of period t; r is the interest rate. One
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expects the borrowing limit to be inversely related to current earnings, i.e.,
~t ~0.
One can derive a two-stage budgeting result in terms of the pure
consumption goods, conditional upon lT, t- t, ..., L, as follows. Rewrite (1):
L
max ET (~T ( 1 ~ ~)T - ~ `YT(xT, "T, PT)
s.t. AT-(Ifr)At-tfmTfwT(T-IT)-XT
and (1 c), ( 1 d), (1 e), where
~T(xt, ~T, PT) - max {ut(4T, ~T); Pí9T - xT}
a.
is the rationed indirect utility function in period t, strictly concave in xT and
IT, and where xt is total consumption expenditures in period r. In the
discussion below, the cardinal period specific indirect utility function is
parameterized as
` T(xt, ~T, PT) - Ft( ~t`(xT, ~T, PT), ~T), (~)
where FT( . ) is a monotonically increasing function in both its arguments
and Y~!( .) possesses all the conventional properties of a utility function.
The choice of the monotonic transformation is irrelevant in static analysis.
However, in case of models such as (1) the dynamic properties of the model
(e.g. the value of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution) crucially depend
on the functional form of Ft( .).





I, (1 fr) 7
~t-fT-EI ( 1 }P) ~`T41,





The variables .i„ .l,t, denote the Lagrange multipliers associated to (lb'),
1
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whereas ~t, and v, are the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers corresponding to the
borrowing and the time constraints, (lc) and (ld), respectively.
We can rewrite the Euler equation (5) by using (3). The result is
(lfr) aY~,tilx~ft,I~.t~P~ti) a~~(X~,I~,P~)(1}P)~---axrtt
- ax~ -P'}E~ft,
where the error E, t, has zero mean conditional on all information available
in period t.
For estimation purposes, eq. (7) is unsatisfactory in that it contains the
unobservable, endogenous variable p,. In general we do not observe when the
constraint is binding, i.e. when P, is non-zero. However, until now we have
not used the information that the borrowing limit is earnings dependent.
This information allows us to get an Euler equation in terms of observable
variables as follows: use the first order conditions (3) and (4) to obtain an
expression for P, and then substitute this expression into (7) to obtain
(lfr) aY~~}1(Xrft,~rft,Prtt)(I}P). -- aX,tt
1 aY~~(X~, ~~, P~) 1 1 aY~~(x~, ~~, P~)
-~ aX }~ w a~ -v, ~-E,tt.t ~ t~ ~ (g)
We have thus obtained an Euler equation wherein ~t, does not appear. In its
place, we now have the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier on leisure, v~, which is going
to be positive when a corner solution obtains in the labour market, and zero
otherwise.
If panel data on individual households are available, we can estimate the
parameters of eq. (8) by GMM, by restricting the sample to the employed in
period t: this does not cause selection bias, because the error e, } t is
orthogonal to the selection rule (as v, belongs to the relevant information
set).
Next to the Euler equation (8) we want to estimate the following
conditional demand system which explains the within-period allocation of
the total consumption expenditures to the different commodities:
4~ -8~(X~, ~„ P~) --{a~Y!1 Y~. ~~, P~)~aP~}~{aY~' ( x~, l~, P~)~ax~}, (9)
where the last equality follows from Roy's identity.
In order to identify all parameters of in[erest, one generally needs to
estimate both ( 8) and (9). It would be efficient to estimate (8) and (9) jointly.
Since the Euler equation ( 8) is in general highly non-linear, there are
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substantial computational advantages to the following procedure. First
estimate the second stage demand system (9). This identifies all parameters of
the ordinal utility function. Next the remaining parameters are estimated by
using (8). Although this is not fully efficient, it has the merit that the second
stage parameter estimates are not affected by possible misspecification of the
borrowing constraints or of the cardinal specification FT.
3. Specification of the model
Suppose Y~í`( .) in formula (2) can be described by the Rationed Almost
Ideal Demand System of Deaton (1981)
~T `XT) lT, PT) -
ln ÁT
~(PT)T(PT,
1T) , where (10)
[~~ n) ~ 1 ' '
In aT(PT, 1T) - aoT ~ iL~t (a~ ~ ~l"'(1T)) ln P~T ~ ~`~ ,~t Y~; ln P~T ln P;T,
r
b( PT) - ~ plr;~-~
h( -) is some function of leisure (we only consider the logarithm and a linear
specification), I is the number of consumption goods. On the parameters
rest well-known symmetry and adding-up restrictions [e.g., Deaton and
Muellbauer (1980)].
The demand system for period t now has the following form:
~
s;~ - a; -~ nrh(1~) f~ Y~; ln Pi~ f~~(ln xt - In a~(P~,1~)), (11)
j-1
where s;, is the budget share of consumption good i in period t.
For the functional form of the monotonic transformation FT( Y"( .),1T) we
consider the following specification:
~T(xT,1T,PT)-FT(~~('),1T)-exP[(1-Y)(~~(~)~Bt1nIT)]~ (I~)
This intratemporal utility function is basically a constant relative risk
aversion utility function. In this case the Euler equation (8) is given by
~rtt(Xrft,lrft,P~ft)(1 fr)
~ x~t tMP~t t)(1 fP)
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- Y`~(X~, I~, P~) ~(1-1~451) 9, -(~ q~ In P~~)h~(1~)~ (13)
~P~) x~ } ~tw~l~ ~tw~~P~)
}E~tt~
where h' is the derivative of the function h.
4. Estimation of the second stage
The data used come from the so-called `Intomart consumer expenditure
panel', which is a panel of households in The Netherlands for which
consumption expenditures of all members over 12 years of age are registered
continually and for which income, demographics, labor supply, etc. are
measured once a year. In this paper we use annual aggregates, so that the
time unit on which the utility function is defined is a year. The data pertain
to the period April 1984-April 1987. The numbers of observations in the
respective years are: 1984: 265, 1985: 302, 1986: 304. The limited number of
periods on which observations are available makes it impossible to estimate
the ys in the second stage model (11), because there is not enough price
variation in three years time. The terms involving the ys are lumped together
in a year-specific intercept. In the theoretical framework sketched above no
allowance for durables has been made: we have assumed that the intratem-
poral preferences are additively separable between durables and non-
durables. Hence durables do not enter into the equations for non-durables.
Below `total expenditures' are defined as expenditures on non-durables only.
`Leisure' is defined as leisure of the head of the household, because in the
borrowing constraint the partner's leisure is not expected to be very
important, in keeping with the institutional framework in The Netherlands.
In the estimation, the labor market behavior of the partner (if any) of the
head of household is taken exogenous and the partner's income is part of
unearned income of the household. The price index a~ is replaced by a
consumer price index. The variables total expenditures and leisure have been
instrumented linearly by the following variables: logarithm of unearned
income; the same variable multiplied by log-family size; five education
dummies; log-family size; the variables representing the number of children in
various age brackets (0-6, 1r12, 12-18); log-age of head of household; a
dummy for the age of the head of household being over 65; dummies for the
size of the town of residence; log-squared of age of head of household. The
parameters a; are parameterized by making them dependent on some of the
same variables (cf. table 1) and an additive error term. The instrument
equations allow for random individual effects and have been estimated by
GLS. Given the parameterization of the x;, eq. (11) represents a system of
seemingly unrelated regressions. Also here we have allowed for the possibility
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Table 1
Parameter estima[es for the second stage ( t-values in parentheses)'
log- log- log-
Goods IogJs DKl DK2 DK3 age exp. leisure
Food 0.12 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 0.10 -0.17 -0.14
(7.3) (-3.2) (-2.7) (-0.7) (5.4) (-5.7) (-2.6)
Clothing~footwear 0.02 -0.03 -0.004 0.01 0.003 -0.01 -0.08
(1.7) (-4.2) (-0.6) (1.3) (0.3) (-0.7) (-2.5)
Housing -0.07 0.08 0.03 -0.01 -0.08 -0.03 -0.02
(-3.4) (4.8) (1.9) (-0.7) (-3.6) (-0.7) (-0.3)
Recreation~pets -0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.004 -0.02 0.02 -0.02
(-1.9) (-3.0) (1.0) (-0.6) (-2.7) (1.3) (-0.5)
Insurance prem. -0.01 0.01 0.002 -0.01 0.04 0.08 0.07
(-0.08) (1.4) (0.4) (-1.0) (3.3) (3.7) (1.9)
Med. exp. etc. -0.03 0.003 -0.003 0.01 -0.02 0.11 0.16
(-1.9) (0.2) (-0.3) (1.0) (-1.0) (3.9) (3.1)
Number of observations: 871
'Explanation: DK 1 is the logarithm o( 1 t([he number of children under 6); DK2 and DK3
are defined similarly, but now with the number of children 6-12, and over 12 respectively.
of random individual effects. Taking into account the correlation of the
errors resulting from this and the endogeneity of leisure and total expendi-
tures, the estimation method basically amounts to 3SLS. In deriving the
estimators one has to take account of the fact that not all households have
participated in the panel during the whole period [cf. Hsiao (1986)]. We have
assumed [hat data are missing randomly, so that no correction for selectivity
bias is necessary. Estimates of the parame[ers of most interest in (11) are
given in table 1. For reasons of space we only give results for the
specification with log l; the results for 1 being similar.
A test for homotheticity of preferences amounts to a test of all ~s being
zero. This can be tested straightforwardly by a Wald test. We find
XZ(6)-45.5 which indicates rejection of the null at any reasonable level of
significance. Similarly, weak separability of preferences for leisure and
consumption can be investigated by testing for joint null-ness of the
coefficients of log-leisure in all share equations. The XZ(6)-statistic comes out
at 23.4, which also indicates decisive rejection of the null.
The parameter estimates are very much according to expectation, showing
for instance that food, clothing and housing are necessities. Of particular
interest of course are the estimates for log-leisure. An increase in leisure (i.e.
a reduction of time spent on market work) leads to a rather sizable reduction
of the budget share of food. Since food expenditures also include eating out
this may mean that people who work many hours in a paid job eat out
more. We also observe that those who do not work as much in a paid job,
spend a larger proportion of their budget on medical or legal expenses or on
education. This may reflect the presence in the sample of students working
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part-time or people with failing health who have higher medical expenses
and are not able to work as much as healthy individuals.
Although for reasons of space we do not present the estimates of the
variance components, it should be noted that the individual effects have
variances that are on average five times larger than the variances of the
white noise error terms. This not only indicates substantial efficiency gains of
our estimation method, but it also shows considerable individual variation
not captured by the explanatory variables in the model.
5. The first stage
Given the parameters obtained in the estimation of the second stage
model, there remains only a limited number of parameters to be estimated in
the first stage model. Considering ( 13), we see that only the parameters ~t,
Bt, y, and (1 f r)~(1 f p) remain unknown.
For the GMM-estimation of the first stage model [see Hotz, Kydland and
Sedlacek (1988) for details] we need observations of households that have
participated in the panel for at least two consecutive years. Given that we
have three periods of observation, there are Euler equations to be estimated
for two `transitions': from period 1 to 2 and from period 2 to 3. We use as
instruments: deflated total expenditures, wage rate, leisure, unearned income,
log-family size, education level, log-age, and the right hand side variables in
eq. (13).
To allow for correlated forecast errors across individuals a period specific
dummy is added to the equation. The total number of observations used in
the first stage estimation is equal to 124. This low number is due to the
requirement that heads of households had to have a job in period t. The
resulting parameter estimates are as follows ( with t-values in parentheses).
For the specification with log l: l~~t --0.026 (-1.9), Bt - 0.007 (2.4),
y-0.002 ( 0.2). For the specification with l: l~~t -0.02 (1.0), Bt -0.007 (2.17),
y-0.023 ( 2.43). The parameter (1 f r)~(1 f p) has in both cases been restricted
to one. The reason is that without this restriction its estimate tended to
values considerably above one. This would imply a value of p less than zero.
Although this is not an uncommon finding [see, for instance Hotz, Kydland
and Sedlacek ( 1988)], it seems to be unacceptable on a priori grounds; also,
in that case the other parameters tended to unacceptable values. Given the
restriction, the estimates of the other parameters look plausible, with a
correct sign for the liquidity constraints in case of the log l-specification and
a slightly concave intertemporal utility function. The t-values of the first
stage estimates have to be viewed with care because we have not corrected for
the fact that the second stage parameters on which the first stage estimates
are conditioned are themselves estimates. For the same reason specification
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tests of the model can only be ascribed approximate value. Yet, a general
specification test suggested by Hansen and Singleton (1982) yields a value for
XZ(5) equal to approximately 645 for the log l-specification and 738 for the
l-specification. Together with the mentioned tendency of (1 f r)~(1 f p) to
attain unacceptable values, this indicates misspecification of the model.
6. Conclusions
Preferences are not homothetic, nor are they separable between consump-
tion and leisure. These findings have been reported in the literature many
times, and are corroborated by our analysis. The importance of liquidity
constraints has been investigated less frequently. Our results do not provide
unambiguous evidence as to the existence of limits on borrowing. Among
other things, this may be due to the fact that in the estimation of the first
stage model we have only used households with an employed head, for which
constraints may be less often binding than for other households. The use of
panel data has been quite essential in our analysis. Not only did we need
longitudinal data for individual households to be able to estimate the Euler
equations, the allowance for individual effects has contríbuted substantially
to the accuracy of the second stage estimates. Yet, to investigate the
importance of liquidity constraints, it would be useful to have more
observations. Furthermore, additional specification analysis is required.
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1. Introduction
The 1980s witnessed large increases in consumer expenditures in the UK,
particularly on durable goods. Explanations for this have included the
improved performance of the economy and the relaxation of constraints to
borrowing. The debate on this issue has mostly been based on time series
evidence (see the discuasion in Muellbauer and Murphy, 1991), alttlough some
attempts have been made at using micro data sources (for example, Attanasio
and Weber, 1994). However, in applied work durable goods have either been
neglected, or treated on an ad-hoc basis.
The lack of empirical work focussed on the choice between non-durable and
durable consumption is unfortunate on two grounds: first, durable expenditure
has been particularly volatile and procyclical over the eighties, thus
providing prima facie evidence of the responsiveness of consumers to changea
in perceived resources; second, much of the action took place after 1982,
when institutional restrictions to the purchase of durable goods on credit
were dropped.
The basic remise of this a er is that the durable 1P p p goods boom of the 1980s
should be evaluated by modelling consumer intertemporal choice in a framework
which allows for time-varying financial markets imperfections. We thus adopt
the methodology proposed by Alessie, Melenberg and Weber (1989), where an
individual's borrowing limit is a function of some choice variable. In this
case, we assume that the durable stock acts as collateral for credit
purchases: it follows that liquidity constrained spells may not only induce
1
Documented in greater detail in Daviea, Devereux and Weber (1992).
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suboptimal allocation of non-durable consumption across time, but may also
generate distortionary effects across goods (non-durables versus durables).
This approach provides Euler equations which are independent of whether the
consumer faces a binding borrowing restriction.2 The estimated preference
parameters can then be used to identify the shadow values of these
restrictions, which may vary both over time and across groups of individuals.
Zn this paper we are also concerned with allowing for some special features
of durable goods. First, we allow for the possibility that some conaumers do
not wish to own (use) any such goods. This involves selecting these consumers
out, and computing the relevant sample selectivity corrections. Second, we
capture the notion that durable goods could be luxury goods, i.e. we allow
for non-homothetic preferences. This in turn leads us to specify non-linear
equations, which are best estimated either on household level data, or on
consistently aggregated data (see Attanasio and Weber, 1993, for an appraisal
of aggregation issues in Euler equations for consumption). For this reason,
we choose not to use aggregate time series data, but to conatruct our own
pseudo panel from 15 years of Family Expenditure Survey.
The use of pseudo panels dates back to Browning, Deaton and Irish (1985).
Pseudo panels are often considered a second best alternative to proper
panels, because of the efficiency loss involved in averaging across
individual observations. Such efficiency loss can be reduced if individuals
who are grouped together are homogeneous with respect to key economic
variables (they have access to similar resources, have similar preferences,
and~or are affected by credit restrictions in the same way). Further,
2
A similar approach has been independenCly pzoposed by Chah, Ramey and S[arr
11991)
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however, averaging may well reduce measurement error. Perhapa more
importantly, an advantage of pseudo panels over proper panels is that
attrition bias is not a problem with the former, even if the underlying
survey involves time consuming tasks (such as filling in diaries) and the
overall data sample covers reasonably long time periods. This allows the
construction of data sets where the time dimension exceeds the cohort
dimension ( in our case, we have 60 quarters and 5 year-of-birth cohorts),
thus justifying the use of T-asymptotics3.
We use data from the Family Expenditure Survey and the National Travel Survey
which have high quality information on purchases of goods and on hours
worked, and from which reasonably good information on the value of the stock
of cars owned by each household can be inferred. Hence the empírical part of
this paper concentrates on the choice between cars and non-durable goods, and
treata hours of work and ownership of other durable goods as conditioning
variables. A thorough deacription of the data sources and the techniques used
to conatruct cohort specific car stocks is provided in Davies, Devereux and
Weber (1992). Zn this paper, we keep the description of the data to ite bare
essentials, but diacuss at more length prima facie evidence on the effecta of
credit restrictions on purchases of durable goods.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief discussion of
the data and some stylized facts about the consumption of durables in the
1970s and 1980s in the UK; Section 3 outlines the theoretical model; Section
a discusses some estimation issues and presents empirical estimates and their
3
In thie ray re avoid the rell known difficulties rich estimating Euler
equa[ions on shorc panela - see Chamberlain 119891 and A1[ug and Miller
(1990)
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ínterpretation; and Section 5 concludes and draws some policy conclusions.
2. The data and eome etylized facts
The data sources used in this paper are the UK Family Expenditure Survey
(FES) and the UK National Travel Survey (NTS). The FES is an annual survey of
around 7,000 households with high quality information on incomes,
expenditures and characteristics of households. We have used surveys for each
year from 1973 to 1986.
The durable studied ís the stock of cars4, for a number of reasons. First,
both FES and aggregate data suggest (i) that cars form the largest component
of the durable stock (apart from housing) and (ii) that much of the variation
in expenditure on total durables is accounted for by expenditure on cars.
Second, the FES contains detailed data on the purchases and sales of cars,
both outright over the previous 12 months and on credit over the previous 3
months, and it also includes an indicator for whether the household possesses
a car. Third, FES data on car purchases track aggregate data reasonably
wells.
However, the FES does not include estimates of the value of the stock of cars
(or any other durable, except housing), which is an important variable in
this paper since we assume in the model below that the flow of services from
4
eroadly defined: it includes other vehicles as well. This choice was alao
made by Bernanke (19841.
5The correlation in [he real grow[h of car purchases be[ween the CSO
aggregate seriea and the aggzegated FES da[a is 0.72. The equivalen[ figure
for the real growch of non-durable expenditure is O.B9.
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durables is proportional to the stock. In order to derive stock values it was
therefore necessary to construct car values for each household in the NTS
surveys for 1975-6 and 1985-6, using the data contained in the NTS on type
and age of car owned as well as data from Glass's Guide on relevant car
prices. Using a reduced form equation to predict car value given various
household characteristics available from FES and NTS enabled household stock
values to be imputed to FES households for those years.
Five year-of-birth cohorts were constructed as follows: cohort 1 includes all
households whose head was born in the 10-year interval 1911-20, cohort 2 all
those born between 1921-30, and so on until cohort 5, which includea those
born between 1951-60. Given average stock values for 1975-6, the perpetual
inventory method was then uaed to estimate stock values in succeeding years6.
The values estimated following this procedure were compared to those already
derived for 1985-6 and found to be close7.
Figures 1 and 2 present our estimates of the value of the car stock owned by
each cohort, plotted against the year (Figure 1) and the cohort age (Figure
2)8. Figures la and 2a present the average value of the car stock only for
those individuals who own a car; Figures lb and 2b present the average value
across all individuals in the FES sample. These Figures illuminate at least
three separate influences on expenditure on durables.
First, there was a dramatic reduction in the value of the stock of cars owned
6
Earlier years were estimated by using [he perpetual ínventory me[hod
backwards. We la[er had access [o the 19~2~3 NTS and found [hat our values
were reasonable.
7
De[ails of this procedure are qiven rn Davies, Devereux and Weber ( 19921.
8
ey cohor[ age we mean Che mid-poin[ of the age range foz the cohort.
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by cohorts 1 to 4 in the early years of the sample (around 1974-e). The fact
that this is shared by all the cohorts suggesta strongly that there was a
significant macroeconomic effect due to the recession and possibly due to
higher oil prices in these years9. The average value across car owners fell
dramatically, as well as the average across the whole sample, indicating that
the reduction was not caused solely by individuals ceasíng to own, but alao
by individuals not completely replacing the reduction in the value of their
existing vehícles. This reduction was primarily due to depreciation rather
than a fall in the market price of cars: in fact the car price rose slightly
over the period.
Second, there are significant differences in the pattern over time for each
cohort. Thus, the value of the car atock of the oldeat cohort (cohort 1)
declined most steeply in the period 1974-8 (albeit from a much higher
starting point), but also continued to decline ateeply for the reat of the
period. By contrast, the younger cohorts rapidly increased the value of their
stock back up to the levels of the early 1970s. Figure la also indícatea,
however, that in the 1970s, the (then) youngeat cohort suffered a greater
fall than slightly older cohorts, which is consistent with the possibility
that this younger cohort may have found it more difficult to borrow at this
time.
Third, there are differences between each cohort at the same age. Theae
cohort effects could be seen as reflecting differences in lifetime wealth. In
this, we would interpret Figure 2 as indicating that younger cohorts are
poorer. An alternative interpretation is that there are differences in
9
Aa is well knorn, [here ras a dramacic riae ín [he oil price in 1973~~.
However, [his had been almos[ completely reversed by 197B.
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preferences across cohorts (i.e. that younger cohorts like cars leas).
However, the vertical distance between cohorta in Figure 2 also reflects
business cycle effects, which Figure 1 suggests may be the dominant
influence.
Zt is difficult to disentangle the various influences on durable and
non-durable expenditure - and, in particular, the possible exiatence of
credit constraints - without recourse to a formal model. This we set up in
the next section. However, before setting out the formal model, we briefly
consider other evidence.
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Table 1 Credit and Monetary Policies 1971-86
1971 Rules on minimum down payments for hire-purchase transactions
lifted. Clearing banks' interest rate cartel and credit ceilings
abolished
1973 Reimposition of minimum down payment rules. Implementation of the
Supplementary Deposits Scheme (`corset') at the end of the year.
1976 Minimum Lending Rate peaked at 15t.
1979 Exchange controls aboliahed.
1980 Very tight monetary policy. Corset abolished. Clearing banks began
to compete on a large scale with building societies as mortgage
lendera.
1982 All hire-purchase controla aboliahed (as from ist July).
1983 Building Societies allowed to raiae funds through certificatea of
deposit and large time deposita. Interest rates recommended, rather
than fixed, by the cartel from October.
1984 From November, Building Societies no longer advised on what
interest ratea to set: ratea now at discretion of individual
societies.
1986 Greater flexibility in asset structure of Building Societies
permitted (Building Societiea Act).
Source: Daviee and Neber 119911.
Firat, it is clear that the likelihood of any of the cohorts facing credit
conatrainta depends partly on the prevailing monetary and credit policies at
the time. Table 1 summarises these policies in the UK over the period
analysed here. Very broadly, the time period splits into two: until 1982
there existed tight controls on credit purchases; in 1982 all controls on
hire-purchases were abolished and subsequently there was progressively more
competition between building societies and banks and looser monetary policy.
It is alao worth noting that financial liberalisation took place immediately
after a period of tight monetary policies (and high real interest ratea).
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One important part of the hire purchase controls abolished in 1982 was the
requirement that, for cara and other durable gooda, the amount borrowed
ahould not exceed two thirda of the value of asset purchased (that is, the
downpayment muat be at least one third of the value of the asaet).
The diatributíon of downpayments as a proportion of the cash price ie ahown
in Figure 3 for purchases of new and second hand cars, both before and after
198210. The Figure auggeste that theae rules were not always adhered to prior
to 1982, eapecislly for second hand cara. However, for new cara, the 25th
percentile of the distribution always had a downpayment above one third of
the cash price. The value of aecond hand care ia rather more difficult to
assesa, which may explain why the rules appear not to have been rigoroualy
enforced in thia case. More generally, however, both parta of Figure 1
suggeat that the proportion of downpaymente below one third of the cash price
increased after 1981. Thia ia consistent with the posaibility that
individuals would heVe liked to have borrowed more than they actually did
prior to 1982. However, thia ie not neCessarily an implication of the Figure:
it is also poesible that the change in the macroeconomic conditions - a drop
in the interest rate 9itd fl movement out of recession - encouragefl individuals
to borrow more after 1961, il
10
The box tor each yeer indicatea the incezquartile range of the distribution,
vich [he median poln[ being the divíding llne rithin [he box. The linee above
and belor each box reach a posltion either 1.5 cimea the 1n[ezquartile range
awy from chac renge, or the moat ex[reme poinC of the diacribution,
rhichever ít eloser to [he median.
11
A thorough analyaie of [he FES credi[ data íe conducced in Derhurat (19941.
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Source: At[anasio and Weber ( 1999) from CSO publications.
A further interesting piece of evidence is provided by published statistics
on consumer expenditure. Table 2 shows that the real growth rate of
non-durable expenditure increased substantially between 1982 and 1983 (from
0.7} to 2.95}). However, at the same time there was a much sharper increase
in durable goods purchases (from 0.9} to 9.3}). In 1984 non-durables grew at
a 2} rate, while durable purchases increased a mere 0.5}, while in 1985-6
non-durables grew at an average 4} rate, durables at a 6} rate. These
statistics suggest that 1983 witnessed a short-lived boom in the growth of
purchases of consumer durables, while the bulk of the UK consumption boom
started in 1985 and was due to both durable and non-durable components of
consumer expenditure. This pattern is clearly consistent with the possibility
that at least some consumers faced binding credit constraints prior to 1982.
A common method of testing the possibility that individuals faced credit
constraints is to conduct an excess sensitivity test: that is, to test
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whether the growth of consumption is sensítive to the expected growth of
income: if it were, this would be inconsistent with a life cycle model in the
absence of credit constraints, in which income variations from year to year
can be smoothed by borrowing12. Using the dataset described later in the
paper, we performed a standard excess sensitivity test in order to provide
some preliminary evidence on the possible existence of credit constraints. In
the context of a standard model, regressing the growth of real non-durable
consumption on the real rate of interest, the growth of real income and
seasonal dummies, the coefficient on the growth of real income was 0.68, with
a standard error of 0.3113
However, this prima facie evidence of the existence of credit constraints
disappears when the firat difference of the square of log consumption ís
included as a regressor: as Attanasio and Browning (I993) point out, the
inclusion of this term would be justified in the presence of non-homothetic
preferences.14 This term is highly significant; given our instrument set,
however, with its inclusion the growth of real income becomes insignificant.
This latter finding is unlikely to be robust to the choice of instruments,
but the significance of the squared term is robuat, as documented by
Attanasio and Browning. This suggests that it is important to allow for
non-homothetic preferences when testíng for credit market imperfections.
12 .
See for example, Campbell and Mankiw ( 19891 and At[anasio and tieber (19931
13
Both the real rate of interes[ and che growth of real income weze
instrumented; [he ins[rument set contained second, thizd and fourth lags of
che real interest rate and the inflation rate, the grow[h of real consump[ion
and income, and seasonal plus cohort dummres. In addition, since the sample
includes only car owners, a Mills ratio was included [o correct for sample
selectivi[y bias.
14 z
when G1nC rs in.roduced among the explana[ory v2riables, [he inatrument aet
is enlarged to include second to Eourth lags of ~1nC and of ~1nY .
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An alternative approach to identifying potential credit constraints would be
to follow Zeldea (1989) in estimating preference parameters on households who
are definitely unconstrained, and use these parameters to assess whether
other households are constrained. However, splitting households in this way
requires some information on both their current and past financial wealth.
This is not available in the FES dataset. An alternative is to construct
year-of-birth cohorts and estimate parameters for middle-aged cohorts only,
as these are unlikely to be credit constrained (for example, this is the
strategy pursued by Attanasio and Weber (1993)).
However, in this paper we follow another approach, which allows us to
estimate preferences for constrained and unconstrained households together
(at the cost of aelecting out households who do not own a durable). In order
to estimate our equatione on repeated croas sections, we group data by
year-of-birth of the household head. We retain cohorts of various age at the
beginning of the sample period (young, middle-aged and old). If binding
credit market restrictions are age-related, grouping households by year of
birth is efficient because cohort members age together.is Also, this grouping
procedure allows us to test directly the hypothesis that middle-aged cohorts
did not face credit constrainta.
15 By this we mean thac the grouping doea noc average out all the varíatíon
aczoas consumers who face different credit marke[ condiCions. Grouping by
cohorta is equivalenc co an instrumencel vaziable procedure, rhere the
ins[rumenta are period-cohort dummiea. The efficiency oE the eatimator ia
enhanced if the inscruments correlate well wi[h [he explana[ory variablea: in
chis caee chis is líkely Co be tzue when houaeholda face binding rescricciona
ac che same cime. Mgris[ ( 1993) notes che IV interpre[acion of gzouping by
cohorts while Moffic 11993) discusses Che estimation of dymmic equations on
repeated cross aection data.
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3. The model
We present an intertemporal optimisation model where households jointly
decide their consumption of non-durable goods and durable goods in an
uncertain environment. As a result, they also make decisions on how much to
(dis)save and invest in a single financial asset. we extend standard models
of life-cycle behaviour by introducing a borrowing restriction: households
can borrow using their durables stock as collateral. Thia mirrora the case in
which households can borrow against their future earnings according to a rule
which relates their borrowing ability to current earnings (see Alessie,
Melenberg and weber (1989) and weber (1993)). In this paper, we concentrate
on the non-durables~durables margin, and neglect the firat order conditions
with respect to leisure. However, leisure is treated as a conditioning
variable throughout.
A similar approach has been independently pursued by Chah, Ramey and Starr
(1991). They consider total durable goods and estimate an Euler equation on
US time series data. However, the aggregate nature of their data leads them
to neglect some important issues; for instance, they ignore non-negativity
constraints for the durable stock and assume homothetic and additively
separable preferences.
Assume that the h-th consumer solves the following optimisation problem (h
subscripts are omitted for notational convenience, but should appear on all
but the price variables)16
16 Bo[h P and b could be time varying. For the deriva[iona to hold, ve muet
assume thac chey do no[ depend on one of [he choice variables (thus ve ei[her
rule ouc the case where the depreciation rate depends on expenditure on
maintenance or repairs, or assume that che la[[er is not included in c 1.
T
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s.t. A-(ltr )A a m - p c - v d (lb)T T-1 7-1 T 7 T 7 7
AT 2 ~ic ~zc~TST T- t , .,L-1 (lc)
ST z o T- t,...,L (ld)
ST s(1-b) ST 1 4 dT T- t,...,L (le)
where
c- Non-durable consumption in period TT
S- Stock of durable goods at the end of period T, in efficiency unitsr
A- Liquid assets or secured loans (with the durable good as collateral)T
at the end of period T
r- Znterest rate in period TT
mT- Labour income and other non-asset income in period T
pT- Price of the non-durable consumption good in period T
vT- Price of the durable consumption good in period T (per efficiency
unit)
dT- Quantity of durable good purchased in period T(in efficiency units)
á- Depreciation rate of the durable consumption good
p - Time preference parameter
L - Life-length.
Here, the stock of durables (i.e. cars) is treated as a continuous variable.
Formally, we can justify this assumption by appealing to the existence of
perfect second-hand markets and continuous quality. This ia certainly closer
to the truth for cars than for other durables, such as domestic appliances or
furniture, say, but it is still a strong assumption to make. Zt is worth
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noting that our proceduze in the empirical work of taking cohort averages may
justify treating purchases as a continuous variable, if times of purchases
are independently distributed across agenta in each time period. For this to
be likely we must assume that cohort members are affected by macro-shocks
(and credit constraints) in the same way.
Note however the non-negativity condition for the stock (equation (ld)): as
durable goods are not essential for survival, but negative holdings are not
feasible (barring home production), there is a possibility that aome
consumers may perceive the zero lower límit to their atock as a binding
constraint.
A novel aspect of this paper is the collateralised loans constraint, equation
(lc)17. It states that the amount of such loans is directly and poaitively
linked to the value of the durable stock (m :0). However, the exact valueZc
taken by mzC is likely to vary over time, as institutional restrictions on
hire-purchase agreements are often used as policy instruments. Note that
~lccould be a function of observable characteristics, as long as these do not
involve choice variables in the optimisation process.
The specific functional form of the borrowing limit (lc) is reatrictive: if
the car stock value falls sharply (as happened in the mid-seventies according
to Figure 1), the model apparently pzedicts that consumers would be forced to
17
A similar constraint is imposed by Chah, Ramey and Starr ( 19911. They Crea[
as time-invariant, and estimate it. f1e instead uee ine[itutional2t
infornwtion on dovn-payment requizementa and Creat m ae knorn un[il
2t
tinancial liberalisa[ion. Xhen utility ia non-aeparable betveen c and S, ~
2C
mue[ be knovn ( or at least part of the sample period to ensure
identification-
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repay their debts quickly. This would certainly be the case for an individual
who czashed his car, say. xowever, if a macro shock reduces the value of the
stock to all borrowers, it is likely that lenders would not press for
immediate repayment, but would adapt the borrowing rule to the new
circumstances. This can be allowed for in our model by means of increases in
mic. Zf changes in mic are not the result of the actions taken by individual
consumers, the estimable equations would not be affected.
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where ~c is the marginal utility of wealth, pc is the shadow price of the
borrowing restriction, and v ist the shadow price associated to the
non-negativity conditíon on the durables stock.
Equation (2b) reveals t:.~ effects of the borrowing rule on the `within
period' allocation between consumption of non-durables and consumption of
durables, although its interpretation is not straightforward because of the
expectational term appearing on the right hand side. A useful benchmark is
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provided by the a-constant case under certainty. Since ~ is set equal to thec
marginal utility of non-durable consumption divided by the price, if lenders
are only willing to treat as collateralised debt the end-of-period value of






and use (2c) to substitute out a The resulting equation contains ~c.i c
twice, but the two terms exactly cancel out. in this case, the cash layout
(expenditure minus extra credit) required to purchase an additional unit is
exactly equal to the equilibrium rental rate, and liquidity constrained
consumers are therefore indifferent to purchasing or renting. Even if no
rental market exists, this argument showa that no within period distortion is
generated by the borrowing rule (l.c). If, however, m is smaller (typicallyzc
the case when hire-purchase agreements are regulated) consumers will be
pushed towards non-durable goods, and the opposite will occur when m iszc
larger (a case where the durable good not only produces collateral, but is
also used as an indicator of credit worthiness).
Substituting (2a) into (2c) yields the standard stochastic Euler equation in
the presence of liquidity constraints
du (ltr ) 1 du 1E c.i c c -
~ a~ '(itp) ' p - ác ' - u~~.~ ~.~ t p~
(4)
which could be estimated on non-credit constrained households for whóm ~-0e
(see, for example, Zeldes, 1989, and Runkle, 1991). Here, however, the
Kuhn-TUCker multiplier ~ can be eliminated using (2c)c
introducing the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier v:c
at the cost of
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du 1 (l.r ) (1-b)v 1
t.l [ c.l
Ec dc ~(1tP) p p v ~~c.l c.l c.l c zc
du 1 1 du 1 v
- dct.P (1- ~ ) } dS[~v ~ } v ~t c zt c c zc t zc
(5)
This formulation is more useful than (4) given the data which we have at our
disposal. We cannot split the sample according to wealth for two reasons:
a) we only have asset income data, with many missing observations;
b) we cannot reconstruct wealth holdings over the period prior to
observation, and therefore we cannot condition on time-t wealth when taking
averages of variables dated (t~l)18
However, we do observe whether households own any cars and have owned in the
past, hence whether or not v-0, and thus we can aelect out those householdsc
who did not own in period t, and estimate (5). Having estimated the
preference parameters from (5) it is straightforward to use these values in
(4) to find the shadow value of the credit reatrictions, ~. This provides
C
economically intereating evidence on the degree of credit rationing and a
stringent test on model specification, because the shadow price should be
non-negative for each observation.l9
It is useful for the subsequent discussion to denote (1-l~m ) as ~~zc zc'
(ptl~t~zt) as pL, and to define r~ 1 as
18
Available asset income da[a do contain some relevan[ information, and can
be used to construct instrvmen[s.
19
Chah, Ramey and S[arr 11991) do not compu[e these shadov prices.
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so that (5) becomes
pc I(l.rc) (1-Ó)vc i 1
v ~lfp pc-i pc.i c zc
( du 1 du duE Jll c.i ri 1l - c . c . .
c dc c.i dc ' mzc } d5 'pc } ~c~pc 'c.i c c
(5')
1Ó0
4. Bmpirical ieeuea and reeulta.
The model usea direct utility functions throughout. To our knowledge, the
only flexible functional form which leada to equations linear in known
non-linear transformations of the data is the extended direct translog of
Meghir and Weber (1993) (see also Brugiavini and Weber, 1994).
We therefore write period-t utility function for individual-h as:
a b
uh - ah S a a 1nS t'(ln5 )z t bh c t b inc t3(lnc )zt ylnc 1nS (6)c lc c z e 2 c lc c z c 2 c e c
where:
h h h
a - E} a 4 d Z1[ C 10 11 [
bh - nht b 4 b zh,lc c l0 11 c
zh is a vector of socio-demographic characteristics, and fh and qh twoc c c
idiosyncratic error terms (random preferences) which we assume to be aerially
uncorrelated and uncorrelated with the information set. This utility function
ia flexible enough to accommodate a high degree of non-homotheticity, and,
through its demographic-dependent parametera, of preference heterogeneity. In
our application we broadly define zh to include conditioning goods (such asc
petrol consumption) and employment indicatora, thus allowing for
non-separability with those goods that we do not explicitly model and with
leisure. This utility function also implies a composite error structure,
where the disturbance in the estimable Euler equation is the sum of an
expectational error (uncorrelated with variables dated t or earlier, but
correlated across individuals) and of an MA(1) idiosyncratic component
(uncorrelated across individuals and with variables dated t-1 or earlier, but
correlated with variables dated t).
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where ~ is an expectational error. Zf we treatc 1 mz, p and b as known, r{
and ~Z become obsezvable, and equation (7) involves known non-linear
transformations of the data. we estimate it by aggregating over individuals
belonging to the five year-of-birth cohorts described in section 2, on
different assumptions concerning ~ and p, and taking á-.05 on a quarterlyz
basis from published sourcea (the Glass's Guide to Second-Hand Car Pricea -
see Davies, Devereux and weber (1992)).
The utility function (6) rules out zero quantities of c or S, while equation
(7) is derived on the asaumption of positive S in period t. Zero expenditure
on c, i.e. on non-durable goods and services (which include food), is never
found in the data. Zero car stocks are instead common. For
theory-consistency, we therefore selected out householda who do not currently
own a car when constructing period t variables, and households who do not own
ÍÓ2
currently or did not own last period when constructing period ttl variables.20
This selection rule is however endogenous: the error terms p and e arec c
correlated with the condition S~0, while ~ ald p are correlated withc c.i c.i
the St 1~0 rule. we therefore estimated two aets of probit equations on
individual households in each period (i.e. quarter), one for current and past
ownership, and another for current ownership only. We included as explanatory
variables demographic indicators, plus a time-invariant, but highly relevant
wealth indicator: the rateable value of the house (which ia known a quarter
ahead by all households, with the possible exception of would-be movers).
This enabled us to construct Mill's ratios, which we used to correct for
sample selectivity bias.21
The estimation sample period is between 1974Q2 and 1986Q4 for the firat 4
cohorts, and between 19B1Q2 and 1986Q4 for the youngest cohort. Hence the
total number of obaervations is 227. Eatimation was carried out using
instrumental variablea, with inatruments dated t-1, and t-3, except for aome
contemporaneous (dated ttl) deterministic variables (seasonal and cohort
indicatora). The variance covariance matrix is robust to the presence of
MA(1) errora for each cohort, and contemporaneous correlationa acrosa
cohorts22.
Table 3 reports a fairly paraimonious specification of equation (7), which is
20 A1[hough the FES da.~ directly indicatea ovnership only in the current
period, ornerahip in che prevíous period can be eatimated: the methodology
used for Chia is deacribed in Daviea, Devereux and Meber ( 1992).
21
I[ is hard to cell rhat sign to expect for [he coefficienC on thia
compoaite Mill's zatio cerm, rhich corresponda to che compoeite error tezm
in equa[ion 171.
22
For fur[her discuasion on Che variance-covariance matrix, aee A[[snaalo end
weber (19921. A full lisc of the inacruments uaed is given in Table 3.
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not rejected by the Sargan test of overidentifying restrictions. we estimated
p by means of a grid search, and chose ~ by setting it equal to 2~3 up to
June 1982 (i.e. the maximum which could be borrowed under the hire-purchase
restrictions), and to .9 afterwarda ([his latter value was again obtained
after a grid search)23.
Most of the main parameters of the utility function are well determined and
aignificant. For example, the coefficient on 1nSf, az, is positive, large and
significant. The squared terms in the utility function, a3 and b3, are both
negative, with a3 significantly different from zero (thus rejecting
homotheticity). In addition, the interaction term, y, is alao highly
significant (which alone rejects unit elasticity between c and S, and
additive separability). Theae results auggest that it is appropriate to
conaider individuala maximiaing over both non-durable consumption and durable
consumption a utility function that is not aeparable between the two forms of
conaumption. Many of the interactiona with socio-demographic characteristics
are alao significant. Of particular economic importance are the terms
bll(EARN1) (for one-earner householda), bll(RET) and all(RET) (for number of
retired) which all confirm that preferences are non-separable between leisure
and goods. Also interesting (but insignificant) is the parameter all(PET),
where PET denotes real expenditure on petrol (petrol is not included in c).
Its inclusion is motivated by the consideration that transport services
depend on the car stock via actual usage of the car, which is well proxied by
2 3 Earimatea are not nmch affecfed if we aet m~1 af[er fínanclal
2[
liberalisacion. A value below unicy ia likely since it zeducea rhe riak to
lending inacicuciona.
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petrol consumption.24 Finally, we find that the Mills ratio terma can be
collapsed into one (of the form: MILLS'- r' MILLS -~' MILLS ).
c.l c.l 2 c
We find that the median own price elasticity of non-durables, conditional on
the stock of durables, is -2.99. This is higher than other estimated
conditional elasticities derived by including durable atocks in a non-durable
equation in an ad hoc way (see, for example, Blundell, Browning and Meghiz,
(1994) and Weber, (1993)). Both seta of conditional own elasticities are
correctly aigned for all data points. The form of the utility function
specified in (6) does not ensure concavity at all data points, i.e. estimated
second derivatives may well be positive. However, unconditional own
elasticities are correctly signed for most observations. The unconditional
price elasticitiea for non-durable conaumption are mostly negative but small
in absolute value. The own-price elasticity for cars is alwaya negative, and
sometimea large. This suggests that the volatile nature of the purchase of
durablea series discuased in section 2 is partly due to reaponses to price
variationa.25
we uae the estimated parameters of the utility function to aubatitute back
into (4) in order to evaluate, ~, the shadow value of the borrowingc
conatraint ( lc). However, the numerical value taken by the ahadow value of
24
Ve are eEfectively asauming chat the utility func[ion depends on car
services, but chat cheae are capcured by [he caz stock and i[a actual uaege
Iwhich re take to be proportional to real expendicure on petroll. Ano[hez
variable vhich we allowed for was the preaence of company cars (COMP). To our
surprise, this proved insignificant.
25
Ne ahould s[resa that chese elas[icities are of [he ~-constant, or Priach,
type, as defined by Browning, Deaton and Iriah 11985). They are derived undez
the asaumpcion of perfect certatncy, by eecting all ehadow prices to zero
land therefore apply to liquidíty unconstrained caz-ovneral - aee Appendix A
for definitiona. In Aleasie, Devezeux and lieber (19931 ve deacribe in
grea[ez decail che method uaed [o compute elastici[iea and present plo[s of
estimaced elascicities.
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the constraint is not invariant to affine transformations of the utility
function and has no economic interpretatíon. A more intereating variable is
~ lirj
the ratio N~a Nt~at, which ( using (2c) ) is equal to 1-Et ~ t-~' -t I , which
~, 1. b J
c
is approximately equal to minus the expected growth rate in the discounted
marginal utility of wealth. If ~~ is .1, for example, it implies that thet
marginal utility of wealth is expected to decrease by lOk over the period.
Figures 4 and 5 present both the mean value of )i~ and also the area within 2c
standard errors of the mean estimate26. Figure 4 relates to relatively old
cohorts (born between 1911 and 1940); individuals belonging to these cohorts
would be mostly in their forties and fifties during the sample period (cohort
agea 39-60). In almost no case can we report aignificantly poaitive ahadow
prices (the exception is a single quarter in 1975 for cohort 2). Figure 5
presents estimated ~c~s for the relatively young (cohort ages 24-40). In this
case there is evidence of binding constrainta between 1975 and 1979 for
cohort 4(cohort age 29-33 at the time), and in 1981-2 for cohort 5(cohort
age 25-6 at the time). For the former, the average )i~ was little less thanc
10~, for the latter it was as high as 20t.
This evidence is consistent with the following interpretation:
a) before financial liberalisation, liquidity constraints mostly affected
young households in Britain;
b) after financíal liberalisation, British households were not affected by
binding constraints;
26
Figures 4 and 5 preaen[ escimates smoothed betreen perioda using cubic
splines. Standard errors aze compu[ed observation by observation, [eking into
accoun[ the variance-covariance matrix of che parameter eatima[ea of (71.
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c) grouping individuals according to their year of birth is arguably an
efficient way to identify liquidity constraints, because binding constrainta
are age-related, and individuals belonging to the same cohort age togethez.
~6Í
5. Conclusiona
This paper models the consumption of durable and non-durable goods in an
intertemporal framework which allows for varying financial market conditiona.
The link between the two forms of consumption is provided via the utilíty
function and the fact that the borrowing limit is assumed to depend on the
stock of durables owned. Among other things, this approach provides an
estimable Euler equation which is independent of whether the financial
constraint is binding. This gets round the problem that, for the UK, theze is
very little data available on whether individual houaeholds are facing a
binding constraint.
In the empirical implementation we allow for flexible preference structures
(non-homothetic and non-separable between durable and non-durable componenta
of the consumption bundle). Identification of constrained behaviour is then
achieved by using institutional information on the form of financial
restrictions and the timing of their operation. we estimate an Euler equation
at a cohort level from FES data and data on the stock of cars owned from the
National Travel Survey and FES. The results confirm the hypotheais that
consumers choose durable and non-durable conaumption simultaneoualy, and
moreover, that it cannot be assumed that the utility function is additively
separable. They also indicate that durable gooda are price elastic. Thia in
turn implies that the high volatility of expenditure on durables can be
explained partly as a response to anticipated price changes.
Following this appzoach, we estimate the shadow value of the financial
constraint, and examine some of the reasons for the UK boom in conaumer
expenditure on durables (and to a lesser extent on non-durables) in the
Í6ó
1980s. we find no evidence of binding financial constraints over the whole of
the period. But before financial liberalisation, we find significantly
positive shadow prices -implying binding conatraints- for relatively young
households both in the mid-1970s and in the early 1980s.
This evidence and the presence of high statutory downpayment requírements
until June 1982 implies that young British households were pushed away from
purchasing durable goods over some of the pre-liberalisation years. It alao
lends support to the hypothesis that the short-lived surge in conaumer
durables purchases of 1983 was the result of the lifting of financial
reatrictions, at least for the youngest cohorta.
Our evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that at least the early part
of the coneumption boom of the 1980s was related to the ending of statutory
credit restrictions. However, -ne find no evidence of binding conatrainta
after 1982: the aharp increases in consumer expenditure between 1985-88 are
unlikely to reflect the further stepa towarda full financial liberalisation
which took place in 1984 and 1986. Even if we disregarded the timing iasue,
we should atill have to explain why all cohorta increased their conaumption
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APPBNDIX A Computation of Conditional and Unconditional Elasticities
We present here the calculation of the conditional and unconditional price
elasticities for the model under the following conditions: (i) a constant
(ii) perfect certainty (iii) no credit constraints (~ -0) (iv) durable ownersc
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To derive the conditional price elasticity for non-durable consumption (i.e.
conditional on S) first totally differentiate (A.1), using (A.4):e
d dU r bZ b3(1-lncc) 1nSc l
~cdpc - dc ( dc ,dcc - {- Z ` Z - Y Z } dcc. (A.4)c c l c c c JJ
e c e
Rearranging, again using (A.1), and multiplying by p ~c yields the
i C C
conditional price elasticity, 7ct'
; dc p c dU~dcc e c c
nct - dpc ~' cc - b fbh c-c du~ac3 1[ t C [
(A.6)
The conditional elasticity for durable consumption can be derived using the
same approach:
:; as ~ s au~as~ ~ ~ ~
nSt - av} a Sc ~ a tah S-S dU~ds~ 3 ~~ ~ ~ ~
(A.7)
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2. Unconditional price elasticities
Expressions (A.1) and (A.2) can be written in matrix form as f(x,p,J~)~0,
s
where x-(c ,S ) and p-(p ,v ). Using the implicit function theorem we have:c c c c
ax , af -i af
dp - l dx dp
(A.8)
where the diagonal elements of the df~dp matrix are -a (the off-diagonalc
elements are zero) and the elements of the af~dx matrix are:
a dU bh b 1 dUic 3 (A.Ba)
fll - dc dc - c } cz c dc
c c c c c
a au y
( A.Bb)
f12 x dS ac - c Sc e c
a au y
f21 - - (A.Bc)ac as - c s~ ~~
d aU ah a 1 aU1[ 3t - - - (A.Bd)22 - as as - s s2 s as~ c ~ ~ t
8laeticities can then be derived by multiplying each element of ax~ap by the




APPENDIX B: variable namee
c - expenditure on non-durable goods and services, except petrol and
housing (deflated by Stone price index)
S - car-stock (cars owned only) (deflated by new car price index)
COH1 - zero-one dummy for cohort 1(oldest cohort)





COHS - zero-one dummy for cohort 5(youngest cohort)







PET - petrol expenditure (in real terms)
COMP - company car indicator
EARN1- one-earner household (hh) indicator
EARN2- two-earners hh indicator
RET - number of retired
MA - multiple adult indicator
WHC - head of hh is a white collar worker indicator
00 - owner-occupier hh
KIDS - number of children
MILLS- Mill's ratio
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Table 3 : 8etimation Reeulte
r` m`
Dependent variable : t~l - zE l
c c
c.l c
b2 is normalised to unity.
coef s.e. t-ratio
blo -0.000664 0.000397 -1.67
b3 -0.070396 0.024866 -2.83
y -0.098251 0.011969 -8.21
a1o 0.000199 0.000279 0.71
az 1.355180 0.700435 1.93
a3 -0.124619 0.102819 -1.21
bll (SEAS2) -0.000020 0.000017 -1.18
bll (SEAS3) -0.000037 0.000018 -1.99
bll (SEAS4) -0.000024 0.000020 -1.18
bll ( COHS) -0.000435 0.000224 -1.94
bll ( MA) 0.000310 0.000173 1.80
bil ( WHC) -0.000201 0.000188 -1.07
bll (EARN2) -0.000107 0.000135 -0.79
bu (EARN1) 0.000516 0.000234 2.20
bll ( 00) 0.000421 0.000175 2.40
bll ( RET) 0.000463 0.000199 2.33
all (SEAS3) -0.000013 0.000010 -1.30
all ( COHS) -0.000046 0.000019 -2.36
all ( PET) 0.000063 0.000050 1.26
all ( MA) 0.000140 0.000041 3.44
a11 ( KIDS) 0.000088 0.000030 2.91
a11 ( WHC) 0.000148 0.000131 1.13
all ( 00) 0.000022 0.000033 0.68
a11 ( RET) 0.000099 0.000029 3.41
MILLS` -0.000811 0.000210 -3.86
Sargan Teat [x2(34)7 . 27.26
Inatrumenta: contemporaneous: seasonal and cohort dummiea;
second and fourth lags: all terms in S and c, inflation and income growth;
WFIC`, EARN1`, EARN2`, COMP`, PETiI, MAq, KIDS~t, WHCI{, RETi{
fourth lag: SEAS2`, SEAS3`, SEAS4`, COHS`, PET`, MA`, KIDS`, WHC`, EARN2`,
EARN1`, 00`, COMP`, RET`, SEAS2q, SEAS3k, SEAS4tt, COHSq, PETq, MAq, KIDSt1,
WHCq, OOM, COMPt{, RETtt, MILLS`
Notee:
1. The Eolloving parame[er reatric[ione are impoaed in order to make [he
estima[ion linear: Ó . .05, estimated from Glasa's guide (aee, Daviea,
Devereux and Weber, 19921; Q . .01; m2s0.66 up [0 1982, .0.9 Erom 1982, in
line vich credit reacrictions in operation.
2. The demographic variablea enter the equation rn [he Eolloring form:
b(r` 2 -m~ 2 1 and a p~Z . Tn the deaczip[ion of [he ina[ruamnt aet, a11 t.l [.1 2t [ 11 [ t
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SUMMARY
In consumer expenditure surveys one often faces the problem that full information on small consumption
expenditures is not available. Suppose a panel of households is available, which is divided into two
subsamples, say, A and B. For subsample B all expenditures are registered, but (rom subsample A only
expenditures above some fixed amount, say Z dollars. Suppose, furthermore, tha[ in some economic
analysis the use of the sum of alI expenditures of each single observa[ion in [he sample is required. It
is then evident that the use of the (observed) sum of expenditures above Z dollars instead of the
(unobserved) sum of all expenditures in case of observations in subsample A will lead to underestimation
of the sum of a!! expenditures. To correct for this underestimation one could, for instance, make use
of blow-up factors, computed with subsample B, or one could construct a Tobit model explaining the
sum of expenditures below Z dollars and use this model, af[er estimating i[ with subsample B, to predict
the sum of expenditures below Z dollars in subsample A. In this paper we propose an alternative me[hod
to correct for the underestimation. The method consists of constructing a model, which explains the sum
of expenditures below Z dollars, by explicitly taking into account that each one of these is below Z
dollars. This model is estimated on the subsample B data and can then be used to compute the expected
values of the sum of expenditures below Z dollars made by households in subsample A. We apply this
and the other two methods to a Dutch panel where the above-mentioned situation actually occurred. The
sample consists of two subsamples; for one subsample all expenditures are registered, but for the other
subsample only expenditures above 10 Dutch guilders.
L INTRODUCTION
[n consumer expenditure surveys one often faces the problem that information on all
consumption expenditures is not available. Especially collecting complete information on small
expenditures is a difficult task. In the 1980-1981 Consumer Expenditure Survey of the
Netherlands, conducted by the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics, for example,
information on small expenditures is only gathered during a so-called registration month, once
a year. Afterwards, the values of annual expenditures are obtained by inflating the monthly
figures. [n another Dutch panel, the so-called Expenditure Index, conducted by a private
marketing research agency (INTOMART), the sample is divided into two subsamples. The
respondents in the first subsample, for example `A', are only asked to give information on
large expenditures, defined as expenditures in excess af 10 Dutch guilders. The other
subsample, for example 'B', is asked to give information on small expenditures also
(expenditures less than or equal to ]0 Dutch guilders). The consequence of this procedure is
that we do not know the values of the small expenditures of the households in subsample A.
Table 1 clearly shows that using expenditures only in excess of 10 Dutch guilders to determine
0883-7252~90~020151-16508.00 Received October 1987
~J 1990 by John Wiley 8t Sons, Ltd. Revised May 1989
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Table 1. Mean level of the sum of expendi[ures below 10 Dutch guilders and of expenditures in excess
of 10 Dutch guilders by households in subsample B in April 1984
Consumption category EXP ~ 10~ EXP ~ 10 TOTEXP SH.ARE
1 Food 453 47 500 0.09
2 Clorhing und joatweur 216 4 220 0.02
3 Housing, including rents and interest
payments on and redemptions of
mor[gage payments 630 0 630 0.00
4 Domestic decoration, including
furniture, expenditures on do-it-yoursel(
articles, and on gardening 404 10 414 0.02
5 Recrealion, enterrainment, including
holiday cxpenditures 189 Il 200 0.06
6 Vehicles, including purchases of cars,
bicycles, etc 48 I 49 0-02
7 Tran.sporration,including expenditures
on 1'uel, and public transportation 96 2 98 0.02
8 Msurance 1-f0 0 140 0.00
9 Applivnces, including electric
appliances, such as hi-ti equipment,
washing machines, and other personal
expenditures 150 II 161 0~07
10 Other expenditures, including medical
expenditures, gifts and donations 162 7 169 0~04
Totalexpenditure 2487 136 2623 O.OS
~ EXP 1 10 - Expenditures (EXP) in excess o( Dfl 10.
EXP ~ 10 - Expenditures below ( or equal to) Dfl 10.
TOTEXP - Total espenditures.
SHARE - Ratio of expenditures below Dfl. 10 over total expenditures.
In April 1984 the Dutch guilder~dollar exchange rate was 2-97, and the Dutch guilder(pound sterling exchange rate
was 4.27.
the total values of the expenditures would lead to considerable underestimation for several
expenditure categories in case of subsample B. It is evident that such underestimation would
also occur from subsample A.
To corrert for this underestimation one could, for instance, make use of simple blow-up
factors, calculated on the basis of the B subsample. One could also formulate a Tobit model,
where the latent variable corresponding to the sum of the small expenditure, Y', depends on
some household characteristics. The actual sum of small expenditures, Y, then equals Y` if
Y'' 1 0; otherwise, Y" - 0. Once such a model has been estimated on the basis of the data of
the B subsample, onc could use the model to calculate the expected values of the sum of small
expenditures for each household in the A subsample.
In this paper we propose and describe an alternative approach to correct for the
underectimation by taking into account that in the sum of small expenditures each single
expenditure lies in the interval (O;IOJ. The model consists of two parts. The first part, which
we will call the 'Count Model', describes on a household level the number of expenditures, N,
below 10 Dutch guilders by using a probability distribution defined on the non-negative
integers. The second part, which we will call the 'Amount Model', explains the amount of the
expenditures below Dtl 10 by using a probability distribution (conditional upon N, the number
of small expenditures) with each single expenditure dehned on the (0;10] interval. Household
characteristics are included by parameterization of the parameters of the particular probabílity
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distribution chosen. We will refer to this model as a`CA (Count-Amount) model'. This model
bears some resemblance to that of Robin (1987). A CA model can be chosen quite general.
However, we will restrict ourselves to the case of stochastic independence between the Count
and the Amount model. Some other simplifications will also be made.
We will estimate and compare these three models to correct for the underestimation. A
comparison of the performance of the three methods is conducted by splitting the B subsample
randomly into two further subsamples: one part containing approximately 90 per cent of the
observations, the other part the remainder. On the basis of the 90 per cent subsample we re-
estimated the three models. These estimation results are then used to correct for the
underestimation in [he remaining l0 per cent subsample by predicting the sum of small
expenditures. These comparisons indicate that correction based on Tobit, as well as on the
chosen version of the CA method, do quite well; at least, when compared to simply blowing
up the data. The comparison between Tobit and the CA approach, on the basis of the
prediction measures we used, shows that Tobit performs slightly better in the particular
subdivision of subsample B we considered. However, if we use the actual number of small
expenditures in the comparison between the CA and the Tobit-correction method, the
correction based on the CA model performs much better. This suggests that the CA model may
be improved by incorporating more information about the number of small expenditures.
In Section 2 we present the three correction methods and discuss some estimation strategies.
In Section 3 we pay some attention to the data of the expenditure index and we present the
empirical application of the models. In Section 4 we compare the performance of the three
correction methods. Section 5 concludes.
2. THE MODEL
In this section we will first present the CA correction method and the version of it we are going
to use. Next, we will discuss some estimation methods. Finally, we describe the blow-up
method and the correction by application of a Tobit model.
Let us begin with the CA correction method. Each consumption category will be considered
separately. As a consequence, we will not use indices to refer to a particular good. We first
consider a particular househould h in a particular period t. Let N (- Nn~) be a random variable
defined on the non-negative integers ( 0, 1, 2, ... ~. Let Y; ( - Y;,h~), i- I, 2, 3, ..., be random
variables defined on (O; lOJ . Assume (N, Yi, Yz, ... ) to be defined on ~ 0, 1, 2, ... J x
(0;10]~'~z~~ l. Then we define Y(- Yh,), the sum of the expenditures below 10 Dutch guilders
of a particular consumption good by household h in period t, by'
N
Y- ~ Y;. (I)~-t
In this formula one should interpret N as a variable representing the number of small
expenditures, and Y;, i~ N, as the amount of the ith small expenditure. The modelling of the
distribution of N, Pr(N- nJ, will be referred to as the Count model; that of the distribution
of ( Yi, Yz, ... ) given N, Pr ~( Y,, Yz, ... ) E B ~ NJ, as the Amount modeL The combination of
these two as in (I) leads to a CA (Count-Amount) model. We will restrict ourselves to the case
where N, Y~, Yz, ... are stochastically independent of one another. Moreover, we will assume
that Y; has the same distribution as Y~, i~ j, i, jE( I, 2, ... J. As a consequence, in the Amount
model we need to consider only the modelling of one Y;, for which we take Y,.
'CL, (or example, Feller ( I968), ch. XII, dealing with compound distribu[ions.
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We work with some particular distributions which we will describe now. We begin with the
Count model. As a starting point we first consider the Poisson O`) model, i.e.
Pr~N-nJ-e-~ ~~.
n.
The parameter a(- )`h,) is spccified as follows
~ - exP(X' R ). (~ )
where
X(- Xn~ ) - vector of exogenous variables,
(3 ( -R, ) - vector of parameters.
The Poisson distribution is restrictive in several ways ( see Cameron and Trivedi (1986),
Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon ( 19846)). For instance, the assumption, that the
conditional mean and variance of N given X are equal, may be too strong. One way to relax
this restriction is to allow for unobserved heterogeneity in )` by replacing (2) by the following
equation
)` - exp(X' Q)exp(e), (3)
where r(-ch, ) is a random variable representing unobserved heterogeneity, with
E(exp e ~ X) - I. Equation (3) implies that N given X and e is Poisson (~) distributed. Since
r is an unobservable random variable we must integrate it out to obtain the conditional
distribution of N given X. Cameron and Trivedi ( 1986), among others, show that if
~- gamma (~, v) (where (4 , v)' -(r~~,,, vh,)' ), with ~- exp(X'Q), then N ~ X- negative
binomial (m , v), i.e.
Pr N- n X r(n t v) v ~I ~ 1-r(ntl)r(v) vf~` vf~n~ (4)
Notice that E(N~X)-~-exp(X'(3) and var(N~X)-~tr~Z~v. The negative binomial
distribution will be abbreviated as NEGBIN distribution. Concerning the parametrization of
v, we consider three possibilities:
(a) v-a-'4-a- ~exP(X~Q) ~-exP(X'R) (5)
(b) v - ~- ~4Z - a- ~(exP(X'Q))z ~ - exp(X'a) (6)
(c) v- exP(Y~~ t X~ Y) ~- exP( X' R) (~)
With regard to (5) and (6), the parameterization of the NEGBIN distribution coincides with
the NEGBINI and NEGBINII parameterization of Cameron and Trivedi (1986), respectively.
The NEGBINI and NEGBINII distribution approach the Poisson distribution if a 10. In the
sequel the NEGBIN distribution with v parameterized as in (7) will be called the NEGB[NA
distribution. Notice that the NEGBINI and NEGBINII distributions are special cases of the
NEGBINA distribution.'
Next, we turn Io the Amount model. Y~ is assumed to follow the beta-distribution with
probability density function j(. )(- ji„( ~ p given by:
1 y I
j(r~)-
10 ó(P,9) ~IOr ~I ~ Í0~
~I0:101(~), (8)
~ iu get rrom ihc NEGBINA diuribu~ion ihc NEGBINI Jistribwion, ju~t define I~~Y - eKp(yy) and se~ y-li; ~o get
ihe NEGBINII di}tributiun altio dcline I~a - eipl-,ol and set y- 2~3.
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with p~ 0, q 1 0, and Ito;io~(u) an indicator function defined by
Ito;io~(u) - 1 if 0 G u G]0,
- 0 otherwise.
We further parameterize the parameters p(- ph,) and q (- qh~ ) as follows:
P - exP( Z~ ~ ~ ),




Z(- Zn~) - vector of exogenous variables,
~, ( - ~ir) - vector of parameters,
~z( - ~u) - vector of parameters.
Given the above modelling, we can derive for each consumption category a log-likelihood
function of the observations. We assume independence across households and across time. So,
for a particular consumption category, the log-likelihood function is
log L- ~, ~ log PINh~-nh~lf ~~ ~ log.~hr(Y;h~)'~Ii,z,...~(nh~). (il)rET hEH ~ET hEH iEI~~.--.nn.l
H stands for the set of households, T is the set of periods, nh, is the number of small
expenditures by household h in period t, and y,h, is the (positive) amount of the ith small
expenditure by household h in period t, i- 1, ..., nh,. As long as the sets of parameters of the
first and of the second part of the right-hand side of this formula are disjoint (which we will
assume), maximizing log L as a function of the parameters can be achieved by maximizing
each part separately.
Concerning the Count model, two estimation methods are considered:
i. maximum likelihood (ML)
2. pseudo-maximum likelihood (PML)
(see Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon, 1984a,b).
The PML estimators are obtained by maximizing a likelihood function associated with some
family of probability distributions, which does not necessarily contain the true distribution.
Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon (1984a) show that under certain assumptions ihe PML
method will, in the case of a linear exponential family, yield consistent estimators of the
parameters appearing in the first-order moment of the true distribution. Since, in that case,
the PML method only assumes a correctly specified mean, the ML method will give more
efficient estimates than the PML method, if the distribution of N~ X is correctly specified.
However, the PML method is likely to be more robust against misspecification of the
distribution. In the empirical application we shall consider the PML estimators associated with
the Poisson family. A consistent estimate of the variance-covariance matrix of the PML
estimates is calculated by using the results of Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon (1984a). See
also Cameron and Trivedi (1986, p. 37). Note that PML estimates can also be derived from
the NEGBINA distribution with the parameter vector ry being given (see Gourieroux, Monfort,
and Trognon, 1984b).
Once the model has been estimated with data from subsample B we can use the model to
predict the total amount of small expenditures by households in subsample A. This prediction
can be carried out by taking the expectation of the total value of the small expenditures Yh,,
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-E(~, EfY;)~-E~~ E(y"i)~-E(Yi)E~~, 1~-E(N)-E(Y,).
The prediction of Yn,Vbased on this method is thus given by:
~,h a - E(Nn, ) ' E( Yi.nr).
(12)
(13)
As an alternatives to this model, we consider two other approaches to correct for the
underestimation. The first one is simply the use of blow-up factors. By dividing the sample
into, say, D disjoint cells according to some classiócation rule, a blow-up factor for each cell
d- 1, ..., D in subsample B(and for each good) can be calculated as follows:
BUn- ~ ~i ~i K,(YTn,))I ` ~ ~-'
Kr(YAnr)~, (l4)
`nEH„rEr nEli,,,Er
with K,(xn) - xn, if household h is in the sample in period t,
- 0, otherwise,
and where:
BU~ - the blow-up factor of subgroup d,
YTn, - the total sum of expenditures of household h,
YAnr - the sum of expenditures of household h above Dtl 10,
H~ - the set of households belonging to subsample d.
For household h' in subsample A we can blow up its expenditures above DFl ]0 by the factor
BU~, if this household belongs to cell d, to obtain an estimate for Yn,. Let YB`' denote the
estimate of Yn, on the basis of the blow-up factor. Then,
Yn t~ - BUe ~ YAn, - YAn,. (15)
Thus, blow-up is used to get a prediction of the total sum of expenditures (BUd.YAn,), which
is corrected by the total sum of expenditures above 10 Dutch guilders (YAnr) to get an estimate
of the sum of small expenditures (YeC').
The second alternative we consider is an application of the Tobit model. Let Y' (-Y'n,)
denote a latent variable generated by
Y' - V,t t ~, (16)
with: V(- Vn,)- vector of exogenous variables,
rt (- q,) - vector of parameters,
~(- fn,) - random error term, normally distributed with zero expectation and
variance o~.
Then Y(- Yn, ) is modelled by
Y- Y`, if Y' ~ 0,
Y-O, if Y'c0.
(17)
A prediction of Yn, can now be obtained by taking the expectation of Yn, with respect to the
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current distribution:
Yh - Vtirrjr t ~(- Vtir~rIOC)'(1 - ~(- {~hr~jr'ar)), (18)
with ~(.) the standard normal density function and 4'(.) the standard normal distribution
function.
3. DATA AND ESTIMATION RESULTS
In this section we first shortly describe the data we are going to use. Then we present the model
selection and the resulting paramater estimates of the various models.
Data
The data stem from a panel survey conducted in the Netherlands between April 1984 and
December 1986. In this study we only use data of the period April 1984-December 1984.
Information about expenditures on different categories is collected on a monthly basis, while
data on background variables such as net household income and family size are gathered once
a year. The data set consists of about 800 households per month, of which approximately 10
per cent is in the B subsample. Not all households are registered each month, so the total
number of different households participants in the sample during at least one period is about
1500.
From a first inspection of the data of subsample B(see Table [), it appears that expenditures
below 10 guilders occur most frequently in the following consumption categories:
1. Food





In the case of the o[her consumption categories (Housing, Vehicles, Transportation, and
Insurance), such expenditures are rarely found in the B subsample. Therefore, we do not
estimate the models for these consumption categories.
The following regressors appear in all the various models,
1. C - Constant term
2. URB - Degree of Urbanization
I - rural municipality
2- commuter towns and small towns
3- medium sized cities (30,000-100,000 inhabitants)
4- large cities (over 100,000 inhabitants)
3. CH1LD - I if household contains children younger than 5 years of age
- 0 otherwise
4. FS - Family size
5. WORKH - 1 if head of household does not have a paid job
- 0 otherwise
6. AGEP - Age of the spouse (age of the head of the household if there is no spouse.)
7. SOC - Social group
1 - upper class
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2 - upper middle class
3 - middle class
4 - lower middle class
5 - lower class
8. SiNGLE - 1 if household consists of a single person
- 0 otherwise
Table II gives sample summary statistics of these variables. In fact, we use the same exogenous
variables in the various models. Since these variables do not change over the sample period
we thus have
Xhi - Zht - Vht - Xh - Zh - Vh.
Table IL Summary statistics of the
exogenous variables (B subsample,









Model Selection-The CA Model
(19)
Now we turn to the selection of the models. We begin with the Count part of the CA model.
The NEGBIN models (see formulae (4)-(7)) are chosen as a starting point of analysis. To begin
with, we assume that the parameter vectors of the NEGBIN models do not change over time
(the sample period). The resulting ML and PML estimates of the NEGBINI, NEGBINII and
NEGBINA models are presented in Table [ll.
In case of the NEGBINA model, only the estimates of the parameters appearing in the first-
order moment of the negative binomial distribution are presented. In order to calculate the
expected value of the small expenditures (cf. formula (14)), we need only these parameters. A
comparison of the ML and PML estimates of the parameters, which appear in the first-order
moment of the NEGBINA model, shows that these are similar in sign and magnitude. This
observation applies especially to the significant parameters. This is an encouraging result,
because both the ML and PML estimates of these parameters are consistent if the distribution
is correctly specified. The ML and PML estimates could, however, ditïer considerably if the
first-order moment of the negative binomial distribution is not correctly specified. In section
2 we noted that NEGBINI and NEGBINII models follow from the NEGBINA model by
imposing suitable restrictions. By means of a likelihood test, we check whether we may impose
such restrictions. This test statistic, which under the null hypothesis is asymptotically
distributed as xz(7), is (at the 5 per cent level) significant for both the NEGBINI and
NEGBINII model in case of Food, Recreation and Other expenditures (cf. row 'L.R' in
Table [11). For these consumption categories we select the NEGBINA model, and for the other
categories we choose the NEGBINI model, because from the values of the Akaike information
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criterion (cf. row AIC or Table 111) we can conclude that, in terms of this criterion, the
NEGBINI model shows a better performance than the NEGB[NII model for Clothing,
Footwear and a similar performance for pomestic decoration and Appliances.
The age of the spouse, AGEP, has a significant (at the 5 per cent level) positive influence
on the expected number of expenditures below DFl ]0 (see equation (6)), except for Recreation,
Entertainment and Food. In the Netherlands, partners of lower age more frequently have a
paid job and, consequently, have less leisure than older partners. Therefore, our intuition is
that most households with partners of low age spend relatively little time on shopping, but buy
these goods in large quantities in supermarkets and department stores. The signs of the
parameters, corresponding to AGEP, conform to this intuition.
The expected number of expenditures below DFl 10 on Recreation, Entertainment decreases
significantly if small children are present in the household, and increases if the household
consists of a single person. The last result would conform to a lifestyle of singles, especially
those of young age, who spend a fair amount of time away from the home. Social class
(SOC)-a variable which is strongly correlated with income-plays a significant role in
explaining the number of expenditures below DFl 10 for Clothing, Footwear and Domestic
decoration. The higher the social class, the higher the expected number of small expenditures
will be.
The degree of urbanization (URB) has a significant negative influence, and family size (FS)
a significant positive influence on the expected number of expenditures below Dfl 10 for all
consumption categories-except for Clothing and Footwear in the case of URB and Domestic
decoration in the case of FS.
Finally, the results suggest that the dummy variable WORKH, which indicates whether the
head of the household works, has no explanatory power for the number of expenditures below
Dfl 10 for any category, except for Other expenditures.
For the selected models we have carried out a likelihood ratio test of the hypothesis, that
the parameters corresponding to all explanatory variables except the constant term are equal
to zero. The test statistic is asymptotically distributed as Xz (14) for Food, Recreaction, and
Other expenditures and xZ (7) for the other consumption categories. In all cases we must reject
the null hypothesis (see row LC in Table [[I).
In the preceding section it was noticed that the Poisson model is nested in the NEGBIN
model. A likelihood ratio test indicates that the Poisson model must be rejected for all
consumption categories (see row LRP in Table 1[[). This is not a surprising result, because the
Poisson model is very restrictive in several ways.
Next, we have tested, by means of a likelihood ratio test, whether the parameter vector is
varying with time (months). The results, sttmmarized in Table [V, suggest that the same model
may be valid in all months.
In Section 2 we have assumed that the amount of the rth expenditure Y; follows a beta
((0,10],p,q) distribution (see equation (9)), where p and q are parameterized as
pnr - exp( Xí,~i,); qnr - exp( Xn~z~).
(Notice that we put Zti, - X~,.) The 144 parameters for each consumption category are
estimated by means of maximum likelihood.
We tested the hypothesis that the parameters corresponding to the non-constant terms are
all equal to zero by means of a likelihood-ratio test. Under this hypothesis the likelihood-ratio
test is asymptotically x ;Zb distributed. The results are presented in Table V. Clearly, the
hypothesis is rejected (at the 5 per cent level) without any exception. Next, we tested the
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Table IV. Likelihood ratio tes[ of the hypothesis
that the parameters of the NEGBIN model do not
vary with time ( months)
I. Food 76-38
2. Clothing and footwear 59-98
3. Domestic decoration 5424
4. Recreation and entertainment IIS-12
5. Other expenditures 101.10
6. Appliances 47.26
The test statistic is asymptotically x;z distribu[ed' in the
case of the categories Food, Recreation and Other
expenditures, and asympotically zize distributedt for
the other categories
' NEGBIN has 8 t I parameters per period (8
regressors and a), so the degress of freedom become
9x9-9x1-72.
t NEGBINA has 16 parameters pcr period, so the
degrees of freedom become I6 x 9- 16 x t- 128.
Table V. Test of the null hypothesis that
the parameters belonging to the non-
constant exogenous variables are equal to
zero
l. Food 354.1
2. Clothing and footwear 205-8
3. Domestic decoration 168-0
4. Recreation 320-8
5. Other expenditures 223.6
6. Appliances 263-3
The likelihood-ratio test statistic is asymptoti-
cally yize distributed
Table V1. Test of the null-hypothesis that
the parameters Q,i, and ~2, are cons[ant
over time
1. Food 196.4
2. Clothing and footwear 221.6
3. Domestic decoration 174-4
4. Recreation 261-3
5. Other expenditures 195-0
6. Appliances 201-5
The likelihood-ratio test statistic is asymptoti-
cally xize distributed
likelihood-ratio test. Now, this test statistic is asymptotically x izg distributed. The result are
given in Table VL Again, we reject the hypothesis in all cases on the basis of these results.
Consequently, we choose as the Amount model the one with dtt and ~Z non-constant over time
and varying with the exogenous variables in Xr,.
Blow Up
In the case of blow-up-cf. ( 14) and ( 15)-we made use of the following classification rule of
the B subsample.3
d- I if URB - 1 or 2 and SOC - 1 or 2,
d- 2 if URB - 1 or 2 and SOC - 3 or 4 or 5,
d- 3 if URB - 3 or 4 and SOC - 1 or 2,
d-4ifURB-3or4andSOC-3or4or5.
We calculated the blow-up factors for the B-subsample (see Table VI[).
' The choice u( this classification is based on the good performance of the variables URB and StK in the Tobit model
(and CA model).
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Table VII. Blow-up factors, subsample B
Clothing and Domestic Other
Food footwear decoration Recreation expenditure Appliances
BU~ I-12 I-02 I.O8 1-03 1-02 1-OS
BUz 1-12 1-02 I-07 I-06 1-OS I-07
BU~ 1-23 1-01 1-02 1-07 I.O1 I-06
BUo 1-II 1-02 1-03 1-04 I-03 1-07
Tobit
We estimated Tobit by making use of the same exogenous variables as in the case of the CA
model. First, we estimated the parameters under the hypothesis that these are constant over
the sample period. The estimation results are given in Table VIII. We observe from these
estimates that the effects we found in case of the Count model are quite similar to the effects
we find here. The intluence of the variable AGEP on the sum of small expenditures is now
somewhat more often significantly positive. The effects of the variables CHILD and SINGLE
are comparable to those found in case of the Count model. A similar observation holds true
for the variables SOC, URB, and FS. Also, the variables WORKH again has hardly any
explanatory power, with the exception being Recreation instead of Other expenditures. The
interpretation in the case of the number of small expenditures also seems valid for the sum of
small expenditures.
We tested the hypothesis that the parameters of the Tobit are constant over the sample
period by means of a likelihood-ratio test, which, in this case, is asymptotically distributed as
x;z (see 7able IX). The results prevent us from rejecting the hypothesis in all cases. So, as
Tobit model, we take the one with constant parameters over time.
Table VI11. ML estimates of n for the Tobit models (asymptotic t-values in parentheses)
Clothing and Domestic Other
Food footwear decoration Recreation Appliances expenditure
Constant SO-25 - 9-073 6-564 5-176 I-392 - 6-887
(32-62) (- 2-OS) (1-44) (6-83) (0-28) (- 1-30)
URB -7-034 -0-958 -2.897 -3-899 -5-854 -1-961
(-2-72) (-1-35) (-4-22) (-3-42) (-8-98) (-2-54)
Child -9-337 -1-336 1-638 -II-SS1 -1-030 -2-SS8
(-I-34) (-0-67) (0-76) (-3-53) (-O-SO) (-I.OS)
FS 6-990 2-567 0-358 6-113 I-863 3-SIO
(2-82) (3-42) (0-48) (S-S6) (2-59) (4-OS)
WORKH -0-152 -1-003 -0-209 -2-820 4-018 -I-141
(-0-03) (-0-58) (-0-12) (-1-06) (2.20) (-0-56)
AGEP 0-459 0.129 0-247 -0-078 0-225 0-219
(2-61) (2-19) (3-93) (- 0-95) (3-97) (3-23)
SOC -7-309 -1-897 -2-836 -2-771 -1-709 -0-255
(-3-76) (-2-76) (-4-06) (-2-36) (-2.46) (-0-33)
SINGLE 5-579 0-522 0-632 16~687 0-242 -1-438
(0-75) (0-23) (0-29) (4-42) (0-11) (- 0-54)
a 59-26 14-80 16-72 25-97 15-12 18-87
Log L- - 3589-98 - 1417.25 - 2094-20 - 2189-02 - 1806-61 - 2331.96
Log L - log-likelihood.
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Table IX. Test of the null hypothesis
that the parame[er vector ,!, is constan;
over time
I. Food 56.3
L Clothing and footwear 64-6
3. Domestic decoration 68-5
4. Recreation 92~8
5. Other expenditures 60.3
6. Appliances 39~4
The likelihood-ratio test statistic is asympto-
tically xZZ distributed
4. COMPARISON OF THE THREE METHODS
In this section, we compare the performances of the three models, whose estimation results we
presented in the previous section. The comparison is conducted by randomly splitting up the
B subsample into iwo further subsamples, one containing approximately 90 per cent of the
observations and the other one containing the remaining observations. On the basis of the 90
per cent subsample, we re-estimated the models chosen in the previous section. Next, we used
the obtained estimation results to calculate for each observation, in the 10 per cent subsample,
the estimation of the sum of the small expenditures by applying formulae (13), (15), and (18).
Let Hto denote the set of households in the 10 per cent subsample. Then, the estimation results
(for each consumption good) are compared on the basis of the mean square error (MSE) and
the mean absolute deviation (MAD):
MSE -(I~N) ~ ~(K,(Yni) - Kr(Yhr))Z, M- CA, BU, T,
hEHu~ tET
(20)
MAD-(I~N) ~, ~, ~K,(Yn~)-K,(Yh,)~, M-CA,BU,T.
hENiu tET
As in (14) K,(xh) - xh if household h is in the sample in period t, K,(xh) - 0, otherwise. The
results are presented in Table X for the MSE and in Table XI for the MAD. It turns out that
Tobit and CA correction method both predict much better than the correctíon method based
Tablc X. Values of the MSE for the various goods and the
three models CA (Count-Amount), BU (blow-up factors),
and T (Tobit)
Model
Good BU T CA
L Food 3845.6 3149.5 3160~3
2. Clothing and footwear 40~7 24.8 24 9
3. Domestic decoration 440.6 I16-2 120.5
4. Recreation 530.7 194-2 216-9
5. Other expenditures 181.8 83.8 87-9
6. Appliances 337.2 182.6 188.7
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Table XI. Values of the MAD for the various goods
and the three models CA (Count-Amount), BU
(blow-up factors), and T (Tobit)
Model
Good BU T CA
I. Food 47.8 45.2 45-5
2. Clothing and footwear 4-5 3-9 4-0
3. Domestic decoration I 1. 3 8~ 3 8~ 5
4. Recreation 12-9 II.O 11.5
5. Other expenditures 7.8 6.6 6~6
6. Appliances 13.0 10.1 10~2
Table Xll. Values of the MSE and MAD for the
various goods and the CA model with Nn~ substituted
for E(Nh,) in the formula of Yti`'
Good MS[-: MAD
l. Food 1046.1 14.6
2. Clothing and footwear 4.9 1-0
3. Domestic decoration 12.0 2.0
4. Recreation 47.6 3~8
5. Other expenditures 20.5 2-1
6. Appliances 20~9 2~8
16S
on blow-up factors. A comparison between Tobit and CA correction method indicates that
they perform quite similarly, but in all cases Tobit is slighly better than the CA method. An
important advantage of the CA model, however, is that more information on the number of
small expenditures (which can easily be obtained through additional questions in the
questionnaire) can immediately be incorporated into the analysis. In Table XII we present the
MSE and MAD when using the observed number of small expenditures instead of its
expectation, i.e. instead of E(N~„) we use Nh, in formula (13). The table clearly suggests that
better estimates of the number of small expenditures will strongly improve the performance
of the CA model, so that it will outperform the Tobit correction procedure.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
ln this paper we presented a two-stage model, consisting of a Count part and an Amount part
(together referred to as a CA model) explaining the sum of small expenditures in one
subsample (subsample B) and that can be used to predict the sum of small expenditures in the
other subsample (subsample A). Compared to simply blowing up the data or using a Tobit
model to correct for the underestimation that occurs once one neglects the small expenditures
in the A subsample, a CA method differs mainly in that it takes explicitly into account that
in the sum of small expenditures each single expenditure lies in the (O;IOj interval. In this
paper, we chose a very specific form of a CA modeL we assumed the Count model and the
Amount model to be stochastically independent, and in the Amount model the single
expenditures are also assumed stochastically independent and identically distributed.
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Moreover, we chose for the Count model various forms of the negative binomial distribution,
and for the single expenditures in the Amount model we chose a beta-distribution.
Despite these restrictions, the chosen CA correction method nevertheless does not perform
much worse than the correction method based on the Tobit model. We conjecture that an
improvement of the CA method can be achieved by including more suitable explanatory
variables, e.g. variables containing more information about the number of small expenditures.
On the basis of our results we therefore recommend inclusion of such information in surveys
of the kind considered here. It may also be interesting to investigate other probability
distributions for the number of small expenditures, like the double hurdle model and with zero
(WZ) model proposed by Mullahy (1986). These are topics for future research.
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Dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op een aantal artikelen waarvan de meeste als bcekbijdrage of
tijdschriftartikel zijn verschenen. In deze publicaties wordt met behulp van micro-economische
databestanden het consumptie- en spaargedrag van huishoudens geanalyseerd. In de meeste
modellen die in dit proefschrift worden gepresenteerd, is de levenscyclushypothese van Modigliani
als paradigma gekozen. Deze theorie heeft als uitgangspunt, dat een individu (huishouden)
regelmatig nadenkt over de toekomst en op basis van zijn verwachtingen omtrent de inkomens,
prijzen, rentestand e.d. besluit hoeveel hij in de lopende periode kan consumeren en hoeveel er
gespaard moet worden met het oog op de toekomst. Er wordt verondersteld dat de consument
rationeel is en zijn beslissingen onder onzekerheid dient te nemen. Met andere woorden, de
consument neemt zijn consumptiebeslissing op zodanige wijze dat gegeven het "life time" inkomen
(d.i. som van het beginvermogen en de gedisconteerde jaarinkomens) zijn verwachte nut wordt
gemaximeerd.
In de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 wordt ondeaocht of het levenscyclusmodel in zijn meest
restrictieve vorm het consumptiegedrag van Nederlandse huishoudens op adequate wijze beschrijft.
In hoofdstuk 2 dat is gebaseerd op het artikel "Consumption, savings and demography", wordt er
niet alleen gekeken naar de beslissing omtrent totale bestedingen en besparingen maar ook aandacht
besteed aan de allocatie van de totale bestedingen over een aantal goederencategorieën. Bovendien
wordt in dit paper ruim aandacht besteed aan het modelleren van de invloed van demografische
factoren op het niveau en samenstelling van de consumptie. De belangrijkste conclusies van dit
hoofdstuk zijn dat de door ons gekozen specificatie van het levenscyclusmodel verworpen wordt
door de data en dat bij het modelleren van de allocatie van de totale bestedingen over de
verschillende goederencategorieën naast demografische kenmerken ook andere "taste shifters" in
ogenschouw genomen dienen te worden.
iiet derde hoofdstuk heeft als titel "Saving and income smoothing: evidence from panel
data". In dit hoofdstuk wordt het Permanent Income-Rational Expectation model van Flavin (1981)
als uitgangspunt van analyse genomen. Dit model kan men als een speciaal geval van het
levenscyclusmodel zien. Er wordt uitgegaan van een kwadratische nutsfunctie ("certainty
equivalence") en van een oneindige planningshorizon. In tegenstelling tot andere versies van het
levenscyclusmodel wordt er geabstraheerd van het feit dat de consument mogelijkerwijs een
vooaorgsmotief voor besparingen kan hebben. Toetsing van dit model levert een negatief resultaat
op. Derhalve is nagegaan of een uitbreiding van het Permanent Income model, het excess
sensitivity model van Flavin het consumptiegedrag karakteriseert. Dit blijkt niet het geval te zijn.
Uit een tentatieve analyse is het belang van het voorzorgsmotief van besparingen naar voren
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gekomen.
In het vierde hoofdstuk, getiteld "Habit formation, interdependent preferences and
demographic effects in the Almost Ideal Demand system", wordt net als in hoofdstuk 2 aandacht
besteed aan het modelleren van de allocatie van de totale bestedingen over de verschillende
gcederencategorieën. In tegenstelling tot hoofdstuk 2 wordt er bij het modelleren van deze
allocatiebeslissing rekening gehouden met gewoontevorming en interdependentie van preferenties
(voorkeursathankelijkheid). Met name het feit dat de welvaart van de consument mogelijkerwijs
athangt van het consumptiegedrag van vrienden, kennissen of andere individuen in zijn sociale
omgeving, wordt in de meeste micro-economische studies van consumentengedrag over het hoofd
gezien. Uit de empirische resultaten blijkt dat dit niet terecht is. Zowel gewoontevorming als voor-
keursafhankelijkheid blijken belangrijke determinanten te zijn van het consumptiegedrag.
In het levenscyclusmodel in zijn meest pure vorm wordt aangenomen dat de kapitaalmarkten
perfect zijn. Dit houdt in dat de consument vrij kan sparen en lenen tegen dezelfde rentevcet en dat
de consumenten niet door banken of andere financiële instellingen worden geconfronteerd met
kredietlimieten ("liquidity constraints"). Het is duidelijk dat dit geen reële aanname is en in de
volgende drie hoofdstukken wordt nagegaan of consumptie- en spaarbeslissingen op belangrijk
wijze worden beïnvloed door het bestaan van kredietlimieten. [n de meeste empirische studies van
intertemporeel consumentengedrag zoals de studies gepresenteerd in de hoofdstukken 2 en 3, wordt
het life cycle-rational expectations model getcetst door gebruik te maken van de Euler equation
benadering van Hall (1978). Hall (1978) heeft aangetoond dat uitgaande van o.a. een perfecte
kapitaalmarkt het tijdpad van het marginale nut van consumptie met behulp van een "random
walk" proces beschreven kan worden. Indien men echter de veronderstelling van perfecte
kredietmarkten laat vallen en rekening houdt met kredietlimieten, bevat de Euler vergelijking een
extra niet observeerbare variabele, namelijk de Kuhn- Tucker multiplier behorende bij de liquidity
constraint. Indien men een dergelijke Euler vergelijking wenst te schatten, dient men dit
observeringsprobleem op één of andere wijze op te lossen. De meeste methoden die in de literatuur
zijn voorgesteld zijn onbevredigend te ncemen. Derhalve wordt in hoofdstuk 5, getiteld
"Consumption, leisure and earnings-related liquidity constraints: a note", een altematieve procedure
voorgesteld. In deze procedure wordt verondersteld dat huishoudens met een hoog (loon)inkomen
meer geld kunnen lenen zonder dat daar tegenover een onderpand dient tc staan. Deze
veronderstelling impliceert dat de consument deze kredietlimiet kan beïnvlceden door meer te gaan
werken. In hoofdstuk 5 laten wij zien dat dankzij deze aanname het bovengencemde
observeringsprobleem opgelost kan worden. In hoofdstuk 6, "The effects of liquidity constraints on
consumption: estimation from household panel data", wordt de methode die in hoofdstuk 5 is
gepresenteerd tcegepast op een Nederlandse dataset, de EIM bestedingsindex. De belangrijkste
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conclusie van deze empirische studie is dat de Euler vergelijking waarin rekening wordt gehouden
met het bestaan van kredietlimieten, verworpen wordt door de data.
Hoofdstuk 7 is gebaseerd op het artikel "Intertemporal consumption, durables and liquidity
constraints: a cohort analysis". Dit is een empirische studie toegepast op Engelse data alwaar
gedurende de late jaren 80 sprake was van een sterke toename in consumptieve bestedingen en met
name in de bestedingen aan duurzame consumptiegoederen. Er is in Engeland een discussie gaande
of deze toename naast een opleving van de Engelse economie (de "productivity growth" hypothesis)
ook te wijten is aan een verscepeling van de kredietrestricties ( zie Muellbauer en Murphy ( 1991))
die in Engeland gedurende de jaren 80 is doorgevoerd. Het dcel van het paper is om een bijdrage
te leveren aan deze discussie. In het model wordt de intertemporele allocatie van niet duurzame en
duurzame consumptiegoederen bestudeerd waarbij rekening wordt gehouden met het bestaan van
kredietrestricties. Er wordt aangenomen dat de kredietlimiet samenhangt met de waarde van het
duurzame consumptiegoed', dat als onderpand kan dienen. De empirische resultaten indiceren dat
het consumptiegedrag van Engelse huishoudens niet in belangrijke mate is beïnvlced door
kredietrestricties.
[n hoofdstuk 6 is gebruik gemaakt van gegevens die afkomstig zijn van de EIM
bestedingsindex. De meeste respondenten van dit panel (substeekproef A) hcefden enkel de
uitgaven boven de 10 gulden te registreren. Er is echter een controlegroep (substeekproef B) die
alle uitgaven, ook die van onder de 10 gulden, in het huishoudbcekje hebben ingevuld. Een analyse
van de data van de controlegrcep leert dat indien men voor een aantal gcederencategorieën
(bijvoorbeeld voeding) de uitgaven boven de 10 gulden die gedurende een maand zijn gedaan,
sommeert, de maandelijkse uitgaven aanzienlijk onderschat. He[ is derhalve noodzakelijk om voor
de onderschatting van de uitgaven te corrigeren. In hoofdstuk 8 getiteld "The problem of not
observing small expenditures in a consumer budget survey", wordt er een model gepresenteerd
waannee de kleine maandelijkse uitgaven kunnen worden voorspeld.
' Ir. de empirische applicatie is de voorraad van auto's het duur7ame consumptiegoed.
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